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Abstract

Krámer Tamás
“Solution-adaptive 2D modelling of wind-induced lake circulation”
Ph.D. thesis
A two-dimensional numerical model with several new scienti…c components is
developed, veri…ed and applied to wind-induced lake circulation. The physical
description is improved to account for the role of the limited fetch and depth
in shallow, medium-size lakes. In particular, the uneven distribution of the wind
shear stress is computed by an internal atmospheric boundary layer model and the
enhancement of the bed shear stress by waves is estimated by the Grant-Madsen
wave-current interaction model. The governing equations are then solved numerically on an adaptive quadtree mesh using a second-order accurate Godunov-type
scheme. A solution-adaptivity scheme is developed that dynamically readjusts
the quadtree mesh during the simulation based on the estimated error, in order
to capture the relevant ‡ow features with locally high resolution while keeping
the overall computational e¤ort moderate. Application in several case studies of
Lake Neusiedl documented with extensive …eld measurements demonstrate that
the resulting model resolves the heterogeneous bathymetry, coverage and wind
forcing characteristic of shallow lakes.
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Kivonat
(Abstract in Hungarian)

Krámer Tamás:
“Sekély tavak szél keltette áramlásainak adaptív kétdimenziós modellezése”
PhD értekezés
Az értekezésben egy, a szél keltette tavi áramlások kétdimenziós leírására kifejlesztett, több új tudományos elemet tartalmazó numerikus modell felépítését, ellen½orzését és alkalmazását ismertetem. Sekély, közepes méret½u tavakra jellemz½o,
hogy a szél hatására kialakuló áramlásokban jelent½os szerepet játszik a korlátozott
meghajtási hossz és vízmélység, amit a …zikai leírásban a szél-csúsztatófeszültség
egyenl½otlen eloszlását leíró bels½o légköri határréteg-modellel és a hullámzás által
megnövelt mederellenállás Grant-Madsen-féle modelljével veszek …gyelembe. Az
így kib½ovített matematikai modell numerikus megoldásához egy másodrend½u, Godunov
típusú véges-térfogat módszert adaptáltam négyfa-alapú rácshálókra.

A f½obb

áramlási struktúrák részletes és számítási igény szempontjából egyúttal gazdaságos
leírása érdekében a rácsháló-felbontás a számítás során dinamikusan, az iterációs
lépésekben becsült hiba alapján automatizáltan igazítható. Fert½o tavi, kiterjedt
helyszíni mérésekkel dokumentált esettanulmányokon keresztül igazolom, hogy a
kifejlesztett modell alkalmas a sekély tavakra jellemz½o változékony mederdomborzat,
ben½ottség és szélmeghajtás átfogó és egyúttal hatékony leképezésére.

xiii

xiv

Summary

The modelling of wind-induced circulation provides the hydrodynamic basis for
assessing and predicting mixing, sediment transport and water quality processes in
lakes. In the thesis, a two-dimensional numerical model with several new scienti…c
components is developed, veri…ed and applied for the wind-induced circulation,
focusing on medium-sized shallow water bodies.
The two-dimensional model governed by the shallow water equations is a reasonably accurate, and numerically economical approach to describe large-scale
wind-induced mass exchange processes in shallow lakes. The physical description of the model is extended to account for the typically signi…cant role played
by the limited fetch and the shallowness in wind-induced circulation.
In fetch-limited zones, the striking di¤erence of roughness between water and
the surrounding land or emergent vegetation is often the most important source
of wind stress curl, which shapes the circulation pattern in the lake. The surface shear stress over the water surface is approximated by a fetch-dependent
internal atmospheric boundary layer model. This algebraic model is extended to
handle multiple, embedded boundary layers formed at successive abrupt roughness
changes along the fetch due primarily to patches of emergent aquatic vegetation.
The resulting model is calibrated and veri…ed against wind data collected simultaneously at multiple points.
The enhancement of the bed shear stress by the wave boundary layer has a
considerable e¤ect on the depth-averaged ‡ow …eld, as demonstrated by numerical
experiments of a test lake. The local, empirical procedure of the Shore Protection
Manual is adopted to estimate wave heights and periods, and the Grant-Madsen
model is applied to describe the interaction of the main current and the waveinduced periodic velocities at the bed.
The governing equations are solved using a second-order accurate MUSCLHancock …nite-volume scheme. To resolve the heterogeneity of vegetation coverage, bathymetry and wind forcing e¢ ciently, the discretisation is based on an
adaptive quadtree mesh. A solution-adaptive scheme is proposed to govern the
dynamic reallocation of coarse and …ne cells according to a solution error estimate based on the local variation of the velocity. The best parameterisation of
the scheme and the attainable improvement in accuracy is explored through grid
convergence tests.
To make the adaptive solver more competitive not only in terms of the cell

xv

count but also in terms of the CPU time, a conservative local time stepping scheme
is implemented within the …nite-volume method. The e¢ ciency and the correctness of the numerical solver is veri…ed against relevant benchmark problems.
The physical validity of the model and its applicability to real conditions is
demonstrated with case studies of Lake Neusiedl. The adaptive ‡ow model is
applied to the lake to determine circulations due to the prevailing storms in the
whole lake and in two bays surrounded by reed. Static and solution-driven mesh
adaptivity is used to accelerate convergence to steady state, to localise mesh resolution to the area of interest and to reallocate cells during unsteady simulations.

xvi

Összefoglalás
(Summary in Hungarian)

A szél keltette tavi áramlások modellezése az elkeveredési, üledékvándorlási és vízmin½oségi folyamatok elemzésének és becslésének hidrodinamikai alapját képezi. Az
értekezésben egy, a szél keltette tavi áramlások kétdimenziós leírására kifejlesztett,
több új tudományos elemet tartalmazó numerikus modell felépítését, ellen½orzését
és alkalmazását ismertetem, a közepes méret½u, sekély tavakra összpontosítva.
A sekélyvízi egyenleteken alapuló kétdimenziós leírásmóddal kielégít½o pontosságú, és numerikusan gazdaságosan megoldható modellhez jutunk a sekély
tavak szél keltette nagylépték½u vízcsere-folyamatainak becslésére. A numerikus
modell …zikai megalapozottságának javítása érdekében a …zikai modellben …gyelembe veszem a korlátozott meghajtási hossz és a sekélység jellemz½oen jelent½os hatását
a szél keltette áramlásokra.
A tópartnak és a nádasnak a nyílt vízfelszínét½ol élesen eltér½o érdessége a szélcsúsztatófeszültség vektormez½ojének lényegi küls½o rotációforrása, ami a tó cirkulációs áramképének kialakításában fontos szerepet játszik. A szél-csúsztatófeszültség
vízfelszín feletti eloszlása a parttól mint éles felszíni érdességhatártól indulóan kifejl½od½o bels½o határréteg-modellel számítható. Szabdalt érdességi viszonyokra bevezetek egy többszörös bels½o határréteg-modellt, amely …gyelembe veszi az egymásba
ágyazott bels½o határrétegek kifejl½odését a terep, nádas és nyíltvíz szélirányban
egymást követ½o határain. A modellt többpontos szélmérésekre kalibrálom és ellen½orzöm.
A hullámzás keltette sebességingadozások megváltoztatják a mederfenék-határréteget, aminek következtében megnövekszik a fenék-csúsztatófeszültség. Ennek
leírásához a Shore Protection Manual helyi, tapasztalati képleteit veszem át a
hullámmagasság és a periódusid½o becslésére, míg az id½oben átlagolt áramlás és a
hullámzás okozta periodikus vízmozgás kölcsönhatását a Grant-Madsen-féle eljárással modellezem. Modelltóban végzett numerikus kísérletekkel megmutatom, hogy
a hullámzásnak ilymódon számottev½o hatása van a mélységintegrált áramképre.
Az alapegyenleteket a másodrend½u pontosságú MUSCL-Hancock véges-térfogat módszerrel oldom meg. A növényfedettség, a meder és a szélmeghajtás
inhomogenitásának hatékony leképezése érdekében a diszkretizálást adaptív négyfarácshálóra alapozom. A kifejlesztett adaptációs algoritmus a négyfa-rácshálót
dinamikusan s½uríti ill. durvítja, és mindezt a sebességmez½o helyi változékonyságán

xvii

alapuló hibabecslés vezérli. Az eljárás legel½onyösebb paraméterezését és a pontosság elérhet½o javulását rácskonvergencia-tesztekkel vizsgálom.
Az adaptív véges-térfogat megoldót egy konzervatív helyi id½olépés-algoritmus
beépítésével teszem nemcsak a cellaszám, hanem a számítási id½o tekintetében
is versenyképessebbé. A numerikus megoldó hatékonyságát és pontosságát tavi
áramlásokra vonatkozó tesztfeladatokkal ellen½orzöm.
Fert½o tavi, kiterjedt helyszíni mérésekkel dokumentált esettanulmányokon keresztül igazolom, hogy a kifejlesztett modell alkalmas a sekély tavakra jellemz½o
változékony mederdomborzat, ben½ottség és szélmeghajtás átfogó és egyúttal hatékony leképezésére. Az adaptív modellel meghatározom a teljes tó és két, nádassal
övezett öböl szél keltette cirkulációs áramlásait. Ehhez statikus és dinamikus
adaptivitással segítem el½o a permanens állapothoz való konvergencia gyorsítását,
a vizsgált célterület rácsfelbontásának helyi …nomítását valamint nempermanens
szimulációkban a rácspontok átrendezését.

xviii

Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Preliminaries

Shallow lakes are valuable ecosystems that must be wisely managed to enable a
sustainable human use for activities such as …shing, recreation and reed production. The casual meaning of shallowness implies that the surface area and the
shore length are large compared to the volume, therefore these lakes are particularly vulnerable to perturbations in the water balance. In addition, since the
typically low through‡ow rate yields residence times that can be as long as several
years, the responsibility of releasing contaminants into the lake increases compared
to rivers or deeper water bodies.
In landlocked Hungary, shallow lakes are the most important surface water bodies besides the two largest rivers. Lake Balaton, with its surface area of 600 km2 ,
is the largest surface in Central Europe, whereas Lake Neusiedl (Lake Fert½o) is the
westernmost steppe lake in Europe with half the area of the former. As reviewed
by Józsa (2004), hydrodynamic explorations started as early as in the sixties,
…rst investigating the wind-induced seiche motion and looking for possible reasons
for the unfavourable silting up in some parts of the lakes. Field measurement
campaigns carried out in the sixties, seventies and early eighties provided results
on water levels, waves and sediments. Comprehensive and reliable water current
measurements were performed only after the mid-eighties, once self-contained recording current meters could be deployed in a Finnish co-operation. Simultaneous,
month-long current and wind data collected at up to a dozen characteristic points
in the lake gave a more complete insight into the circulation dynamics.
In collaboration with the hydrometric survey, the modelling of wind-induced
currents provides the hydrodynamic basis for assessing and predicting mixing, sediment transport and water quality processes. The need to improve the numerical
modelling of wind-induced circulation is expressed not only in fundamental research, but it has also become clear during the hydrodynamic investigation of our
large lakes.
Water motion in shallow lakes is primarily driven by wind acting on the water
surface. With respect to hydrodynamics, shallowness entails that the e¤ect of
surface forces reaches the bottom. For this reason, shallow lakes respond promptly
and throughout the whole depth to even shorter storms. The momentum of wind
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is partly transferred to surface waves as well as to large-scale circulation and
seiche; this momentum ‡ux then drives the internal mixing and bottom exchange
processes indirectly. Both horizontal and vertical circulations can be observed
in shallow lakes under wind action. In particular, several factors contribute to
the horizontal circulation pattern: the Coriolis e¤ect due to planetary rotation,
wind stress curl, barometric pressure variations, surface heat ‡ux and uneven
bathymetry. In medium-sized shallow lakes, the horizontal circulation prevails over
the vertical and the main factors reduce to the wind stress curl and bathymetry
(Curto et al., 2006).
In the elongated Lake Balaton, Somlyódy and van Straten (1986) found that
under cross-wind conditions, the lake circulation was highly sensitive to the accuracy of the prescribed wind …eld. As a consequence, the simulated seiche behaviour
induced by a crudely estimated, uniform wind stress …eld was in a poor agreement
with observations. In fact, the nonuniformity of the wind stress can span quite a
wide range. The synoptic scale of winds is far greater than the typical lake scale,
therefore the spatial structure of weather systems over the lake can be neglected,
except for large water bodies such as the Great Lakes, where Schwab and Beletsky
(2003) found that the cyclonic wind stress curl was the dominant mechanism. Below the synoptic scale is the mesoscale variability of diurnal sea and lake breezes,
driven by temperature di¤erences between land and water. The coupled threedimensional air and lake ‡ow modelling results of Pan et al. (2002) demonstrated
that the depth-averaged summer circulation of strongly strati…ed Lake Kinneret
was caused by the systematic sea breeze; this was con…rmed and extended with the
signi…cant role of the bathymetry by the 3D hydrodynamic simulations of Laval
et al. (2003). In Lake Geneva, Lemmin and D’Adamo (1996) observed that the
dominant summer circulation is governed by the combined action of the diurnal
lake-land breeze and episodic storms, both a¤ected by the surrounding mountainous terrain.
In fetch-limited zones, sheltering by the surrounding vegetation and uneven
roughness conditions are often the most important sources of wind curl, although
this mechanism has been commonly neglected in lake models. Using a heuristic
taper of the surface shear distribution towards the upwind shore (Józsa et al.,
1990; Rubbert and Köngeter, 2005) or by interpolating the wind shear stress …eld
from distributed wind measurements (Podsetchine and Schernewski, 1999; Rueda
et al., 2005), it became possible to correct the overall circulation pattern compared
to that obtained by prescribing uniform shear. A more general algebraic approach
that yields the fetch-dependent surface shear stress distribution directly models the development of an atmospheric internal boundary layer (IBL) that arises
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downstream of sudden changes of roughness (Curto et al., 2006). Józsa (2001)
demonstrated that much of the di¤erences between simultaneously observed overlake wind speeds could be explained by the IBL formation and, as an indirect
con…rmation of the model, the agreement of the circulation pattern simulated by
the IBL-based wind forcing …eld was signi…cantly improved.
The depth-averaged vorticity budget also reveals that the wind forcing a¤ects
horizontal circulation in another way, speci…cally by generating topographic gyres
with the component aligned with the depth contours (Schwab and Beletsky, 2003).
Bottom friction tends to cancel the vorticity input by the wind, but only after the
topographic gyres have become established. The bed roughness and the vegetation
also have an in‡uence on the circulation through the typically uneven lakewide
distribution of the hydraulic resistance.
In relatively shallow areas, wave action on the current becomes important
through several processes: wave-enhanced bottom friction, Stokes drift, radiation
stresses and wave-induced surface turbulence (Battjes, 1988). The additional turbulence of an oscillatory wave …eld can modify the background ‡ow …eld by enhancing bottom friction. For example, Jin and Ji (2004) used the wave-enhanced
friction formulations of Grant and Madsen (1986) to determine the e¤ect of wavecurrent interaction on wind-driven ‡ows in Lake Okeechobee. Stokes drift is a
result of the net mass ‡ux due to waves in the direction of wave propagation.
The momentum ‡ux of breaking waves –the radiation stress –generates currents
in both the longshore and cross-shore directions; these currents can be strong on
steep beds that are exposed to large waves, that is, in the coastal breaker zones
of large and deep lakes (Schwab et al., 1984). Vegetated beds modify waves and,
therefore, a¤ect the relationships among the non-dimensional scaling parameters
commonly used in wave analysis (Teeter et al., 2001).
The physical description of ‡uid dynamics is based on the expression of the
conservation of mass, momentum and energy, namely the Navier-Stokes equations (Landau and Lifshitz, 1987). The very broad temporal and spatial spectrum
stretching between turbulence and lakewide circulation would require a discretisation density that is beyond existing computational capacities. The way out is
to represent only the larger scales directly in the mesh, and introducing subscale
models to approximate the bulk e¤ect of the …ner processes. Turbulence can be
modelled by Reynolds-averaging, according to which time-averaged ‡ow quantities
are discretised and the contribution of the ‡uctuating components on the mean
‡ow is computed by a turbulence model.
Further simpli…cations are possible by taking advantage of the anisotropy of
the ‡ow and by reducing the number of dimensions. As a matter of fact, in shallow
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lakes that are easily mixed vertically, the large-scale wind-induced mass exchange
processes can also be approximated by a depth-averaged description. This way, we
obtain a two-dimensional (2D) model that is still reasonably accurate, but numerically more economical than the computationally expensive three-dimensional (3D)
approach. The assumption of homogeneous ‡uid and hydrostatic pressure distribution, and integration of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations
along the depth leads to the 2D shallow water equations. Although the hydrostatic
pressure assumption seems reasonably acceptable for shallow-lake applications, it
was found to a¤ect the computed velocities noticeably in the 3D simulation of
highly transient wind surges (Ciraolo et al., 2002b).
Due to the shallowness, surface and bottom shear are the main sources of
turbulence. Bottom shear is derived from the depth-averaged velocity with the
assumption of uniform ‡ow, for example using the established Strickler-Manning
formula. This approach is inevitably a source of error in the 2D approximation
because it cannot describe overturning and its in‡uence on the magnitude and
direction of the bottom shear stress. Speci…cally, the 2D approach integrates
strong vertical circulations to small (or, in the case of horizontal bottom, even
null) depth-averaged velocities which then yields underestimated bottom stresses
and overestimated water surface setup. Using a non-hydrostatic 3D RANS model,
we observed numerically that a storm surge induces considerable near-bottom
return currents in the 4 m-deep Lake Balaton once the water surface has set up
(Ciraolo et al., 2003). Moreover, the building-up of the vertical structure is found
to evolve from the downwind shore, with high sensitivity to the lake topography.
Simulations in regular basin con…gurations with a ‡at and with a sloping bottom
also con…rmed that vertical circulation can be of the same order of magnitude
than the horizontal circulation (Curto et al., 2006).
For practical applications, the shallow water equations are discretised in space
and time and solved numerically by approximating the solution in a …nite number
of points and time levels. The books by Ferziger and Perić (2002), Versteeg and
Malalasekera (1995) and Zienkiewicz and Taylor (2000) introduce the three main
numerical techniques: the …nite di¤erence, …nite volume and …nite element methods, respectively. Each of these methods is based on a mesh that covers the ‡ow
domain. The a¤ordable computer speed and memory puts an upper limit to the
resolution of the mesh, furthermore, pre- and post-processing software may also
impose constraints to the size and type of the mesh. On the other hand, a dense
mesh may be required to obtain a highly detailed solution with small truncation
errors.
Adaptivity is a useful technique to improve solution accuracy vs computational
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cost. To achieve this, a solution-adaptive scheme monitors the distribution of the
estimated error and seeks to improve the solution by modifying the discretisation
locally where it is expected to lower the error most e¢ ciently. It is a general
technique which includes Lagrangian meshes distorted according to the solution
(r-adaptivity), variable order of approximation (p-adaptivity) and local mesh re…nement (h-adaptivity). In the context of open ‡ows, Lagrangian meshes appear
to be best suited to vertical interface tracking (Hodges and Street, 1999), though
some workers adapted it to horizontal 2D modelling (Hui and Koudriakov, 2002;
Ivanenko and Muratova, 2000). Elements with variable polynomial order are often
used alongside adaptive mesh re…nement within standard …nite element (Barragy
and Walter, 1998; Devine and Flaherty, 1996) and discontinuous Galerkin solvers (Remacle et al., 2003). Local mesh re…nement is perhaps the most general
concept, as it is independent on the formulation of the numerical solver.
In addition to its function of balancing computational accuracy and cost, adaptivity can also be interpreted as a device to capture ‡ow features automatically
with a locally …ner mesh. In fact, regions characterised by strong local variations
such as shocks, concentrated shear layers, eddies or ‡ow separations are resolved
more accurately if more nodes are used locally to approximate highly nonlinear
portions of the ‡ow …eld. High variability of bed level, resistance properties and
external forcing is likely to result in an equal or even ampli…ed variability of the
‡ow state variables.
Solution-adaptive re…nement capability has been added to …nite-volume and
…nite-element models of the shallow water equations that are based on unstructured, triangular meshes (e.g. Marrocu and Ambrosi, 1999; Sleigh et al., 1998).
The objective set in the paper of Marrocu and Ambrosi (1999) has relevance to
this thesis, as they propose mesh adaptation strategies for a …nite-element solution of the smooth shallow ‡ow problems, however, their method is di¢ cult to
interpret in the context of the …nite volume method. With regard to structured
grids, two strategies are commonly used to implement solution-adaptive re…nement: AMR (Adaptive Mesh Re…nement) methods and hierarchical mesh methods. AMR methods cover the domain with dynamically changing, non-overlapping
structured grid patches of di¤erent density (Berger and Oliger, 1984; Hubbard and
Dodd, 2002). With hierarchical meshes, rather than re…ning square regions uniformly, it is individual cells that are subdivided independently and the structure of
the mesh is represented by a multilevel tree. Hierarchical mesh methods have long
been used in aerodynamics (e.g. Coirier and Powell, 1996; de Zeeuw and Powell,
1993), and they have also emerged as the basis of shallow ‡ow models. Work in
this direction includes the quadtree-based …nite-di¤erence models of Gáspár et al.
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(1994) for lake circulation and Park and Borthwick (2001) for surf-zone currents.
More recently, Borthwick et al. (2001b) and Borthwick et al. (2001a) solved the
shallow water equations using a staggered upwind …nite-volume scheme, while Rogers et al. (2001) presented a Godunov-type scheme for this purpose, all using an
adaptively re…ned Cartesian quadtree mesh.
Most experience on the e¢ ciency of solution-adaptive methods has been gained
for advection- or di¤usion-dominated ‡ows in gas dynamics, where numerical accuracy depends primarily on the approximation of partial di¤erential operators
and the capturing of discontinuities (e.g. Jasak and Gosman, 2000). In contrast,
shallow lake hydrodynamics are essentially governed by the surface slope, wind
forcing and friction losses. The relative importance of these processes makes the
source term dominant in the momentum equations, hence its spatial discretisation greatly determines the overall numerical accuracy of the solution. Given that
the source term has a highly varied, occasionally discontinuous distribution in
the presence of natural bathymetries and vegetation covers, a solution-adaptive
scheme that is able to adjust automatically to this variability with local re…nement
would clearly be a powerful and ‡exible extension to a numerical solver.

1.2

Objectives

The overall aim of this thesis is the development and testing of an e¢ cient numerical model of open shallow ‡ows that is based on an improved physical formulation
of wind-induced lake circulations. To achieve this overall aim, the objectives of
the thesis are given next.
Construct a second-order accurate …nite-volume model for the shallow water
equations based on a quadtree mesh. Ensure that areas where a high level
of detail is required can be discriminated with local re…nement.
Equip the numerical model with an e¢ cient and easily parameterised solutionadaptation scheme that adjusts the mesh automatically to improve solution
accuracy with respect to the invested CPU time.
Validate the numerical model with analytical solutions pertaining to lake
circulations.
Verify and calibrate with …eld observations an improved physical description
of wind and wave action on lake hydrodynamics.
The resulting model will capture ‡ow features –horizontal shear layers, small
gyres, separation and reattachment points –with high resolution, therefore it will
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be a powerful tool to explore and predict the interaction of wind-induced processes
between the near and far …eld.

1.3

Approach and scope

The main issues addressed are presented in the following paragraphs.
Wind shear stress The description of the main driving force is essential in the
modelling of shallow lake currents. The spatial distribution of the surface
shear stress over the water surface is approximated convincingly by an algebraic atmospheric internal boundary layer model. In §6.2, a fetch-dependent
IBL model is extended to handle multiple, embedded boundary layers formed
at successive roughness transitions along the fetch due primarily to patches
of emergent aquatic vegetation. The resulting model is calibrated and veri…ed against wind data collected simultaneously at multiple points in Lake
Neusiedl.
Wave-enhanced bottom shear stress Wave-induced velocity ‡uctuations near
the bed alter the bottom boundary layer and result in an enhanced bed shear
stress. A local, empirical procedure is adopted to estimate wave heights and
periods, and the model of Grant and Madsen (1986) is applied to describe the
interaction of slowly varying currents and wave-induced periodic velocities at
the bed. In §6.3, the accuracy of the wave estimation is veri…ed with gauge
data, while the e¤ect of wave-current interaction on the depth-averaged ‡ow
…eld is analysed in a test lake.
Solution-adaptivity Heterogeneity of vegetation coverage and bathymetry give
rise to a spatially variable surface forcing and ‡ow …eld; to resolve varying
scales e¢ ciently, the numerical solution is obtained on an adaptive quadtree
mesh. A solution-adaptive scheme is proposed to govern the reallocation of
coarse and …ne cells according to a solution error estimate based on the local
variation of the velocity. The best parameterisation of the scheme and the
attainable improvement in accuracy is explored through grid convergence
tests.
Local time stepping As a result of adaptivity, the disparity of cell sizes in the
quadtree mesh severely limits the global timestep. To make the adaptive
solver competitive not only in terms of the cell count but also in terms of
the CPU time, a conservative local time stepping scheme is implemented
within the chosen …nite-volume method.
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1.4

Outline

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows.
The two-dimensional shallow water equations that govern the depth-averaged
motion in open waters are presented in Chapter 2. The concept and algorithmic
implementation of the algebraic models used to estimate the surface shear stress
and bed shear stress are expanded in §2.2 and §2.3, respectively.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the quadtree mesh structure on which the numerical
discretisation is based. A numbering scheme is developed to represent cell centres,
edges and corners within a common quadtree data structure. Mesh generation
and manipulation algorithms are outlined.
Chapter 4 describes the numerical method used to solve the governing equations presented in Chapter 2. A high-resolution Godunov-type …nite-volume scheme,
the MUSCL-Hancock scheme is adapted to the quadtree mesh. Innovations include the integration of the two-stage Hancock time integration into a conservative
local time stepping scheme, an error estimator based on MUSCL reconstruction, a
reformulation of the adaptation criterion in terms of percentiles and several acceleration techniques. The subsequent two chapters concern the testing of the model
on benchmark problems and in a real lake.
In Chapter 5, the correctness and the e¢ ciency of the numerical solver is veri…ed against six benchmark problems relevant to lakes by means of grid convergence
analysis. Key features of a shallow lake solver are analysed in circular and square
domains, including steady-state circulations, free-surface oscillations and wetting
and drying. The …rst four tests are established benchmark problems for which an
analytical solution is available; the solution to shear-driven circulation in a square
basin (§5.1) is derived in this thesis. Water boundaries that are not aligned with
the Cartesian axes of the mesh are found to cause considerable spurious drag; this
e¤ect and its mitigation by extra mesh re…nement is analysed with special attention. Besides these analytical benchmark problems, two further tests are included
in this chapter to analyse the e¢ ciency of the implemented solution-adaptivity
scheme in the presence of nonuniform bathymetry. With respect to the surface
elevation, the formal second-order convergence of the MUSCL-Hancock scheme
is con…rmed in the case of steady-state simulations in rectangular geometries,
whereas unsteadiness and non-Cartesian boundaries reduce the order of convergence to 1. . . 1.5. The order of convergence is found to be consistently lower with
respect to the velocity.
In Chapter 6, the physical validity of the model and its applicability to real
conditions is demonstrated with case studies of Lake Neusiedl. Its extended and
patchy reed cover permits the veri…cation of a nested internal boundary layer
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model; the single- and multiple-IBL model is studied for parameter sensitivity,
then calibrated against simultaneous wind measurements. Parameter sensitivity
is also analysed for the Grant-Madsen wave-current interaction model. The wave
formulas are veri…ed with wave data collected in the bay of Fert½orákos, whereas
the e¤ect of the wave enhancement of bottom shear stress on the circulation is
studied numerically in a simpli…ed representation of the bay. To close the chapter,
the adaptive ‡ow model is applied to the lake to determine circulations due to the
prevailing storms in the whole lake and in two bays surrounded by reed. Static
and solution-driven mesh adaptivity is used to accelerate convergence to steady
state, localise mesh resolution to the area of interest and to reallocate cells during
unsteady simulations.
Finally, Chapter 7 gives a summary of the research. The advantages and the
disadvantages of the model are discussed and directions to possible future research
are outlined.

Chapter II
PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The two-dimensional shallow water equations that govern the depth-averaged motion in open waters are presented in this chapter. The physical model accounts for
interface processes that gain special importance in wind-driven shallow lake ‡ows:
momentum transfer through the water surface and the wave-enhanced drag with
the lakebed. Two sections are devoted to describe the concept and the algorithmic
implementation of the algebraic models used to estimate the surface shear stress
and bed shear stress.

2.1

Shallow water equations

The governing equations are the shallow water equations that express the conservation of volume and momentum for an incompressible ‡uid with a free surface;
they are obtained by integrating the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
along the vertical dimension. When deriving the shallow water equations (see
e.g., Chaudhry, 1993), it is assumed that the vertical acceleration of the ‡ow has
a negligible e¤ect on the pressure, which is therefore hydrostatic. The ‡uid density
is considered constant and uniformly distributed. Furthermore, the dispersion of
the horizontal momentum due to a nonuniform vertical distribution of the velocity is neglected. With these assumptions, the integral form of the shallow water
equations in terms of the conservative variables is:
Z
I
I
Z
@
udA + (f1 nx + g1 ny ) dS = (f2 nx + g2 ny ) dS + sdA;
@t
A

S

S

(1)

A

where A and S are the area and boundary of the cell, respectively; n : (nx ; ny ) =
outward unit normal vector to S, expressed with its horizontal Cartesian components (x; y). The ‡ow state vector u, the inviscid ‡ux vectors f1 , g1 , the viscous
‡ux vectors f2 , g2 and the vector of source terms s are de…ned as follows:
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where

= surface elevation; q : (p; q) = horizontal volume ‡ux; t = time; g =

acceleration due to gravity; h = total ‡ow depth; zb = bottom elevation; Txx ,
Txy , Tyx , Tyy = elements of the depth-averaged e¤ective turbulent stress tensor
in vertical planes; f = Coriolis parameter;
s

:(

sx ;

sy )

= surface shear stress;

b

: (

bx ;

by )

= bed shear stress;

= density of water; v : (u; v) = horizontal

depth-averaged velocity.

2.2

Wind shear stress

The lake is set into motion by the wind drag on the water surface, therefore
the representation of the wind shear stress,

s,

in the physical model is of key

importance. Indeed, the total momentum transferred to water determines the
magnitude of the water surface setup and oscillation. Furthermore, circulations
are sensitive to the nonuniformity of the wind shear stress …eld: with a mechanism
similar to topographical gyres, the curl r

s

acts as an external source in the

vorticity balance and induces circulation in the same sense of rotation (Curto
et al., 2006; Schwab and Beletsky, 2003).

2.2.1

Air-water surface layer

In a near-neutral surface layer, the horizontal wind speed is classically expressed
as a logarithmic function of height z:
Wz =

W

ln

z
;
z0

(3)

where Wz = horizontal wind speed at height z above the surface;

0:4 = von

Kármán’s constant; W = shear velocity; z0 = surface roughness length. The shear
velocity is related to the vertical turbulent momentum ‡ux so that the wind stress
is then given by
s

2.2.2

=

aW

2

(4)

:

Internal boundary layer model

In a typical lake environment, surface properties change abruptly as the wind
transits land, emerging vegetation and open water. The abrupt variation has
an immediate e¤ect on the air ‡ow near the surface, and the disturbance then
propagates upwards on the leeside with turbulent di¤usion, giving rise to an internal boundary layer. Besides the abrupt variation of z0 at the land-reed-water
interfaces, z0 also varies smoothly over the open lake due to the variable waviness of the water surface. The spatial inhomogeneity of W and

s

is modelled
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Figure 1. Sketch of the development of an IBL following an abrupt roughness change
at the reed boundary. Three consecutive vertical wind speed pro…les are shown, for a
wind blowing from the left. The vertical axis represents the height in logarithmic scale
above the water surface.

by an atmospheric internal boundary layer (IBL) model, which results in a fetchdependent shear stress distribution over the lake even in steady conditions. Next,
the procedure to determine the wind shear stress at fetch F is described in detail
and illustrated in Figure 1.
First, the measured overland wind speed is transformed from anemometer
height za to the standard 10 m using (3):
W10 (0) = Wza (0)

10
ln zz0;1
a
ln zz0;1

(5)

;

where z0;1 = roughness length that characterises the land surface; z10 = 10 m. All
heights in this algorithm are relative to the (land or water) surface.
Wind speed changes are also related to the temperature di¤erence between
land and water, but this e¤ect is not addressed in the present work.

2.2.3

Algorithmic implementation of the IBL model

The internal boundary layer height and the water surface roughness are coupled, so
the wind shear stress must be obtained by successive approximation. The starting
approximation for the wind speed at fetch F and 10 m height above water is
(0)

W10 (F )

(6)

W10 (0);

and the shear velocity is estimated by Wu’s formula (Wu, 1982), which is valid for
a broad range of wind speeds:
W

(0)

(F ) = 10

3

h

0:8 +

ih

(0)
0:065W10 (F )

i2

(0)
W10 (F )

:

(7)
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At the beginning of the ith iteration step, the roughness length of the wavy
(i)

water surface subject to wind shear stress W (F ) is estimated using Charnock’s
widely used relationship (Charnock, 1955):
2

(i)

z0;2 (F ) =
where the constant

W (i) (F ) ;

g

(8)

has a value in the range 0.014–0.0185. In this work, the value

= 0:0185 is used. The thickness of the internal boundary layer is calculated using
the local roughness of the water surface that follows the transition (Elliott, 1958;
Taylor and Lee, 1984):
(i)
b (F )

h
i0:2
(i)
= 0:75 F 0:8 z0;2 (F )
:

(9)

The updated local wind shear velocity and wind speed are then obtained by
transforming the overland wind speed to the top of the boundary layer, then to
10 m height along the piecewise logarithmic pro…le, with the roughness length of
land and water, respectively (Taylor and Lee, 1984):
W

(i+1)

b (F )
z0;1

ln
(F ) = W10 (0)
ln

(i+1)

W10

=

W

(i+1)

(F )

z10
z0;1

ln

ln

z10
(i)

z0;2

(i)
b (F )
(i)
z0;2 (F )

(11)

:

If the update in (11) exceeds a preset threshold value "W
(i+1)

W10

(F )

(i)

W10 (F )

(10)

;

10

5

m/s:
(12)

"W ;

then i is incremented and the iteration continues with (8). Otherwise the iteration
is terminated and the converged W

(i+1)

(F ) in (10) is used to evaluate the wind

shear stress with (4).
The resulting wind shear stress is

s (F )

=

aW

2

(F ). At short fetches, it is

possible that the internal boundary layer is below the reference height of 10 m.
The algorithm leads to the consistent

s (F )

also when

b (F )

< 10 m, but in that

case W10 (F ) becomes an e¤ective wind speed that plays the role of a convergence
criterion.

2.3

Bottom shear stress

In shallow water, the oscillatory wave motion will generate signi…cant shear and
turbulence at the bed, which interacts with the shear of the slower circulatory
and seiche motion (referred to as mean current in this context). This interaction
has a dominant role in sediment transport because the resultant oscillating shear
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stress will determine the erosion, deposition and horizontal entrainment of sediment particles at the bed. In addition, the wave-averaged shear will interact with
the mean current throughout the water column. As a consequence, the bottom
boundary layer is assumed to consist of a small-scale oscillatory wave boundary
layer (WBL) nested within a relatively steady current boundary layer. When the
bottom velocity ‡uctuations due to the wave orbital velocity are of the same order as the mean current velocities, the turbulence caused by waves enhances the
momentum exchange near the boundary and causes the boundary shear stress to
be much greater than that associated with the mean currents alone.

2.3.1

The Grant-Madsen method

Grant and Madsen (1979) were among the …rst to provide a nonlinear model of
the combined wave-current action, which will be adopted in the current work.
It is assumed that a time-invariant, piecewise linear eddy viscosity characterises
the whole wave period and a logarithmic vertical velocity pro…le equivalent to (3)
holds above the bottom boundary layer. The amplitude of the oscillating total
shear stress

where

c

m

during a wave period is found as
p
2 + 2 jcos
m =
wc j c wm +
c

= current shear stress;

wave period and

wc

wm

2 ;
wm

(13)

= maximum wave shear stress during that

= angle between the current and the waves. The model thus

yields the total shear stress but it is the stress component associated with the
steady current that a¤ects the momentum balance of the mean ‡ow, i.e.,
b

However,

c

=

c:

(14)

is not equal to the boundary stress from a pure current; on the con-

trary, it is also in‡uenced in a nonlinear fashion by the stress component associated
with the oscillatory motion. Formally, the shear stress vector associated with the
current v is expressed in terms of a Darcy-Weisbach-type wave-current friction
coe¢ cient, fcw , as

1
fcw v jvj :
(15)
2
Essentially, Grant and Madsen’s procedure condenses the combined e¤ect of waves
c

=

and current into the augmented coe¢ cient fcw .
The semi-logarithmic plot in Figure 2 illustrates the e¤ect of waves on the
vertical velocity pro…le in the direction of the mean current. Without the action
of waves, the velocity pro…le is logarithmic (dashed line uc (z) in the …gure). On
the other hand, the velocity pro…le becomes piecewise logarithmic in the presence
of a wave boundary layer (solid line ucw (z)). Both pro…les are reconstructed from
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Figure 2. Period-averaged velocity pro…le in the presence of waves ucw (z) and without
waves uc (z). The vertical axis shows the height above bottom in logarithmic scale.

the depth-averaged velocity of the 2D ‡ow solution, u. If we neglect the thickness
of the WBL compared to the depth, it can be shown that the velocity pro…le must
pass through the point (h=e; u) to yield a depth-average equal to u, that is,
(16)

u(h=e) = u:
The period-averaged velocity pro…le inside the wave boundary layer (z <
cw

= WBL thickness) is a function of the total shear stress

m,

cw ;

whereas the pro…le

above the WBL develops according to the shear stress induced by the mean current
c:

8
2
>
< uu c ln zz
m
0b

if z <

w;

(17)
>
: u c ln z
if z
w;
z0a
p
where z = height above the bed; u m =
m = = shear velocity associated with
p
the maximum total shear stress; u c =
c = = shear velocity associated with the
u(z) =

current shear stress; z0b = bed roughness length; z0a = apparent roughness length.

As a consequence, the wave shear increases the velocity gradient above the WBL,
hence

c

will be higher with wave-current interaction than for pure currents on

the same bed. The increase in the shear stress can be translated into an increased,
apparent bed roughness z0a > z0b .
The roughness length of the bed, z0b is related to the equivalent Nikuradze
sand-grain roughness kn . The relationship varies according to the near-bed turbulence conditions measured by the boundary Reynolds number
(18)

Rer = kn u m = ;
p

= shear velocity associated with the maximum total shear

where u

m

stress;

= kinematic viscosity of water ( = 10

=

m=

6

m2 s

1

is used in the simulations
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of the thesis). For rough and smooth bed, the roughness length is
8
>
<kn =(9Rer ) if Rer < 10=3;
z0b =
>
:kn =30
if Rer 10=3;

(19)

respectively.

2.3.2

Wave estimation

The input to the wave shear stress calculation is typically the local root-meansquare wave height Hrms and average wave period Ta . This data may be obtained
from a numerical wave model or estimated empirically. The shallow-water wave
prediction formulae of the Shore Protection Manual (CERC, 1984) permit the
calculation of Hrms and Ta with just the local wind speed, fetch and water depth:
0:00565 (F 0 )0:5
WA2
tanh 0:530(h0 )0:75 tanh
;
g
tanh 0:530 (h0 )0:75

(20)

h
i
0:0379 (F 0 )0:333
WA
0 0:375
tanh 0:833 (h )
tanh
;
Ta = 7:54
g
tanh 0:833 (h0 )0:375

(21)

Hrms = 0:200

where the dimensionless depth and fetch parameters have been normalised by g
and an e¤ective wind speed WA :
h0 =

gF
gh
, F0 = 2 :
2
WA
WA

(22)

The e¤ective wind speed is de…ned in the Shore Protection Manual as WA =
0:71 [W10 (0)]1:23 but the comparison presented later in §6.3.2 shows better agreement with WA = W10 (0), so the latter will be used in the simulations.
Based on these wave parameters, the wave action near the bottom boundary
layer is estimated by linear wave theory (see, e.g., CERC, 1984). The wavelength
is obtained by iteratively solving
Lw = L1 tanh

2 h
;
Lw

(23)

in which L1 = gTa2 =2 is the deep-water wavelength. Then the bottom excursion
amplitude, the maximum bottom orbital velocity and the wave Reynolds number
are
Hrms
;
2 sinh(2 h=Lw )
= Abm (2 =Ta );

Abm =

(24)

ubm

(25)

Rew = Abm ubm = ;

(26)

respectively. These are the near-bed wave parameters that enter the Grant-Madsen
algorithm, as will be discussed in the next section.
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2.3.3

Algorithmic implementation

Although the maximum total shear stress does not directly enter the shallow water
equations (2),

c

and

wm

are interconnected, therefore the calculation proceeds

iteratively by …nding fcw corresponding to the converged solution of
we assume that only the action of waves de…nes the shear stress, i.e.,
m

=

m.
c

Initially,

= 0, hence

wm .

At the beginning of an iteration step, z0b is determined using (19). Then we
calculate two intermediate variables
c

=

wm

and
m

C

=

wm

Note that initially

p

u2c
;
u2wm

1 + 2 cos

(27)

wc

2:

+

(28)

= 0 and C = 1.

To calculate fcw , we must iteratively solve
1
C Abm
1
p
+ log10 p
= log10
kn
4 fcw =C
4 fcw =C

0:17
q
+ 0:24 4 fcw =C

(29)

for fully rough conditions (i.e., Rer < 10=3), and
1
1
p
+ log10 p
= log10
4 4fcw =C
4 4fcw =C
for smooth beds (i.e., Rer

r

C Rew
50

0:17
q
+ 0:06 4 4fcw =C

(30)

10=3).

I present an accelation of the iteration by using …tted regression curves. If the
‡ow is rough turbulent, the intermediate variables Xr , Yr and Zr are introduced
Xr = C Abm =kn ;
8
>
<ln X r
if Xr < 1;
Yr =
>
:ln(ln Xr ) if Xr 1;
q
Zr = 4 fcw =C :

The …rst estimate
8
>
<0:0757 Yr2 0:607 Yr + 1:89
Zr =
>
:0:0121 Y 4 + 0:0124 Y 3 0:12 Y 2
r
r
r

(31)

if Xr < 1;
(32)
0:405 Yr + 1:37 if Xr

1;
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Figure 3. Polynomial estimation vs exact solution of Z(X) for rough and smooth
turbulence conditions.

is very close to the …nal solution of (29) (left panel in Figure 3). The following
iteration is then performed
Zr(i+1)

= log10 Xr

0:17 + 0:24

Zr(i)

log10

1

1

(33)

(i)

Zr

(i+1)

until convergence to the required accuracy is achieved, Zr

(i)

Zr

(i)

= Zr

1=1000 for example. The upper index i in (33) refers to the iteration step. One
or two steps should su¢ ce, yielding at the end fcw = C (Zr =4)2 . Without the
improved …rst estimate of (32), the convergence could be slow for small Xr . To
verify the assumption of rough bed, Rer is computed using (18), with
r
p
fcw
u wm =
ubm and u m = C u wm :
2

(34)

If Rer < 10=3 is found then the bed conditions are smooth and fcw must be

recalculated. The roughness length is updated
z0b = kn =(9Rer );
and a di¤erent set of intermediate variables is computed
r
C Rew
;
Xs =
8 50
>
<ln X s
if Xs < 1;
Ys =
>
:ln(ln Xs ) if Xs 1;
q
Zs = 4 4fcw =C :

(35)

(36)

The …rst estimate in the case of smooth bed is analogous to (32) (right panel in
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Figure 3):
8
<0:374 Y 2 1:33 Y + 2:49
s
s
Zs =
:0:0087 Y 4 + 0:0384 Y 3 0:110 Y 2
s
s
s

if Xs < 1;
0:655 Ys + 1:68 if Xs

(37)

1:

The iteration follows from (30):

Zs(i+1) = log10 Xs

0:17 + 0:06 Zs(i)

log10

1

1
(i)

Zs

(38)

:

Again, one or two steps are enough to yield an updated fcw = C (Zs =8)2 with
reasonable accuracy, then u

wm

and u

m

are reevaluated with (34).

Then the velocity pro…le in Figure 2 is reconstructed, which yields a new
estimate of

c.

The thickness of the wave boundary layer is

u m Ta
:
2
The velocity pro…le (17) must be continuous at z =
cw

satisfy (16). Since h=e >

cw ,

(39)

=

cw

and at the same time

this results in a quadratic equation in the unknown

current shear velocity:
u=

u

c

ln

h=e

+

cw

uc
cw
ln
;
u m z0b

which is solved algebraically for u c :
2
uc=u

m

ln h=e
cw

ln

cw

z0b

v
u
6 1 u1
u
u
6
4 2 + t4 + u m

ln

(40)

cw

z0b

ln h=e
z0b

3

7
7
25:

(41)

The Grant-Madsen model becomes invalid if the wave action is negligibly small,
which manifests itself by a negative discriminant under the square root or a WBL
that is thinner than the roughness length; …nally, Grant and Madsen (1986) restrict
the range of applicability to z0b

cw .

To overcome numerical and physical

di¢ culties, the wave action on the bed shear stress is disregarded if C > 10
at any step or z0b >

cw

at the last iteration step, and the bed shear stress is

calculated for pure currents using (42) instead.
To close the outer iteration step,

c

( u2c , then

wm

and

m

are updated

according to (13). The procedure returns to (27) until the change in

m

in the

current iteration step is less than a tolerance level.
To speed up the calculation, the friction factor fcw resulting from the wavecurrent interaction is updated less frequently than the ‡ow solution, and values
of fcw in intermediate time steps are approximated by linear interpolation, as
detailed in §4.7.2. This approach, while greatly reducing simulation times, proved
to be su¢ ciently robust, so that a more sophisticated updating scheme was not
necessary.

2.4. RESISTANCE DUE TO VEGETATION

2.3.4
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Manning formula

When the main currents are known to be much stronger than wave-induced currents, such as in deep water, no bed-level interaction between the waves and
currents is considered. In such a case, the bed shear stress is simply calculated as
b

=

1
fc v jvj :
2

(42)

For convenience, the bed roughness kn is speci…ed through Manning’s empirical
formula

in which

30h
p

gn2
;
h1=3

(43)
e1+ 2=fc
= von Kármán constant ( 0.4); fc = current friction factor; n =
kn =

;

fc = 2

Manning’s roughness coe¢ cient.

2.4

Resistance due to vegetation

In vegetated nearshore zones, the reed stems and leaves increase ‡ow resistance
by causing velocity shear, hence turbulence, along the water column in addition
to the bottom shear generated at the bed surface. Flow resistance models that
use physical parameters are being actively researched and newly proposed formulae abound in the literature. Most of these approaches are specialised for either
submerged, emergent or ‡oating vegetation. In some deeper parts of the lake,
submerged and ‡oating species with low sti¤ness and streamlined leaves can be
found, whereas the shallow littoral zones are typically dominated by sti¤er emergent vegetation. The essential e¤ect exerted by the vegetation on the ‡ow is the
turbulence caused by shear along the submerged height of the stems and leaves. A
basic model describes this as the drag caused by a regular array of rigid cylinders
(e.g. Lindner, 1982), which is therefore applicable to sti¤ emergent vegetation such
as reed. The friction factor due to vegetation is determined as
fveg =

CD d
;
2ga2

(44)

where CD = is the drag coe¢ cient of the stems; d = stem diameter; a = stem
spacing. Typical values for reed density found in the reed populations of Lake
Neusiedl are d = 8 12 mm and a = 80 140 mm (Rolletchek and Hartzendorf,
2000). This means that less than 1% of the water volume is occupied by the
reed stems, so the e¤ect of porosity in the conservation of mass is unimportant.
The drag coe¢ cient of ideal cylinders is approximately 1.0, but for stems with
foliage, CD can be in the range 2 8 depending on the stem Reynolds number and
foliage properties, according to the ‡ume measurements of James et al. (2004).
In the end, the total resistance is obtained as the sum of the bed and vegetation
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resistance, i.e.,

tot

=

1
2

ftot v jvj, with ftot = fc + fveg . This shear stress can be

considered as the total drag force that builds up in the water column over a unit
horizontal area.
None of the more sophisticated approaches has gained yet such a wide accept-

ance for lacustrine conditions as Manning’s formula for bed resistance. Among
the reasons of this is the disparity of aquatic vegetation types and the di¢ culty
of model parameterisation and calibration. In e¤ect, costly remote sensing, image
analysis techniques and …eld surveys are employed to demarcate vegetation patches
with uniform physical properties. Furthermore, calibration requires information
on currents or water surface gradients which is di¢ cult to collect in dense vegetation and upscaling local velocity measurements to the spatial resolution of the
model is laden with uncertainty.
In this thesis, the ‡ow resistance due to vegetation and to bed roughness are
combined and modelled by the Manning formula. As usual, the bulk coe¢ cient n is
calibrated for each distinct type of vegetation cover based on …eld measurements.
However, it is expected that a depth-dependent vegetation drag model –such as
the one described above –would better accommodate large depth variations due to
slow displacement of the free surface (corresponding to long waves and volumetric
changes) and would therefore yield more invariant resistance properties.

2.5

Smagorinsky turbulence model

The mesh size and the timestep put a lower limit to the resolvable scales of motion. Various turbulence models have been proposed to estimate the contribution
of subgrid-scale eddies to the directly resolved ‡ow …eld. The simplest turbulence
parameterisation is the isotropic, constant eddy viscosity concept, where a predetermined value of the depth-averaged eddy viscosity

e

is used to evaluate the

elements of the depth-averaged e¤ective turbulent stress tensor:
Txx = 2

e

@u
;
@x

Txy = Tyx =

e

@u @v
+
@y @x

;

Tyy = 2

e

@v
;
@y

(45)

In su¢ ciently high Reynolds-number ‡ows, the molecular viscosity stresses can be
neglected compared to the turbulent stresses. However, due to the vertical integration of the Navier-Stokes equations, vertical turbulent di¤usion and nonuniform
vertical velocity pro…les have a dispersive e¤ect on the horizontal momentum,
which must be included in the e¤ective turbulent stresses. This can be achieved
by deriving and adding the dispersion stress tensor separately (Yulistiyanto et al.,
1998), or, as is done in this work, increasing the turbulent depth-averaged eddy
viscosity to also account for dispersion.
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Smagorinsky (1963) expressed the depth-averaged turbulent eddy viscosity using the local strain rate of the ‡ow …eld:
s
2
@v
@u
2
+
e = cS A
@x
@y

2

1
+
2

@u @v
+
@y @x

2

;

(46)

where A = cell area; cS is the Smagorinsky coe¢ cient. Smagorinsky’s isotropic
turbulence model is classically used to approximate the contribution of subgridscale turbulence to the resolved ‡ow scales by large eddy simulation (LES). With
the MUSCL-Hancock …nite volume method used in this work, the numerical solution of the time-averaged shallow water equations is represented by cell averages,
which shares therefore some analogy with the spatially …ltered LES. Smagorinsky’s
formulation takes into account the size of the resolved eddies by the introduction
of the cell area which re‡ects the local level of discretisation (the original paper of
2

Smagorinsky (1963) treats Cartesian cells, in which

=

x y replaces A). The

coe¢ cient cS is theoretically in the range 0.13. . . 0.17 (Wang, 2003), but LES of
open channel ‡ow shows that the optimal value of cS varies between 0.09. . . 0.22,
the lower and upper limits corresponding to rivers and lakes, respectively (Thomas
and Williams, 1995).

2.6

Linearised form of the shallow water equations

In Chapter 5, the numerical model is validated with analytical test problems that
are based on the linearised equations. Most analytical solutions of wind-induced
circulation and oscillation are indeed available only for the linearised shallow water
equations, which read:
@h @p @q
+
+
= 0;
@t
@x @y
@p
=
@t

gh0

@
+
@x

@q
=
@t

gh0

@
+
@y

(47)

sx

bx

;

(48)

sy

by

:

(49)

This nonconservative form does not account for the advective and di¤usive
term, it is therefore limited to model ‡ow on a ‡at bottom where the wave amplitudes are much smaller than the depth, therefore the celerity of the gravity waves
p
is constant, c0 = gh0 , where h0 is the local still water depth. So as to keep the
whole system linear, the bottom shear stress is also formulated linearly:
bx

= klin p;

by

= klin q;

(50)
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where klin is a linear friction coe¢ cient [1/T]. The de…nition of the surface shear
stress

s

is problem dependent.

In order to validate the ‡ow solver against analytical solutions, equations (47)
to (49) are adapted to the ‡ux form of (1). The ‡ux vectors f1 and g1 , and the
vector of the source terms s become
2
3
2
3
p
q
6
7
6
7
f1;lin = 4gh0 h5 ;
g1;lin = 4 0 5 ;
0
gh0 h

2

6
slin = 4

0
sx

bx

sy

by

3

7
5:

(51)

The Riemann solver is also modi…ed to comply with the linearised shallow water
equations, see Eq. (83).

Chapter III
QUADTREE MESH
This chapter is devoted to the quadtree mesh structure on which the numerical
discretisation is based. An innovative numbering scheme is developed to represent
cell centres, edges and corners within a common quadtree data structure. The
procedures of mesh generation and manipulation are outlined.

3.1

Structured and unstructured meshing

The mesh type chosen for the discretisation of the ‡ow domain greatly determines
how the numerical solution operates on that mesh. Two approaches are traditionally distinguished: structured grids and unstructured meshes.
A structured grid approach stores the data associated with the grid geometry
and ‡ow solution in logically ordered arrays with the same number of dimensions
as the ‡ow problem. The topology is regular, therefore addressing neighbours of
a cell is achieved simply by varying the indices in the respective dimension which
is directly translated to memory pointers. This facilitates the evaluation of …nite
di¤erence stencils and the assembly of sparse coe¢ cient matrices within implicit
solution strategies, resulting in computationally e¢ cient solvers that are the easiest to vectorise. Many benchmark problems deal with rectangular domains which
are straightforward to accommodate using Cartesian grids. However, arbitrary
domain shapes yield stepped boundaries which are known to disturb the solution.
As an example, the regular Cartesian grid laid over Lake Balaton (Figure 4a)
su¤ers from a poor discretisation of the shorelines and a crude representation of
the strait. Employing a logically rectangular, body-…tted curvilinear grid (Figure 4b) overcomes both problems in this case. Regardless of the method of grid
generation (Thompson et al., 1985), curvilinear grids may contain highly distorted
cells and highly uneven cell sizes when the geometry is complicated, unless several,
piecewise structured curvilinear blocks are patched together. Unfortunately blockstructuring undermines the main virtues of curvilinear grids, because neighbour
indexing across blocks and especially grid generation are complicated.
In contrast, unstructured meshes o¤er more ‡exible cell types and topologies
than structured grids. Typically, two-dimensional unstructured meshes are based
on triangular elements that avoid hanging nodes, i.e., edges that connect to an
inner point of another edge (Figure 4c). The mesh is generated so that the domain
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(a) Regular

(b) Curvilinear

(c) Triangular

(d) Quadtree
Figure 4. Lake Balaton discretised using common mesh types. The strait of Tihany is
magni…ed on the right.
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boundaries are resolved with a string of triangle edges, and the interior is …lled with
triangles according to a prescribed, possibly variable density. Meshes that allow
arbitrary element types and connections are used much less frequently. Thanks to
this ‡exibility, a lot of e¤ort has been invested into computational methods, mesh
generation and visualisation software adapted to triangular meshes (e.g. George,
1991). Compared to structured meshes, their drawback is that indexing is replaced
by connectivity lists and lookup tables, and mesh generation is typically a lengthy,
user-assisted and somewhat arbitrary process. Moreover, with a …xed triangular
mesh, boundary …tting is only possible if the location of the boundary is known a
priori. In the case of mildly sloped topography, water level variations may result in
sawtooth boundaries unless the mesh is adapted to the solution dynamically. Local
re…nement or coarsening of the initial mesh during the solution is complicated: it
is either realised through subdivision followed by edge ‡ipping or by remeshing
the whole domain according to a new density distribution.
Quadtree meshes are a blend of structured grids and unstructured meshes
(Figure 4d). Their hierarchical structure is based on the principle of recursive
decomposition of the plane and is uniquely de…ned by a linked tree structure. In
spite of such a clear structure, the number of neighbours is arbitrary and a quadtree
mesh can be considered an unstructured one in which the elements may have any
number of sides. Originally, quadtrees and related data structures were developed
for use in image processing and spatial information systems. Samet (1984) surveys
several types of hierarchical data structures and their algorithms; in this work the
scope is restricted to Cartesian quadtrees decomposed into equal parts on each
level (which is termed regular decomposition). Mesh generation is automatic and
robust, furthermore the quadtree structure is inherently designed to provide static
or dynamic variability of the spatial resolution. Arbitrary boundaries are resolved
by extra re…nement along those curves or more sophisticated techniques such as
cut-cells and immersed boundaries, as will be outlined in §5.2. True anisotropy is
di¢ cult to implement e¢ ciently on Cartesian quadtree meshes and the variation
of cell sizes cannot be as smooth as on triangular or curvilinear meshes.
A generally applicable mesh should also be able to resolve an intricate reed
cover, such as the one that characterises the southern part of Lake Neusiedl (see
§6.1 for the description of the lake). The conveyance of open water and reed di¤er
so dramatically that the ‡ow near the reed boundary is mainly tangential, hence
they should be preferably discretised like closed boundaries. Figure 5 presents the
meshes generated with each of the four types. Once the conceptual model that
describes zone boundary polygons, zone attributes and cell resolution is ready,
generation is automatic in all cases, except for the curvilinear grid. The latter
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(a) Regular

(b) Curvilinear

(c) Triangular

(d) Quadtree

Figure 5. The neighbourhood of the bay of Fert½orákos in the southern part of Lake
Neusiedl discretised using commonly used mesh types. The shading is according to the
coverage type (open water or reed).

required a lot of manual editing to accommodate zone boundaries with coordinate
lines and even so, some triangles remain in the grid. The unstructured meshes
are successfully concentrated to the semi-enclosed bay of Fert½orákos and to the
principal strait that connects the southern and northern parts of the lake.
The merits of hierarchical meshes –‡exibility, automatic generation, easy adaptivity –justify their use as the basis of a lake ‡ow model. To ensure robustness
and ease of implementation, a Cartesian quadtree mesh is adopted in this thesis.

3.2

Data structure

At the root of the quadtree is the rectangle encompassing the domain. This root
cell is subdivided into four equal rectangles along each coordinate axis, e¤ectively
halving the cell size. These new quadrants are again subdivided recursively until
the desired resolution for the area is reached. The re…nement is isotropic and
self-similar, because the cell aspect ratio (i.e.,the ratio of the cell side lengths) is
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kept constant, equal to that of the bounding mesh rectangle. The encapsulation
of the cells forms a system of hierarchy which can be represesented with a tree:
during a subdivision, four new subcells (the children) are created under the re…ned
cell (which then becomes their parent according to the analogy with genealogical
trees). Terminal cells which have no children are termed leaves.
In designing the data organisation of the quadtree mesh, the main objectives
were to provide the following properties:
Fast neighbour identi…cation for the implementation of spatial di¤erential
operators.
Fast node insertion and removal, in order to support frequent adaptation of
the mesh.
Easy addressing of side and corner points, where values can be stored temporarily to speed up calculations.
An object-oriented and generic framework, where the explicitly programmed
general algorithms are automatically specialised for di¤erent data types and
layouts by the C++ programming language compiler.
Keeping memory demand low was not among the main concerns, as the available memory on current personal computers are generally large enough to contain
data of any tree the cell count of which is already limited by the simulation time.
It has to be mentioned that optimising for low memory usage could be necessary
in a distributed parallel environment.

3.2.1

Linked vs. linear quadtrees

Commonly used quadtree data structures fall into two main categories: linked tree
and linear storage.
Linked quadtrees use pointers to connect parents and their four children. The
tree is traversed and the neighbors are enumerated using these two-way links. A
typical mesh and its tree structure are depicted in Figure 6. Nodes (representing
the cells) are numbered in the order of their creation; the simultaneously created
four children of a parent are assigned an index in the order SW–SE–NW–NE. Due
to the geometric ordering of the quadrants, there is a close connection between
the physical position of a cell and its logical position in the tree, which allows fast
identi…cation of the cell that contains a particular point. The re…nement level in
the tree hierarchy is 1 for the root cell and increases towards children. An array
o¤set pointing to the cell value of any …eld variable is stored at each node in the
tree.
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Figure 6. Quadtree mesh with indexed cells and the corresponding linked tree representation. Non-leaf cell indexes are in parantheses.

Figure 7. Linear quadtree and its lookup table.

Linear quadtrees are similar to hash tables. Each cell is assigned a unique
code which is calculated from its horizontal coordinates and its re…nement level.
Several coding schemes were developed, e.g. those presented by Balmelli et al.
(1999); Gargantini (1982), or the schemes speci…cally supplementing numerical
models of Cruz-León (1999); Dommelen and Rundensteiner (1989). A common
property of these coding schemes is that the code of potential neighbours can be
derived e¢ ciently, usually implemented using fast bitwise operations on integers.
A lookup table must be provided to map cell codes to their corresponding array
o¤sets. Figure 7 shows an example.
The appeal of linear quadtrees lies in their small memory overhead, they are
therefore widely used in graphics and spatial database applications. In fact, only
the compact cell code needs to be stored for each node. Furthermore, all non-leaf
cells can be omitted from the table because cell codes contain the absolute path to
leaves, which is especially useful if the quadtree structure remains constant after
the initial assembly.
Since ensuring fast navigation on the quadtree is an important objective, it is
worth comparing the performance of linked and linear quadtrees. On a linked tree
the search of neighbours requires only four queries on average, independently of
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the depth of the tree (de Zeeuw, 1993). On the other hand, …nding the neighbour
on a linear quadtree requires a binary search through the lookup table for every
query which means on average log2 n operations, where n is the cell count, and
a level di¤erence cost additional binary searches. Obtaining the cell code of the
neighbour may take extra time depending on the coding scheme.
A linked quadtree is therefore chosen as the basic data structure of the current
model, because faster navigation in the tree is considered a greater bene…t than
the smaller memory overhead o¤ered by linear quadtrees. The numerical test
results of Yiu et al. (1996), who compared one linked and two linear quadtree
implementations, also support this decision.
Because neighbor …nding is a low-level operation very often invoked in the
code, the linked quadtree structure is optimised for speed by storing links to the
four side-neighbours at the same level for each node. For example, the extra
information stored for the quadtree on Figure 7 is presented in Table 1.
Cell index Neighbour index
W S E N
(0)
–
– – –
(1)
–
– 2 3
2
(1) – – 4
3
– (1) 4 –
4
3
2 – –
5
–
– 6 7
6
5
– – 8
7
–
5 8 –
8
7
6 – –
Table 1. Side-neighbour indexes stored for each cell in the mesh records. A dash means
that no neighbour of the same size exists on that side.

Supplementing the classical, vertically linked quadtree by horizontal links makes
it a fully threaded tree. Considerable navigation run-time savings can be achieved
using such a fully threaded quadtree since neighbour …nding now requires only
1 + j kj steps, where

k is the node level di¤erence. In a regularised quadtree

where the level of neighbour cells is limited to change at most by one, that is,
a neighbour is located in one or two steps. As an example, the pseudo-code for
…nding the west neighbour is outlined in Appendix A, see Algorithm 1 The code
executes without loops if the neighbour exists on the same level. In the case of
smaller neighbours, the complexity of the algorithm increases because a temporary stack must be used to collect the nodes. To avoid stack over‡ow, function
WestNeighbour is not called recursively. In fact, a fully threaded quadtree bears
similarity with unstructured quadrilateral grids where the element connectivity
must be stored explicitly.
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Figure 8. Staggered positions on a quadtree.

A natural order to visit the tree is the depth-…rst traversal, where …rst the
children of a node are visited recursively then the node itself, yielding for the tree
in Figure 6 the following order: 5-6-7-8-1-2-3-4-0. The depth-…rst visit ensures
that children are always processed before the parents, which is essential for aggregating a function towards the root (in the case of cell coarsening). The visit
was implemented without any recursion in the current work. This was desirable so
as to prevent excessive stack use and to integrate the quadtree into the container
framework of the C++ Standard Template Library. A depth-…rst iterator (a sort
of pointer) is de…ned for quadtrees which addresses a quadtree node and can be
incremented to point to the next node in depth-…rst order. The pseudo-code that
searches the next node is given in Appendix A, see Algorithm 2.

3.2.2

Addressing staggered positions

So far, tree nodes were treated as equivalent to cells. Next, the tree structure is
extended so as to represent also cell corners and cell edges, i.e., positions staggered
from the cell centre. Several algorithms of the ‡ow solver must interpret values
at these positions, for example when storing mass and momentum ‡uxes around
cells, when calculating the Laplacian of the velocity and when triangulating the
mesh for graphics output. Cell centres, vertical edges, horizontal edges and cell
corners could be represented each by their own quadtree. These four trees are of
course related to each other, but in general they do not have the same layout and
node count, as can be seen from Figure 8. Hereafter the cell centre will be referred
to as C-node, the midpoint of a vertical or horizontal face as U-node and V-node,
respectively, and the cell corner as K-node.
Instead of maintaining separate quadtrees for C, U, V and K-nodes, the staggered
positions are collapsed into the quadtree of C-nodes. To refer to the staggered positions, the same node indexes can be used as for the cell centres. In order to
achieve this, U-nodes are anchored to the centre of the cell of the same level on
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Figure 9. Anchoring of U-nodes.

the eastern side of the edge, as shown in Figure 9.
This way, a U-node is addressed using the index of the C-node it is anchored
to. On a general mesh, there will be vertical edges which have a larger cell on
the eastern side, such as the U-node marked with (a). In that case the larger
cell must be re…ned to satisfy the condition that a U-node always has an eastern
neighbour of which it is the whole edge. Nodes created during such a re…nement
are marked U-nodes by setting their U-‡ag but not their C-‡ag, i.e., they do not
correspond to rectangular cells and are hidden in the graphical output. These
hidden cells are shown with dotted lines in Figure 9. The easternmost vertical
edges require that the limits of the quadtree be extended further to the east to
make room for the cell marked with (b), but such an extension would again create
a number of problematic edges on the new eastern border. Instead of extending
the mesh I chose a special handling of the easternmost cells: they are allowed to
have U-nodes only on their western sides. The ‡ow domain is surrounded by at
least one strip of margin cells during mesh generation to ensure that all ‡ow cells
are regular.
Similarly, V-nodes are anchored to the northern neighbour of the edges, Knodes to the north-eastern neighbour of the corner (Figure 10), creating hidden
cells if necessary to ensure the integrity of the logical structure. In hidden cells,
only the ‡ag of those nodes is set which caused the re…nement, either U+K, V+K
or K. Regular cells have all the ‡ags turned on, i.e., C+U+V+K.
A side-e¤ect of using a single quadtree for all four node types is the extra level
of re…nement needed where the cell size increases northward or eastward. This is
a consequence of the hidden cells. The growth of the quadtree depends on the
variability of the mesh resolution and can reach as high as 50% for very uneven
meshes. Yet the increase of cell count does not translate into an increase of ‡ow
computations because the solution is sought only in cells ‡agged as C-nodes. The
performance of the code may nevertheless be impaired to a certain extent because
larger arrays are less likely to …t into the processor’s cache therefore data access
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Figure 10. Anchoring of K-nodes.

is slowed down. Schulz (2002) gives guidelines for writing a numerical code that
is aware of the cost of memory operations. A general advice is to increase the
frequency of cache hits by organising sequenced algorithms and node indexing
so that spatially adjacent nodes are stored close to each other in the computer
memory and accessed in sequence.
An implementation must supply routines to …nd the C-U-V-K neighbours of
the four staggered node types. It is possible that nodes on the boundary of the
‡ow domain have no neighbours of a particular type.

3.2.3

Array storage

The two-dimensional …eld variables are stored in one-dimensional arrays. The
nodal value of a variable is found simply at the index of the node. A variable
discretised in staggered positions has valid values at the indexes where the particular node ‡ag is set. For the mesh in Figure 6, the storage of a cell centred
(C-type) variable z(x; y) is accomplished in the array shown in Figure 3.2.3. The
array elements corresponding to parent nodes (shaded in gray) do not store any
value.

One-dimensional array storage of …eld variable z.
The quadtree-related information that is stored in a record for each node is as
follows:
Cell level (1 integer)
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Index of parent (1 integer)
Index of …rst child (1 integer).
Index of the four side-neighbours on the same level (4 integers)
Cell centre coordinates (2 reals)
C, U, V, K ‡ags about validity and leaf status (8 bits)
On re…nement, memory for the four children is allocated at once and the children are stored contiguously in memory with consecutive indexes. It is enough to
link the …rst child and its parent to each other. Six indexes must be stored altogether for each node in the tree, including the "horizontal" links to the four sideneighbours. This number can be reduced by observing that two side-neighbours
of a cell are its siblings, therefore their index can be determined explicitly from
the numbering of the quadrants. If we store only the index of the two non-trivial
neighbours which have di¤erent parents, as proposed by Khokhlov (1998), we keep
much of the navigation speedup o¤ered by fully threaded trees.
Storing the coordinates of the cell centre is redundant because they can be
derived from the cell’s position in the quadtree. It is, however, included in the
node record because the gradient calculation by the least-squares or the divergence
method as well as the graphical output needs this geometric information.
For e¢ ciency, each ‡ag is stored in an individual bit array (more speci…cally,
using the vector<bool> container of the C++ Standard Template Library).

3.3

Generating the initial mesh

At the start of the simulation, the computational mesh is generated …rst. All
parameters controlling the geometry are read from a text …le and the quadtree
mesh with the de…ned resolution is created. The procedure is robust and fully
automatic, therefore no direct editing of the cells and cell values is required. The
following steps are performed:
Determine the dimensions of the enclosing rectangle and the cell size
Re…ne the perimeter of zones
Re…ne the interior of zones
Regularise the mesh (§3.4)
Fill the attribute map and the initial condition map (§3.3.2)
Fill the topography
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3.3.1

Initial resolution

The quadtree mesh must fully cover the resolved ‡ow domain. Moreover, the ‡ow
domain must be surrounded by an extra belt of margin cells (see Figure 11) to
ensure that the corners and edges of all ‡ow cells can be addressed. Let the longer
dimension of the ‡ow domain be denoted with L. The task is to …nd the mesh
size LM and the margin width

m.

It is useful to prescribe a basic cell size

0

in

order to ensure that all cells have a side length that is a power-of-two multiple of
that basic size,
k

=

k0 k
;
02

(52)

where k is the level of the cell and k0 is the level of the basic cell, still to be
determined. The level of the margin cells, km , is …xed in advance. First the ratio
of the ‡ow domain size and the mesh size is
r1 =

L
=1
LM

km

22

;

(53)

from which the level corresponding to the basic cell size can be obtained:
k0 = log2

L
r1

+ 1;

(54)

0

where d e denotes the ceiling function. The mesh size is expressed as
LM =

k0 1
;
02

(55)

which then yields the margin cell size around the ‡ow domain:
m

=

(1

r1 )
2

LM :

(56)

In these expressions, it was assumed that the cells are squares; the procedure
must be slightly modi…ed for a cell aspect ratio other than one. The root cell can
be created at this point: it is identical to the mesh rectangle. The next step is
linear re…nement along curves and areal re…nement inside closed boundaries. The
mesh is …rst re…ned along the perimeter of the domain and any other internal
curve de…ned by the user, so that the resulting cell size falls below the speci…ed
value. The curves are given as polylines in vector format (in an Autocad DXF
drawing). An imaginary grid is laid on top of the mesh with the spacing equal to
the target cell size and the polyline is rasterised in that resolution. In contrast to
the usual line drawing algorithms such as Bresenham’s where only cells closest to
the polyline segments are marked (e.g. Foley et al., 1995), here all cells touched
by the polyline are marked. This convention was chosen because we cannot yet
determine which side of the boundary will belong to the ‡ow…eld, hence both sides
must be re…ned to the required level. After having decided which cells must exist
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Figure 11. Procedure to determine mesh boundaries.

Figure 12. Re…nement along a perimeter.

along the boundary, the mesh is re…ned recursively until these cells are actually
created. A di¤erent approach is to seed the boundary with equidistant, su¢ ciently
dense control points and re…ne the quadtree mesh to the required level around
those points (Gáspár et al., 1991).
Figure 12 shows an example of perimeter re…nement. Cells are marked with
gray where the boundary (thick line) is intersecting the imaginary grid. The whole
background mesh was generated based on these cells.
When re…ning closed areas, cells which are inside the boundaries of such a
re…nement zone are …rst identi…ed, then subdivided to the prescribed level. To
begin with, a re…nement map is created, which assigns the re…nement attribute of
the zone to each cell. The re…nement attribute sets some or all of the following
parameters:
Target cell size, which in‡uences the initial mesh resolution,
Minimum allowed cell size to limit re…nement during adaptation to the solution,
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Figure 13. Polygon …lling with the edge-coherence algorithm.

Maximum allowed level di¤erence between two neighbours.
As the zone boundaries are also given with polylines, the task is to determine
which cells are covered by the zones, which reduces in fact to rasterising these
polygons in the uneven resolution of the quadtree mesh. An edge-coherence polygon …lling algorithm was adapted to this task. The non-horizontal edges of all
polygons are sorted in ascending order by their ymin coordinates (ymin belongs to
the lower of the two line endpoints) and added to an edge table, furthermore the
quadtree cells are also processed in an increasing y order. A horizontal scanline is
cast from the cell midpoint in the positive x direction and the number of intersections with the edges is calculated. If the number of intersections with a particular
zone boundary is odd, then the cell is inside that zone and the re…nement attribute is set accordingly. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 13, where the
attribute of the cell on the left is being determined. The edges are sorted in the
order E1 -E2 -E3 -E4 . From the vertical position of the cell and by taking advantage
of the vertical sorting of the edges, we …nd that only E2 and E3 are potentially
intersected by the scanline. After calculating the location of the intersections, it
turns out that both edges are crossed to the right of the cell, from what it follows
that the cell is outside the polygon.
Once the re…nement map has been …lled, the actual and target cell size can be
compared for each cell and coarse cells can be re…ned accordingly. On cell subdivision, all children inherit the re…nement attribute of the parent, hence the area
re…nement can be performed recursively. Often, perimeter re…nement is performed
for the same zones as area re…nement, though this is not required.

3.3.2

Basic cell properties

The hydraulic properties of the cells are indirectly given through their ‡ow attribute:
Manning bed roughness coe¢ cient (n) for a Manning formulation of the bed
friction
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Bed roughness height due to Nikuradze (kn ) for a logarithmic friction law
Flow domain ‡ag, which determines whether a cell is accessible to water
Wind sheltering ‡ag, to enable fetch calculations
The distribution of the attributes over the ‡ow domain (hence also the boundaries of the ‡ow domain itself) are speci…ed using a ‡ow attribute map. Zones
with a common ‡ow attribute are given with their closed polygonal boundaries.
These boundaries are converted to the mesh resolution in the same way as the re…nement attribute map. A distinction is made between the two attributes because
parameters controlling re…nement and ‡ow computations need not have the same
distribution and are therefore speci…ed separately.
The …nal step of mesh initialisation is to enter the topographic information.
Bed elevation is speci…ed using a digital elevation model (DEM) which is projected onto the cell centres. The single elevation value stored in a cell must be
representative of the whole cell, therefore the average elevation of the cell is determined rather than the interpolated point value at the cell centre. The natural
morphology of lakes has a wide spectrum of wave components formed in part by
the interaction between the ‡ow and the bed sediment. Topographic wave components with a length scale of metres to hundred metres are resolved on a dense
DEM based on detailed survey. In contrast, these components may be too short
to be directly representable in the spatial resolution of the ‡ow computations
even though their amplitude is considerable. Using point sampling of the bed
elevation, periodic bedforms shorter than twice the cell size introduce arti…cial
frequencies into the topography. However, by supersampling cells, that is, taking
several samples of the bed elevation within each cell and calculating their average
value, we prevent the appearance of arti…cial frequencies and better approximate
the storage volume. Supersampling acts in fact as an anti-aliasing low-pass …lter
(e.g Lynn and Fuerst, 1998).

3.4

Mesh regularisation

One limitation of the selected quadtree mesh type is that the size ratio of two
neighbour cells can only be an integer power of two. This is in contrast to unstructured and curvilinear meshes where a smoothly varying spatial resolution can
be reached, which is generally recommended. To this end, the constraint that the
cell level can change at most by one between two cells may be imposed on the
quadtree mesh. According to this constraint, cell (a) in Figure 14 is re…ned because it has got side-neighbours with 1/4 cell size. Cell (b) became bordered by
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Figure 14. Elimination of large cell size variations.

two newly created small neighbours as a result of re…ning cell (a), so it must also
be split. The cell side ratio is not checked for diagonal neighbours because ‡ux
calculations are performed on cell edges.
The regularisation routine that is called for all ‡ow cells is outlined in Appendix
A, see Algorithm 3. Again, an explicit local stack is used to avoid recursive call.
The mesh is regularised after its initial creation and after each adaptation, so
that the ‡ow solver only operates on a regular mesh. This is however not a strict
requirement and the solver can handle arbitrary cell size ratios and arbitrary
number of edges around a control volume.

Chapter IV
FINITE-VOLUME SOLVER
This chapter describes the numerical methods used to solve the governing equations presented in Chapter 2. A high-resolution Godunov-type …nite-volume scheme,
the MUSCL-Hancock scheme is adapted to the quadtree mesh. Innovations include the integration of the two-stage Hancock time integration into a conservative
local time stepping scheme, an error estimator based on MUSCL reconstruction, a
reformulation of the adaptation criterion in terms of percentiles of error indicators
and several acceleration techniques.

4.1

MUSCL-Hancock scheme

The Godunov approach, originally developed for discontinuous solutions in gas
dynamics, has been adapted successfully to the integral form of the shallow water
equations (1). Higher-order versions of the original Godunov method (TVD, ENO,
PPM etc.) capture hydraulic jumps and bores with high accuracy and robustness.
This shock-capturing capability explains why the development of these methods for
the shallow water equations was mainly motivated by applications to transcritical
‡ow problems, such as dam break and spillway ‡ows (e.g. Alcrudo and GarcíaNavarro, 1993; Savic and Holly, 1993; Zhao et al., 1994). Yet the major reason for
selecting a Godunov method to resolve smoothly varied, purely subcritical lake
currents in my work is that the control volume conveniently coincides with the
square quadtree cell for all three state variables which represent the average ‡ow
state over that cell. Implementing of a conservative staggered scheme would have
been far more complicated on a hierarchical mesh than on a regular grid, though
some researchers did choose that path (e.g., Cruz-León, 1999).
The original, …rst-order accurate Godunov method was extended to secondorder accuracy by van Leer (1979) using linear reconstruction. The method,
called MUSCL (Monotone Upstream Scheme for Conservation Laws) is an upwindbiased di¤erencing scheme which preserves monotonicity by limiting the slope of
the reconstruction. In this work, second-order spatial and temporal accuracy
is achieved by the MUSCL-Hancock method. S. Hancock greatly simpli…ed the
MUSCL scheme by implementing it in the framework of a two-stage time integration scheme. The resulting scheme, disseminated by the paper of van Albada et al.
(1982), also found application in shallow water models (Bradford and Sanders,
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2002; Mingham and Causon, 1998). The main components of the MUSCL-Hancock scheme are outlined below.
1. Reconstruct linear subcell distributions of the state variables using TVDlimited gradients.
2. In the predictor step, advance the solution by half the full timestep using
the nonconservative equations.
3. Compute time-centred edge values using the old gradients.
4. Compute time-centred edge ‡uxes by solving a Riemann problem at each
edge. In this work the HLLC approximate Riemann solver is adopted.
5. In the …nal, corrector step, advance the solution over the full timestep using
the time-centred edge ‡uxes.
Next the individual components are described in detail.

4.2

Reconstruction

With the MUSCL method, ‡ow variables are reconstructed at the edges with a
piecewise linear distribution in each cell. For cell i, the linear reconstruction at
its edge e is
ue;i = ui + rui (re

ri );

(57)

where ue;i and ui = ‡ow state vector at the edge and at the cell centre, respectively;
rui = gradient of u approximated at the cell centre; re and ri = position vector
to the edge midpoint and the cell centre, respectively. A di¤erent ‡ow state
is reconstructed on the two sides if an u has a nonlinear distribution, that is,
ue;i 6= ue;j for an edge between cells i and j.

4.2.1

Gradient calculation

The gradient rui is calculated in each cell using surrounding cell-averaged values
with a method suited to meshes with arbitrary topology (Barth and Jespersen,
1989). To this end, a closed path connecting surrounding cell centroids is determined around the cell of interest and the gradient is expressed numerically using
the divergence theorem:
1
rui =
A

I

S

uk n dS

1
Apath

X ue;0 + ue;1
ne S e ;
2
e2edges

(58)
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Figure 15. Selection of the closed path for gradient calculation using the divergence
theorem.

where
Apath =

X

(xe;0

(59)

xe;1 )(ye;0 + ye;1 )=2

e2edges

is the area enclosed by the path around cell i; Se , ne = length and outward
unit normal of an edge, respectively; subscripts e; 0 and e; 1 refer to the starting
and ending cell of edge e. The summations are over all edges of the path. The
order in which the path visits the cell centres is indi¤erent, but the same order
must be used in (58) and (59). Unlike Barth and Jespersen (1989) and de Zeeuw
and Powell (1993), I propose choosing a compact path which connects immediate
neighbours so that the cell where ru is calculated is never included in the path

and the diagonal neighbours are included only when a connected edge is on a
boundary (Figure 15). This way the stencil reduces to that of a standard central
di¤erence on regular grids. Scheme (58) is advantageous compared to di¤erence
schemes based on the Taylor series expansion (Gáspár et al., 1991) because it

is automatically calculated for all possible mesh con…gurations and is directly
applicable to distorted or cut cells (see page 89).
The gradient must also be evaluated at cell interfaces because the di¤usive
‡uxes f2 and g2 in (2) are based on the velocity gradient. To this end, I adopt the
linearity-preserving “diamond path and simple vertex weighting” path-integral
method of Coirier (1994). According to the method, a diamond-shaped area is
de…ned around the edge as shown in Figure 16. The path delimiting the area
connects the vertices of the edge with the centroids of the two cells sharing the
edge. To apply the divergence theorem (58), the vertex values are …rst determined
by linear interpolation of the surrounding cell centre values using the least-squares
interpolation method of Holmes and Connell (1989). The vertex value of a variable
is expressed as the linear combination of the supporting nodal values

j

weighted

by coe¢ cients ! j as
v

=

N
X
j=1

! 0j

j;

(60)
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Figure 16. Calculation of gradients at cell edges using the diamond path method
due to Coirier. a) Diamond path for the divergence theorem. b) Interpolation to edge
endpoints.

with

!j
! 0j = PN

k=1 ! k

!j = 1 +
x

=

x

(xj

xv ) +

Ixy Ry Iyy Rx
;
2
Ixx Iyy Ixy

y

(61)

;
yv ) ;

(62)

Ixy Rx Ixx Ry
;
2
Ixx Iyy Ixy

(63)

(yj

y

=

where N = number of supporting nodes. The …rst- and second-order moments are
de…ned by
Rx =

N
X

(xj

xv ) ;

Ry =

j=1

and
Ixx =

N
X

(xj

N
X

(yj

(64)

yv )

j=1

2

xv ) ;

Ixy =

j=1

N
X

(xj

xv ) (yj

yv ) ;

(65)

j=1

Iyy =

N
X

(yj

yv )2 ;

(66)

j=1

respectively. This method is …rst-order as both the interpolation and the discrete
divergence (58) are exact for linear solutions. Coirier’s scheme may be improved
at hanging nodes by using an axisymmetric diamond path and interpolating to all
four nodes of the path (Delanaye et al., 1999), though the additional computational
e¤ort and stencil width is probably not justi…ed for ‡ows where the di¤usive ‡uxes
are unimportant.
If the edge is on a boundary, then the diamond path becomes a triangular path
that consists of the two edge vertices and one cell centre, as depicted in Figure 17.

4.2.2

The Barth-Jespersen slope limiter

Using the slope determined by the divergence theorem (58) in the reconstruction
with (57) creates new extrema which corrupt non-smooth solutions with arti…cial oscillations. Slope limiters that suppress these numerical oscillations are a
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Figure 17. Calculation of gradients at a boundary edge using the diamond path
method. See Figure 16 for the legend.

key component of high-resolution schemes. Limiters were originally developed for
structured grids. To complement their polynomial reconstruction, Barth and Jespersen (1989) introduced a multidimensional scalar limiter for use on unstructured
meshes. That limiter is more di¤usive than necessary as it a¤ects all components
of the gradient uniformly. In spite of this di¤usive property, the Barth-Jespersen
limiter is widely used because it is di¢ cult to translate directionality and cell
neighbour information of proven structured methods to unstructured meshes. Development of multidimensional limiters focused primarily on triangular meshes:
for example Jawahar and Kamath (2000) presented an area-weighted multidimensional method that couples gradient calculation and limiting, but their method is
not evidently extensible to arbitrary meshes. To address the di¤usive character
of the scalar limiter without any presumption on mesh topology, some researchers (Berger et al., 2005; Hubbard, 1999; Rider and Kothe, 1997) limit the slope
in a truly multidimensional fashion at the cost of a multiply constrained, datadependent minimization problem at each cell and timestep.
In this work, the Barth-Jespersen (BJ) limiter is implemented. In fact, lake
currents typically vary smoothly in space and time, therefore the limiter is seldom
invoked and the di¤usive character is less restrictive than for rapidly varying ‡ows.
The BJ limiter limits ru by a scalar factor

so that the linearly reconstructed

u satis…es monotonicity requirements, while making no assumption on the directionality or the number of neighbours. First, for a general variable , we compute
min;i

= min( i ;

nbr )

and

max;i

= max( i ;

nbr )

with all cell-centered

nbr

values

surrounding cell i, then we seek the maximum admissible limiter that ensures that
the ‡ow variable

e;i

extrapolated from cell i to the midpoint of each of its edges

is bounded:
min;i

e;i

max;i

(67)

Note that this constraint is more relaxed than the one that requires the reconstructed function (r) to be bounded at every point within the cell.
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Figure 18. Left: Unlimited reconstruction of variable using centred gradients. Right:
Reconstruction of with centred gradients limited by the Barth-Jespersen limiter.

The monotonicity principle is formulated for each edge around cell i as
8
>
min 1; max;i i
if e;i
>
i > 0;
>
e;i
i
>
<
if e;i
min 1; min;i i
e;i =
i < 0;
e;i
i
>
>
>
>
:1
if e;i
i = 0;

and the …nal slope limiter is determined using

i

= min (
e2edges

at the edge is extrapolated with the unlimited gradient,

e;i

(68)

e;i ).

In (68) the state

=

+r

i

i

(re

ri ).

To ensure second-order accuracy, the limiter does not alter the gradient when
is linearly distributed, i.e.,

i

( 1 if
i

max;i
e;i

(69)

= 2:

i

The BJ limiter has the bene…t of being di¤erentiable for linearly varying ‡ow
variables. Additionally, if

i

is a local extremum then the reconstruction reverts

to Godunov’s …rst-order scheme with

i

= 0.

Figure 18 depicts the unlimited and the limited MUSCL reconstruction in four
consecutive 1D cells. The left and right states at edge i+0:5 are marked with black
dots. On regular grids, the BJ limiter reduces to what is called the monotonisedcentered limiter (Leveque, 1996) in the CLAWPACK package. Note that the same
limiter is called limited Fromm scheme, double-minmod, MUSCL and Woodward
limiter in other sources.
Each state variable is reconstructed with its own BJ limiter. For the solution
of the Euler equations, de Zeeuw and Powell (1993) found it preferable to …rst
calculate

i;k

for each state variable

that cell with a common

i

k

in a cell, then reconstruct all variables in

that is the lowest of the three

i;k .

This additional,

di¤usive measure was not necessary in the current work.
In a conference paper (Krámer and Józsa, 2006a), we derive the smoothed
unstructured equivalent of the Barth-Jespersen limiter and other popular limiters,
which aim at improving the convergence of transcritical ‡ow problems. Limiter
smoothing is typically not necessary for lake ‡ows.
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Flux formulation

According to the adopted unsplit Godunov-type method, the integrals in (1) are
discretised around the cells as
A
where

X
@u X ^
+
(f1 nx y + g
^1 ny x) =
(f2 nx y + g2 ny x) + As
@t edges
edges

x and

(70)

y are the x- and y-extent of the boundary edge, respectively. The

…nite-volume solver treats the quadtree mesh as an unstructured one, where cells
may have arbitrary number of sides. The vectors ^
f1 and g
^1 are the numerical ‡uxes
arising from the local Riemann problem at each cell edge calculated as a function
of the left and right ‡ow states uL and uR reconstructed to the edge. The viscous
‡ux vectors, f2 and g2 are evaluated with the average ‡ow state u= (uL + uR )=2
at the edge. The space derivatives of the velocity present in the elements of the
turbulent stress tensor (45) and in the Smagorinsky formulation (46) are obtained
with the diamond path reconstruction (discussed on page 43). There is no need
to constrain rv with a limiter.

4.3.1

HLLC Riemann solver

The hyperbolic part of the shallow water equations,
A

@u X ^
+
(f1 nx y + g
^1 ny x) = 0;
@t edges

(71)

yields a Riemann problem at each edge. The Riemann problem is an initial value
problem in which the ‡ow state vector u is piecewise constant with a single jump
discontinuity at the interface of two adjacent cells. For hyperbolic problems, the
solution to the Riemann problem is typically a similarity solution (a function of
x=t alone) and consists of a …nite set of waves that propagate away from the origin
with constant wavespeeds.
Several approximate Riemann solvers (Roe, Osher, HLL and its variants, etc.)
were proposed for the shallow water equations that simplify and accelerate the
solution of the Riemann problem. The HLLC approximate Riemann solver (Fraccarollo and Toro, 1995; Toro, 2001) is a modi…cation of the basic HLL scheme
(Harten et al., 1983) that accounts for a third, middle wave arising from contact discontinuities, i.e., shear waves with discontinuous tangential velocity. The
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Figure 19. Space-time diagram of the HLLC Riemann solver (shown for subcritical
‡ow). The primitive ‡ow variables in the star region are (h ; u ; vL )T and (h ; u ; vR )T
to the left and right of S , respectively.

numerical ‡uxes at vertical cell interfaces
8
>
fL
>
>
>
>
>
>
<f L
^
f1 (uL ; uR ) =
>
fR
>
>
>
>
>
>
:fR
where fL

f1 (uL ) and fR

gion; f L ,f

R

are evaluated as
if 0 < SL ;
if SL

0<S ;

if S

0 < SR ;

if SR

0;

(72)

f1 (uR ) are the ‡ux vectors in the left and right re-

= ‡ux vectors in the star region on each side of the middle wave;

uL , uR = ‡ow state vectors on each side of the interface; SL , SR and S = estimated wavespeeds. Subscripts L, R and

refer to the left, right and star region,

respectively, as shown on the wave structure diagram (Figure 19).
The primitive variables and the celerity of the gravity waves are obtained from
the conserved variables as
uL =

pL
;
hL

vL =

qL
;
hL

cL =

p

ghL ;

(73)

for the left region, and uR , vR , cR for the right region are analogous. In the star
region, the normal velocity and the celerity are
u = (uL + uR ) =2 + cL
c

cR ;

p
gh = (cL + cR ) =2 + (uL

whereas the tangential velocity is v

L

= vL and v

R

uR ) =4;

(74)
(75)

= vR on the left and right side

of the middle wave, respectively. With these primitive variables, the wavespeeds
are estimated as
SL = min (uL
S =

cL ; u

c );

SL hR (uR
hR (uR

SR = max (uR + cR ; u + c ) ;
SR )
SR )

SR hL (uL SL )
:
hL (uL SL )

(76)
(77)
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Figure 20. Left (uL ) and right (uR ) Riemann states around a cell.

The wavespeeds SL , S and SR delimit four regions in the Riemann problem
(Figure 19), according to which the appropriate ‡ux vectors are evaluated and
inserted into (72):
2

3

pL

6
7
fL = 4uL pL + 21 gh2L 5 ;
f

L

u L qL
2
f
6
=4 f

;1
;2

f ;1 vL

where f

;1

and f

;2

3

7
5;

2

3

pR

7
6
fR = 4uR pR + 12 gh2R 5 ;
f

R

(78)

u R qR
3

2

f ;1
6
7
= 4 f ;2 5 ;
f ;1 vR

(79)

are the …rst and second elements of the ‡ux vector in the star

region:
SL fR + SL SR (uR uL )
:
(80)
SR S L
Lake circulations are subcritical, therefore they always fall into the star region.
f =

SR fL

The treatment of the g
^1 ‡uxes at the horizontal cell interfaces can be traced
back to the treatment of ^
f1 by a transformation:
g
^1 (uL ; uR ) = T 1^
f1 (TuL ; TuR ) ;
where the rotation matrix T and its inverse is given by
2
2
3
1 0 0
1 0
6
6
7
1
T = 40 0
T = 40 0 15 ;
0

1 0

0 1

(81)

0

3

7
15 ;
0

(82)

and the left and right states correspond to the states below and above the horizontal interface, respectively (Figure 20).
The Riemann solver is also adaptable to the linearised shallow water equations.
Since the advective terms are missing from (51), the wavespeeds are SL = c,
p
SR = c, S = 0, where c = gh0 is the celerity of gravity waves; h0 = 0 zb is
the initial local water depth. De…ning the left and right ‡ux vectors using (51),
the numerical ‡ux of the linearised equations becomes
f1;lin (uR ) + f1;lin (uL )
^
f1;lin (uL ; uR ) =
2

c (uR

uL )

:

(83)
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4.3.2

Bed slope treatment

It is known (e.g., Bradford and Sanders, 2005; Nujić, 1995; Rogers et al., 2003) that
‡ow is initiated for still water on nonlevel topography when using the conservative
form of the governing equations. This numerical artifact is caused by an imbalance
of the pressure and bed slope terms which can be traced back to the di¤erence
in their discretisation. To recover the numerical balance in the still water case,
I treat source terms similarly to Bradford and Sanders (2002), however, without
the second-order ‡ux correction.
Using (57), the surface elevation is reconstructed from cell i to the edge e as
e;i

where

e;i

=

i

+r

i

(re

ri );

(84)

= the surface elevation at edge e on the side of cell i. The depth is

obtained there as
he;i =

(85)

zb;e :

e;i

On the other hand, unlike u, the bed elevation is unique for an edge. It is computed
as the arithmetic mean of the elevation of the two adjacent cell centroids (indexed
with i and j):
1
(86)
zb;e = (zb;i + zb;j ):
2
As an example, Figure 21 shows the reconstruction of (x) and zb (x) in three
consecutive cells in 1D along the x-direction. The water surface elevation is reconstructed on the left and right side of the edge at xi+0:5 as
i+0:5;i

=

i

+

and
i+1

zb;i+0:5 =

+

@

xi ) ;

i+1

(xi+0:5 xi 1 ) ;
@x
respectively. There is no discontinuity in bed elevation:
i+0:5;i+1

=

@ i
(xi+0:5
@x

1
(zb;i + zb;i+1 ) :
2

(87)

(88)

(89)

It can be noted that the bed pro…le reconstructed with this method is in general
not straight within the cell. To ensure that zb and are both linearly reconstructed
in the cell, in 1D on can assign zb to the cell interfaces and interpolate central
values linearly (Nujić, 1995; Zhou et al., 2001). With quadrilateral or general 2D
mesh elements, such a staggered representation of the bed elevation nodes cannot
yield a plane bed surface in a cell unless the bed surface is triangulated between
the centroid and the corner nodes (Valiani et al., 2002), for example.
The identity h

zb is substituted into the bed slope source term, which

is then expressed as a line integral around the cell boundary using the divergence
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Figure 21. Interpolation of bed and water surface elevations to cell interfaces.

theorem. In the x-direction (the treatment in the y-direction being analogous),
this yields

Z

gh

@zb
dA
@x

A

where

i

X

e2edges

g

1 2
z
2 b;e

i zb;e

nx y ;

(90)

= the surface elevation at the centre of cell i, is held constant in the

summation around the cell boundary. With this rearrangement, the bed slope
terms exactly balance the ‡ux terms for still water in the discrete case, however
errors inevitably remain in the solution of nonuniform ‡ow problems (Bradford and
Sanders, 2005). For simplicity, I did not adopt the second-order ‡ux correction of
the bed slope source term proposed by Bradford and Sanders (2002)..

4.4

Time stepping

4.4.1

Hancock scheme

Time stepping is achieved with the explicit, second-order Hancock scheme that was
developed for MUSCL-type solvers. This scheme consists of a non-conservative
predictor step followed by a conservative corrector step.
The predictor step proceeds from time level n as follows.
Determine limited gradients runi for all cell centres.
Reconstruct left and right states une;i at edge midpoints.
Apply boundary conditions at time tn .
Determine partly wet and fully wet ‡ags.
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Figure 22. Flux computation in the predictor and corrector step of the MUSCLHancock method.

Advance the solution by
un+0:5
= uni
i

t=2 to the intermediate time level n + 0:5 as

t X
f1 (une;i )nx y + g1 (une;i )ny x
2Ai e2edges
t X
+
[f2 (une )nx y + g2 (une )ny x] + s(uni ): (91)
2Ai e2edges

The predictor step thus advances the solution in a cell with ‡uxes f1 ; g1 that are
evaluated by (78), using the ‡ow state reconstructed to the inner side of the edges
(Figure 22). As a result, the interaction between cells is ignored and a distinct left
and right inviscid ‡ux is considered at each edge which renders the predictor step
non-conservative. Van Albada et al. (1982) write that with the Hancock scheme it
is possible to reconstruct a set of variables di¤erent from the conserved variables
u [the primitive variables (h; v)T , for instance] and it is also possible to obtain the
intermediate solution with the non-conservative form of the governing equations
as was done by Bradford and Sanders (2002).
The corrector step calculates the ‡uxes based on the time-centred solution
un+0:5 .
Reconstruct left and right states un+0:5
at edge midpoints using the old
e;i
gradients runi .
Apply boundary conditions at tn+0:5 .
Determine partly wet and fully wet ‡ags.
Calculate inviscid ‡uxes ^
f1 ; g
^1 with the HLLC Riemann solver for each edge
using left and right ‡ow states un+0:5
and un+0:5
e;L
e;R .
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Advance the solution by
un+1
= uni
i
+

t from time level n to n + 1:

i
t X h^ n+0:5 n+0:5
n+0:5
f1 (ue;L ; ue;R )nx y + g
^1 (un+0:5
;
u
)n
x
y
e;L
e;R

Ai e2edges
t X
f2 (un+0:5
)nx y + g2 (un+0:5
)ny x + s(un+0:5
): (92)
e
e
i

Ai

e2edges

In spite of the non-conservative character of the predictor step, the Hancock
scheme is overall conservative because the ‡ux is unique on each edge in (92) and
the time advance starts at time level n.
The two-stage, explicit TVD Runge-Kutta scheme of Gottlieb and Shu (1998)
is another possibility besides the Hancock scheme to provide second-order accurate
time integration. My experience with the test cases in this thesis suggests that
there is practically no di¤erence between the accuracy and the robustness of the
two schemes for gradually varied ‡ow problems. The advantage of the Hancock
scheme is that it requires just half as many reconstructions and half as many
Riemann ‡ux evaluations as the Runge-Kutta scheme.
A simpler choice is the …rst-order, explicit Euler scheme, but I found this
scheme unstable when coupled with MUSCL reconstruction.

4.4.2

Stability criterion

The stability criterion of the explicit, unsplit MUSCL-Hancock scheme is based
on the CFL (Courant-Friedrich-Lewy) number. The upper limit of the timestep
is approximated for each cell using linear theory:
ti;max =
where

CFL;max

CFL;max

Sx;i = x + Sy;i = y

= maximum allowed CFL number;

(93)

;
x,

y = cell dimensions;

Sx;i , Sy;i = max (jSL j ; jSR j) is the maximum wavespeed over all edges of the cell

in the respective direction, sL , sR = left and right-going wavespeeds obtained in
the HLLC Riemann solver by (76).

4.4.3

Local time stepping

Employing a global timestep that is limited by the smallest allowable timestep
in the mesh ( tmin ) is rather restrictive, since the highly varied cell size in a
typical quadtree mesh gives rise to an equally high inhomogeneity in the CFL
number. Instead of resorting to an implicit time integration, a time-accurate
local time stepping is introduced to the Hancock scheme so as to overcome the
restriction of a global timestep limitation, whereby cells are individually integrated
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Figure 23. Example of timestep adaptivity with 2-stage LTS.

in time, at a rate near the optimal CFL = 1. We adopt the synchronised local
time stepping (LTS) technique proposed by Kleb et al. (1992), which restricts the
actual timesteps to be power-of-two multiples of the global minimum timestep.
Starting from the current time level tn , the integer values mi are calculated
individually for all cells so that the local timesteps satisfy the synchronisation
requirement

ti = 2mi tmin , and the local stability condition

are then advanced by their own

ti;max . Cells

ti

ti to the next time level using the predictor

and corrector steps of the Hancock scheme. For simplicity and without loss of
generality, I illustrate the algorithm with a one-dimensional, inviscid example
where the local timesteps taken in three consecutive cells are
2 tmin and

ti+1 =

tmin , i.e., mi

1

ti

1

=

ti =

= mi = 1 and mi+1 = 0. Application to the

full, 2D system follows logically. The space-time plot in Figure 23 shows the three
cells with integer indexes, the cell interfaces with half-indexes and the three time
levels indexed n to n + 2.
In the …rst LTS stage, ‡uxes and source terms are evaluated using the known
‡ow states at the current time level tn , and all cells are advanced by the local

ti

in the predictor step by (91)
un+
= uni
i
n
un+
i+1 = ui+1

(2 tmin ) n
fi+0:5;i fin 0:5;i + sni ;
2 xi
tmin
n
fn
fi+0:5;i+1
+ sni+1 ;
2 xi+1 i+1:5;i+1

(94)
(95)

followed by the corrector step (92)
un+2
= uni
i
n
un+1
i+1 = ui+1

2 tmin
xi
tmin
xi+1

n+
^
fi+0:5
n+
^
fi+1:5

^
fin+0:5 + sin+ ;
n+
^
fi+0:5
+ sn+
i+1 :

(96)
(97)

Subscripts and superscripts of f and s refer to the edge index and the time level
n
of the ‡ow state for which they are evaluated, e.g., fi+0:5;i
f1 (uni+0:5;i ) and ^
f n+
i+0:5
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n+
^
f1 (un+
i+0:5;i ; ui+0:5;i+1 ). Contrary to the globally stepped Hancock scheme, with LTS

the ‡uxes are not time-centred at interfaces between a cell that is timestepped
and its neighbour that is skipped in the current stage. Instead, only the end
time levels of the corrector steps are synchronised. In this case, predictor time
levels actually represent an intermediate estimate of the ‡uxes during the whole
timestep interval and are denoted by a star, e.g., un+
i+1 is written for the predictor
level between n and n + 1 instead of un+0:5
i+1 . Synchronising the predictor time
levels would require the temporal interpolation of both ‡uxes and ‡ow states at
a cost of additional computation, bookkeeping and storage. Such an algorithmic
e¤ort may be justi…ed for the simulation of highly transient ‡ows.
Now cell i + 1 is behind the other two cells, so it is advanced in the second
LTS stage from the level tn+1 to tn+2 . The Hancock predictor step is
un+1+
i+1

tmin n+1
n+1
fi+1:5;i+1 fi+0:5;i+1
+ sn+1
i+1 ;
xi+1
tmin ^n+1+
n+1+
^
fi+1:5
fi+0:5
+ sn+1+
:
i+1
xi+1

= un+1
i+1

un+2
= un+1
i+1
i+1

(98)
(99)

^n+1+ involves the ‡ow states
The evaluation of the gradient run+1
i+1 and ‡ux fi+0:5

un+1 , un+1+ in neighbouring cell i. These missing values are interpolated linearly
between the known time levels as
un+1
=
i

uni + un+2
i
;
2

uin+1+ = un+1
:
i

(100)

Actually, to spare memory the old value uni is overwritten with the interpolated
value un+1
. Furthermore, the interpolation can be skipped altogether in cell i
i

1,

because no ‡ux to that cell must be evaluated at the intermediate time tn+1 .
The total exchange of u across the interface i + 0:5 is
tmin
xi

ui =

n+
2^
fi+0:5

(101)

from cell i + 1 into cell i and
ui+1 =

tmin ^n+
n+1+
fi+0:5 + ^
fi+0:5
xi

in the reverse direction. In general

ui +

(102)

ui+1 6= 0, so we …nd that the LTS

method by Kleb et al. (1992) happens to be non-conservative. The imbalance is

caused not by the second-order Hancock scheme but by the unilateral application
of the intermediate ‡ux ^
f n+1+ .
i+0:5

To make the method conservative at cell interfaces with a jump in m, the
slower cell is adjusted at the end of the …rst LTS stage as
un+2
( un+2
+
i
i

tmin ^n+1+
fi+0:5
xi

n+
^
fi+0:5
:

(103)
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A similar treatment is employed in the moving mesh method of Tan et al. (2004).
To increase the robustness and accuracy at intermediate stages, m is not permitted to di¤er by more than one between two neighbours, which is achieved by
regularising the distribution of m similarly to the regularisation of the quadtree
level, see §3.4.
The bene…t of local time stepping is that only four time integrations and one
interpolation are required in the previous example instead of the six integrations
when global time stepping is used. The actual acceleration is of course a function
of the CFL inhomogeneity and the computational overhead of determining and
smoothing the distribution of mi . Nevertheless, it can be said that a speedup
factor up to 1.5 can typically be reached, which is a signi…cant, although not
fundamental improvement over the global time stepping approach. Moreover,
my experience also con…rms that solution accuracy is not impaired, as reported
by Crossley et al. (2003), who applied this LTS scheme to the de Saint-Venant
equations.
The general algorithm of local time stepping is given next.
Step 1 Before starting the LTS sequence, determine the overall minimum timestep
for each cell using (93)
tmin = min( tmax;i ):

(104)

Step 2 Calculate the LTS level of cell i as
mi = log2

tmax;i
;
tmin

(105)

where the brackets b c denote the ‡oor function. Once mi are available for
all cells, the distribution of m is smoothed iteratively so that jmi
for all pairs of neighbours i and j.

mj j

1

Step 3 The LTS level of a cell for which interpolation is necessary is
mip;i = min(mj );

j 2 fi; neighbours of ig:

(106)

Step 4 At the start of the sequence, denote the solution time level by n0 and
the solution time by tn0 . Imposing the maximum LTS level mmax , advance
consecutive stages in the LTS sequence with a loop counter k = 0 : : : 2mmax
1. Consequently, each sequence is composed of 2mmax stages.
The procedure for the kth LTS stage is as follows.
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Step 5 Three levels of the solution denoted by n1 , n2 and n3 are kept simultaneously in memory. The actual time level corresponding to these varies from
cell to cell according to mi :
n1 = n0 + 2mi k;

n 2 = n1 + ;

(107)

n3 = n1 + 1:
(k)

(k)

Step 6 Copy the solution uni 1 ( uni 3 for cells with mi < mH , where mH is the
smallest positive integer that satis…es

(k)

k mod 2mH 6= 0:

(108)

Step 7 Interpolate the solution in cells which need not be advanced by the Han(k)

cock method, that is, cells for which mip;i < mH

and mi

(k)

mH . Given the

(k)

previous LTS stage kprev at which the value was interpolated and the next
(k)

stage knext at which the solution has already been computed:
(k)
kprev
(m) = 2m

(k)

knext (m) = 2m

k+1
;
2m

(109)

k+1
;
2m

(110)

determine interpolation weights for cell i using
(k)

(k)

!i

=

k next (mi )
(k)

k next (mi )

k

(k)

k prev (mip;i )

(111)

:

The brackets d e in (110) denote the ceiling function. Overwrite the previous

‡ow state value with the value interpolated to the current LTS stage:
i
h
(k)
(k)
(112)
1 ! i uni 3 ;
uni 1 ( ! i uni 1
uni 2 ( uni 1 :

(113)

Step 8 Store ‡ux vectors ^
fen2 ; g
^en2 calculated in the previous corrector step into
(k)
^
feprev ; g
^eprev for each edge e that belongs to a cell with mi < m . The stored
H

values will be used to balance the ‡uxes in Step 10.
(k)

Step 9 Advance cells with mi < mH by their own timestep

ti using the Hancock

scheme. Do this using (91) and (92) with n1 , n2 and n3 taking the place of
superscripts n, n + 0:5 and n + 1, respectively. Note that the corrector step
will overwrite ‡ux vectors ^
fen2 ; g
^en2 on the edges of the stepped cells.
Step 10 To …nish the kth stage, compensate for unbalanced ‡uxes at the interface
of stepped and interpolated cells. Compensation is required between cells i
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(k)

(k)

and j if mi < mH and mj

mH , that is, if cell i was stepped and cell j

was interpolated. Depending on the direction of edge e separating the two
cells, update the interpolated cell with
tmin ne;x ye h (k)
knext (mj )
unj 3 ( unj 3 +
Aj

for vertical edges and with
unj 3

(

unj 3

+

tmin ne;y xe h (k)
knext (mj )
Aj

k

i
i

^
fen2

k (^
gen2

^
feprev

(114)

g
^eprev )

(115)

for horizontal edges, where the ‡ux vectors ^
feprev ; g
^eprev have been saved in
Step 8.
Increment k and continue the LTS sequence with the next stage in Step 5.

4.5

Boundary procedures

The boundary conditions are imposed using the theory of characteristics. Since
no open boundaries (lake inlets and outlets) need to be handled in this thesis, the
treatment of general boundaries is described in Appendix B. The closed boundaries along the shoreline are automatically treated as wall boundaries, whereas the
advancing or retreating waterfront on sloping beaches is treated with a wettingand-drying procedure. No other measures must be taken and the ‡ux calculation
proceeds as for internal edges, without requiring any ghost cells.

4.5.1

Wall boundaries

A no-slip wall boundary condition is prescribed along the lake perimeter. The
perpendicular volume ‡ux q?; is set to 0, which is equivalent to mirroring the
‡ow state uB about the boundary edge:
2
uB

I

3

6
7
4 q?;I 5 ;
qk;I

(116)

where subscripts B and I denote the outer and inner state on the boundary. Actually, since the third element of ^
f1 calculated by the HLLC Riemann solver is
identically zero, the value of qk;B is indi¤erent.

4.5.2

Wetting and drying

The ‡ow solver is able to accommodate the advance and retreat of the wetted
domain that occurs on mildly sloped lakeshores and ‡oodplains. The transition
between wet and dry cell states causes di¢ culties both in the physical description
and in the numerical approximation. We require a scheme where
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hydraulics are modelled correctly in very shallow zones,
mass and momentum conservation is ensured in partially wet cells,
stability is maintained in the momentum balance even in the case of vanishing water depth,
‡ooding on complex topography is handled in a robust way, and
spurious oscillations due to the motion of water boundary are minimised.
I follow the …xed-mesh procedure presented by Zhao et al. (1994) to handle
wetting-and-drying. The principle of the procedure is to identify dry, partially
wet and fully wet cells based on a depth threshold. Dry cells are left out of
the calculation for that time step, whereas only the mass ‡uxes are calculated in
partly wet cells so as to avoid numerical instabilities associated with the source
terms while allowing the advance and recession of the wave front. In addition,
wavespeeds are modi…ed in the HLLC approximate Riemann solver at wet-dry
boundaries.
Three ‡ags (properties) are assigned to each cell: wettable, partly wet and fully
wet. Besides cell ‡ags, the wet ‡ag is assigned to each edge. When initialising the
simulation, cells are marked wettable if their attribute makes them accessible to
water (see also §3.3.2). Subsequently the solver skips non-wettable cells while it
enumerates cells in the quadtree structure.
At the beginning of a timestep, cells are ‡agged by comparing the depth hi =
i

zb;i to two constant, problem-dependent thresholds, hwet and hdry , based on

the left and right ‡ow depths reconstructed at each edge using (57).
The fully wet ‡ag is set if hi > hwet :
The partly wet ‡ag is set if hi > hdry . Since hdry < hwet , all fully wet cells
are also partly wet.
Cells that were not marked fully wet to this point are excluded from the
gradient path in (58). If the gradient path is unde…ned or composed of collinear nodes then the reconstruction assumes a constant state locally, i.e., rui = 0

and ue;i = ui . The edge ‡ag is then set to wet if the following condition holds for
at least one of the adjacent cells:
Neighbour cell i is partly wet and the depth he;i =
to that side of the edge satis…es he;i > hdry .

e;i

zb;e reconstructed
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Edge and cell ‡ags are …nalised in a second stage after boundary conditions

have been applied at the edges.
If the an edge is wet, then the partly wet ‡ag of cells containing that edge
are set.
If he;i < hwet on one side of a wet edge, then the fully wet ‡ag of the respective
cell i is cleared. Note that cell i remains partly wet.
If an edge is not wet then the fully wet ‡ag is cleared in adjacent cells.
Cells which have no wet edges are dry and are left out from the computation
for that timestep.
Fluxes are evaluated only on wet edges. If the left or dry water depth at a cell
interface is below the threshold hdry , dry-bed wavespeed estimates are used in the
HLLC approximate Riemann solver (Fraccarollo and Toro, 1995).
Left dry-bed state, i.e., hL < hdry is handled by setting the left state to fully
dry by overriding the ‡ow variables as
pL = uL = qL = vL = hL = cL = 0

(117)

even if any of these variables is actually nonzero and the wavespeeds are estimated
as
SL = uR

2cR ;

SR = uR + cR ;

S = SL :

(118)

If hR < hdry then the right state is set to fully dry as in (117) and the
wavespeeds are estimated as
SL = u L

cL ;

SR = uL + 2cL ;

S = SR :

(119)

If both hL < hdry and hR < hdry then the intercell ‡ux is zero: ^
f1 = (0; 0; 0)T .
The surface elevation is updated by (70) in all fully wet and partly wet cells,
which ensures the conservation of mass. On the other hand, viscous ‡uxes f2 , g2
and source terms s are evaluated only in fully wet cells otherwise they are set to
zero. In partly wet cells momentum conservation is thus not enforced. Instead, the
velocity of the deepest fully wet neighbour is imposed there to avoid unrealistically
large accelerations:
hPW
qD ;
(120)
hD
where subscripts PW and D refer to a partially wet cell and its deepest neighbour,
qPW =

respectively. If cell PW has no immediate fully wet neighbour, then qPW = (0; 0)T
for that timestep.
This wetting-and-drying procedure is found su¢ ciently robust and accurate
for natural topographies (Sleigh et al., 1998).
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Mesh adaptation to the solution

Successful adaptivity strategies allocate computational e¤ort where it reduces the
error in the numerical solution most e¤ectively. If the emphasis is on accurate and
detailed results in a small area, then the error is measured locally, perhaps as a
pointwise deviation from the exact solution. If a good overall accuracy is instead
targeted, the error is interpreted as an integral of the deviation over the whole
domain.
A basic adaptivity scheme consists of manually assigning the mesh density
when generating the computational mesh, and concentrating small cells where
they are expected to improve the accuracy. This adaptation is static, as it does not
interact with the solution. On the other hand, the mesh can also be dynamically
adapted during the simulation, based on solution error estimators that guide the
allocation and reallocation of new cells. Numerous error indicators have been
developed that allow the estimation of the error without knowing the exact solution
(Barth and Dekoninck, 2002).
To support static adaptation, the mesh generator initially re…nes the mesh to
the prescribed cell sizes. Minimum, target and maximum cell size can be assigned
to zones as well as to internal and external boundaries, in order to represent faithfully the varied bathymetry, vegetation patches and generally oriented boundaries
in the model. In addition to an explicit speci…cation of cell sizes, the complexity
of irregular boundaries may also govern the static adaptation of boundary cells,
as in the work of Causon et al. (2000).
Dynamic adaptation implemented here is inspired by the work of de Zeeuw and
Powell (1993). The error indicators chosen for dynamic adaptation are based on
the velocity, because v is expected to re‡ect the inadequate discretisation of depth,
volume ‡ux, or both, whether it is due to internal ‡ow features, from the variability
of bed elevation, resistance properties, wind forcing or from the boundary. The
three error indicators are written below for cell i, with j representing all wet
neighbours of cell i; nj = number of these wet neighbours; ri and rj = position
vector to the centre of the respective cell.
Circulation-based The error indicator based on the magnitude of the circulation
(=area-integrated vorticity),
rot;i

= Ai jr

vi j

Ai

@vi
@x

@ui
;
@y

(121)

is sensitive to strong velocity shear, that is, to the transversal variation of the
velocity. Therefore is is used to resolve wind-induced gyres, ‡ow boundaries
and the interface of main ‡ow and recirculation (Figure 24, left panels).
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Divergence-based The error indicator based on the area-integrated magnitude
of divergence,
div;i

= Ai jr vi j

Ai

@ui @vi
+
;
@x
@y

(122)

is used to concentrate re…nement to areas where the velocity is highly variable along the ‡ow lines. This indicator is relevant not only to transcritical
‡ow with bores and standing hydraulic jumps, but also to lakes. In fact,
sudden depth and width variations increase the magnitude of divergence
above submerged embankments, mud banks and in straits (Figure 24, right
panels).
Based on the reconstruction error of the velocity This error indicator, based
on the idea of Rider and Kothe (1997), estimates the local truncation error
of the velocity with
vrec;i

nj
Ai X
=
jvj
nj j=1

v
^i!j j ;

(123)

where v
^i!j = velocity reconstructed from cell i to cell j using the limited
[r i ; rqi ]T :

gradients of the ‡ow state variables, rui
v
^i!j

q
^i!j
=
^ i!j
[
h

qi + rqi (rj ri )
:
ri )] zb;j
i + r i (rj

(124)

It measures the average deviation between the velocity vector in surrounding cells and the vector extrapolated linearly from the central cell. Hence
it signals nonlinearity in the solution, where linear interpolation and cell
averaging has an e¤ect on accuracy.
Each indicator is weighted by the cell area Ai to …nd weaker features in coarser
mesh areas of the ‡ow once the stronger features have been su¢ ciently resolved.
The three error indicators are combined into a single, nondimensional adaptation indicator for each leaf and parent cell i:
ai = max
a

a;i

P1

sa ( a )

;

(125)

where the subscript a 2 [rot; div; vrec]; Pq is the q-quantile of the respective
and sa is the sensitivity of the adaptation to

a.

a

Standardising the error indicators

using this quantile is a robust and general method that accommodates outliers and
makes no assumption on how

is distributed, though its calculation is costlier

than that based on statistical moments . To reduce the occurrence of alternating
re…nement and coarsening in subsequent adaptations, the quantile is taken on leaf
cells and their parents.
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Figure 24. Adaptation based on the circulation (a) and divergence (b).

The modeller has control on the solution adaptation by tuning srot , sdiv , svrec ,
acoa and nmax . A low sensitivity (sa < 0.1) means that the threshold for

a

is raised

and fewer cells are ‡agged for re…nement by that indicator. On the other hand,
setting sa high (>0.25) makes it likely that the re…nement will be limited by nmax ,
in which case the actual value of sa does not a¤ect the ranking of the adaptation
indicator ai any more. A lower value of the threshold parameter (acoa < 0.1)
inhibits the dynamic rearrangement of re…ned areas, whereas values higher than
0.3 tend to lead to a blinking mesh, i.e., to alternating re…nement and coarsening
of the same area. A particular error indicator can be switched o¤ by setting its
sensitivity to zero. We found the parameter values sa = 0.2 and acoa = 0.1. . . 0.2
a robust choice in general.
The adaptation procedure is as follows.
Step 1 Initiate adaptation only after the local time stepping sequence has been
completed and the solution is synchronous. Calculate

a;i

in all cells using

(121), (122) and (123). The spatial derivatives of the velocity are approximated using the divergence theorem (58).
Step 2 Aggregate

a;P

of immediate parents:
a;P

=

X
j

a;j ;

(126)
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where P = parent node in the quadtree; j = leaf children of P .

Step 3 Normalise

a;j

in cells and their parent nodes with
aa;j =

where the quantile P1
and

a;P .

sa ( a )

a;j

P1

sa ( a )

(127)

;

is based on the combined distribution of

a;i

The priority for re…nement in cells and their parent nodes is thus
aj = max(adiv;j ; arot;j ; avrec;j ):

(128)

Step 4 Flag each cell with ai > 1 as candidate for re…nement (CR for short). The
regularisation rules that restrict cell ratios of the initial mesh also apply to
the adapted mesh. Since re…nement in a given cell may trigger the re…nement
of neighbours, propagate the CR ‡ag to those potentially re…ned neighbours.
Flag also the parent node of ‡agged cells CR to prevent their coarsening.
Step 5 Flag each cell as candidate for coarsening (CC for short) if ai < acoa in
the cell, aP < acoa in its parent node and neither the cell nor the parent has
been ‡agged CR (which may occur due to regularisation). The children of
the coarsened parent must be all leaves created during a previous adaptive
re…nement.
In a second pass, mark those CC parent nodes with the C ‡ag that will be
actually coarsened. For this, proceed from each CC parent and propagate
the C ‡ag recursively to those neighbours that would also be coarsened due
to regularisation. In this recursive process, if any of the a¤ected cells has not
been ‡agged CC, cancel the C ‡ag all the way to the starting CC parent.
This guarantees that regularity will be maintained after adaptation. The
total number of coarsened cells (‡agged C ) is denoted by ncoa .
Step 6 In order to control the total computational e¤ort in the simulation, identify
which cells can be actually re…ned so that the maximum allowed number of
cells, nmax , is not exceeded in the adapted mesh. If prior to the adaptation
the mesh has ncell cells, then no more than
nref = max (nmax + ncoa

ncell ; 0)

(129)

number of cells may be re…ned. If this limit were exceeded by re…ning all CR
‡agged cells, restrict re…nement to those nref cells which have the highest
priority, that is, the highest ai . To this end, process CR cells in the order
of decreasing ai and mark them with the R ‡ag by propagating the R ‡ag
also to those cells that will be re…ned due to mesh regularisation, until the
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limit nref is reached or all CR cells have been ‡agged. For convenience, the
limit to the total cell count (nmax ) is given as a multiple of the cell count in
the initial mesh.
Step 7 Calculate and store rui for cells ‡agged R for re…nement. Then split
these cells into four equal-size children.

Step 8 Merge the four quadrant cells of parents ‡agged C. Beforehand, integrate
the ‡ow state variables in wettable children i and store the result for the
parent P;
(Au)P =

X

Ai u i :

(130)

i

At this point the mesh has been reshaped.
The properties of new cells (bottom elevation, attributes) are not derived from
the existing mesh but re-rendered from the digital elevation model and the boundary polygons. This allows the model to identify, as the mesh is being re…ned, smallscale bed and coverage features that were previously smeared due to insu¢ cient
resolution.
The solution, on the other hand, is projected to the new mesh by linear interpolation based on the last u …eld. Since the bottom surface has also changed,
surface elevations must be adjusted so that volume is conserved during adaptation. This adjustment interferes with the water surface in fully wet cells. The
fact that zb is assigned by area-weighted averaging of the digital elevation model
minimises the interference, however, if any quadrant was dry before coarsening or
a new quadrant of an originally wet cell became dry after re…nement, then the
adjustment of

will perturb the solution locally. Likewise, the interpolation of p

and q to the new mesh also introduces minor numerical shocks (even in fully wet
cells) because momentum conservation is not enforced.
The remaining steps of the adaptation procedure that update the …eld variables
are given next.
Step 9 Re-render the re…nement attributes, ‡ow attributes and bed topography
to the new mesh.
Step 10 Cells that were previously ‡agged R have become parent nodes to the
four new children created during re…nement. Disaggregate the u values to
these children by linear extrapolation as
ui = uP + ruP (ri

rP ) ;

where the gradient ruP has been calculated and saved in Step 7.

(131)
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If volume conservation is enforced during adaptation, distribute the volume
P
hP AP in the children iteratively so that hi Ai = hP AP taking into account

that some of the four children may have become dry or exterior cells, and
…nish by calculating the surface elevation,

i

= hi + zb;i .

Step 11 Aggregate the solution in the coarsened cells (indexed i now but P before
adaptation) using the integral variables saved in Step 8 as
ui = (Au)i =Ai :

(132)

Again, if volume conservation is required then the depth and not the surface
elevation is integrated over the cell area in Step 8,
X
(Ah)P =
Ai hi ;

(133)

i

and that volume is used to restore the depth of the coarsened cell:
i

= (Ah)i =Ai

zb;i :

(134)

Step 12 Adaptation may have altered the mesh in shallow regions where the
reinterpreted bed elevation in some previously dry cells are now below the
surrounding water surface. Also, near the ‡ow domain boundary some new
cells whose parent used to be exterior may have obtained wettable status
and the solution must be initialised there. Though setting h = 0 in these
newly wettable cells conserves water volume, the small shock waves that
would inevitably arise due to the discontinuity of the water surface would
lead to oscillatory water boundaries. Hence it is desirable to relax exact
volume conservation and extrapolate the solution to the newly ‡ooded cells.
Dry cells that have just been re…ned are recursively ‡ooded with inverse
distance weighting from the surrounding wet cells as
X
j =dij
j

i

= X

;

(1=dij )

qi = (0; 0)T ;

(135)

j

where i denotes the dry cell in question; j 2 wet neighbours of i; dij =
jri

4.7
4.7.1

rj j is the distance of the cell centres.

Acceleration techniques
Fetch calculation

The calculation of wind shear stress and wave-induced bed shear stress relies on
estimates of wind fetch, as F determines the height of the internal boundary
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Figure 25. Estimation of fetch by averaging three radials.

layer in (9) and it also appears in the wave forecasting formulae (20) and (21).
Fetch is interpreted as the wind exposure of a location on water; it is computed
as the arithmetic mean of the fetch along several radials deviating symmetrically
about the wind direction (Figure 25), so as to account for streamline curvature,
directional variability and lateral momentum exchange of air ‡ow. The Shore
Protection Manual (CERC, 1984, page 342) proposes averaging the fetch along
nine radials with a spread of
construct …ve radials with

12 about the mean. To spare computation, I

10 directional spread for the simulations presented

in this thesis. Even with the reduced number of radials, it is bene…cial to update
the fetch …eld in short CPU (processor) time.
I have implemented a fast fetch calculation method that is based on the edgecoherence polygon …lling algorithm, with the assumption that the land-water
boundary is stationary and de…ned by the attribute boundary polygons, not by
the actual boundary of wet open cells. The task is essentially to …nd in each cell
the upwind distance of the closest land or emergent vegetation boundary along the
radial starting from the cell. The problem is reduced to one with a radial directed
towards the positive x direction by rotating all boundary polygons beforehand,
about an arbitrary point and once for the whole mesh. Then a horizontal scanline
is cast through each cell centroid, as was done in the rasterisation algorithm (see
page 38). However, instead of counting the intersections to decide whether the cell
is inside a zone, now the closest upwind intersection with a vegetated or onshore
zone is queried. This algorithm allows substantial savings in CPU time because
intersection calculations are restricted to a small, dynamically changing subset of
all polygon edges.
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4.7.2

Interpolation of slowly varying …elds

The computation of wind-related shallow water processes –wind shear stress and
wave action in the bed shear stress –are iterative and computationally demanding
(see §2.2.3 and §2.3.3). Considering that the external wind forcing varies with a
time scale that is considerably longer than the model timestep (in the order of 10
minutes instead of 10 seconds), it is usually wasteful to update wind-related …eld
variables at the same stability-bounded rate as the solution proceeds. Instead, the
fetch F , the wind shear stress

and the friction coe¢ cient fcw are determined for

s

the whole mesh with a coarse timestep and interpolated linearly for intermediate
time levels, similarly to the interpolation of local time stepping presented in §4.4.3.
I illustrate the procedure with the fetch. A target timestep

tF is speci…ed

for the update interval, which is greater than the model timestep

t. At a given

model time t, the solver requests the …eld of F for the calculations mentioned
above. Fetches calculated for a time tF

t have been calculated and stored.

Another …eld F (tF;next ) is available for a time tF;next

tF .

If t > tF;next , then previous values are overwritten with the next values:
F (tF ) ( F (tF;next ); tF ( tF;next . Afterwards, F (tF;next ) is calculated for the

future time tF;next ( t +

tF , which is feasible because the wind direction

W

is

known a priori at any model time.
At this point it is guaranteed that t

tF;next . Fetches at the current time are

interpolated linearly between tF and tF;next as
F (t)

!F (tF ) + (1

!)F (tF;next );

!=

tF;next tF
:
tF;next t

To spare storage, the previous values are overwritten as F (tF )

F (t) and tF

(136)
t,

so that only two simultaneous …eld variables must be kept for F . The solver will
use F (tF ) as the actual fetch distribution.
A similar procedure is used for

s

and fcw as for F . The three variables may

have their individual update interval

tF ,

t

s

and

tfcw .

If unsteady wind input data is used, then these intervals are conveniently
tied to a fraction of the wind time series interval.
For steady wind input, the intervals
than the average model

t

s

and

t. On the other hand,

tF may be set much longer
tfcw is kept shorter than

the other two intervals because fcw is also a¤ected by changes in the ‡ow
solution (as for instance in (43)).
For steady-state simulations, all three intervals may be equally long.
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An automatism is built into the solver that is allowed to override
t

s

tF and

dynamically according to the variability of the wind input. Speci…cally, the

update of F and

s

is deferred until the change in wind direction and wind speed

vector exceeds a small threshold " and "W , that is,
j

W (tF;next )

W (tF )j

>"

(137)

or
jW10 (tF;next )

W10 (tF )j > "W ;

(138)

respectively. Thus, fetches are only calculated once for steady wind input.

4.7.3

Precomputed gradient stencils

We have seen in §4.2.1 that gradients at edge midpoints are calculated using
the diamond path method. For an internal cell this involves the enumeration of
surrounding cells, two multidimensional interpolations to the edge endpoints and
one application of the discrete divergence theorem. To reduce the expense of this
calculation, the coe¢ cients are precomputed once with the diamond path method.
Subsequently only a linear combination of the coe¢ cients and the surrounding
central values must be evaluated when the gradient is needed. For example, the
partial derivative of a …eld variable
@ e
@x

in the x-direction is calculated as
1 X
!i i;
x^e i2nbrs

(139)

where e = edge; i = each cell surrounding edge e; ! i = gradient coe¢ cient corresponding to cell i;

x^e = x-dimension of a cell at the same quadtree level as edge

e.
The gradient coe¢ cients are not stored for each cell. In fact, most edges comply
with a few con…gurations which can be compactly represented by an integer hash
code. It is enough to determine the hash codes at the creation of the mesh and
right after each adaptation, and assign these codes to the edges. When the solver
requests the gradient at an edge, the gradient coe¢ cients are looked up from
its hash code. For algorithmic simplicity, the precomputed con…gurations are
restricted to internal edges surrounded only by wet cells that have been regularised
by the 1:2 ratio. These conditions are generally violated for a small portion of all
edges; at these edges the gradient is calculated by the diamond path method
without any acceleration.
The hash code is de…ned by enumerating the cells involved in the diamond
path method in clockwise order. For a vertical edge, the NW-NE-E-SE-SW-W
neighbours are identi…ed. The hash code is constructed by sequencing the relative
quadtree level of these neighbours, distinguishing four possibilities:
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Figure 26. Hash code calculation of a vertical edge.

S: Neighbour is one level smaller than the edge
E: Neighbour is at an equal level as the edge
L: Neighbour is one level larger than the edge
LR: Neighbour is one level larger than the edge and has already been enumerated
in the previous direction. This occurs at hanging nodes.
Since there are six neighbours and not more than four possible codes for each
neighbour, the hash code can be stored in 24 bits, or more conveniently in a 32-bit
integer which is manipulated e¢ ciently on mainstream processors. The symbolic
code for the edge in Figure 26 would be E-L-LR-E-S-E.

4.8
4.8.1

Post-processing
Mesh triangulation

Simulation results are presented using general technical visualisation software.
Since few programs handle the quadtree mesh structure, results are …rst interpolated onto a triangular mesh. The way of triangulating quadtree meshes is not
unique. For example, de Zeeuw (1993) and Wang (1998) connect cell centres with
corners and hanging nodes which results in at least four triangles in a cell.
I pursue another method: in the interior, central nodes are connected with
the central nodes of all side-neighbours, whereas edge endpoints are included in
the triangulation near the boundary, as shown in Figure 27. Values at these edge
nodes are extrapolated from the central nodes by least-squares interpolation with
(60). The main advantage of this method is nicer contouring and smoother threedimensional surface plots. Moreover, it creates roughly half as many triangles as
the other method and the reconstruction of values is only necessary for boundary
nodes.
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Figure 27. Triangulation of the QT mesh for contouring. The thick lines represent the
QT mesh; the thin lines and the hollow vertices represent the triangulation.

4.8.2

Vector …eld resampling

A resolution-independent visualisation of vector …elds (q or v) is preferable to
simply plotting scaled arrows in each cell. Streamlines combined with magnitudebased shading is a possible solution, but the optimal placement of streamlines requires complex algorithms (e.g., Jobard and Lefer, 1997) not o¤ered by generally
available data visualisation programs. Resampling the arrows with a uniformly
distributed pattern ensures that the variable density of the mesh does not in‡uence the perception of relative vector magnitudes. Additionally, the false isotropy
implied by a regular array pattern and aliasing e¤ects are avoided if the pattern
is disturbed quasi-randomly.
Figure 28 depicts how a vector …eld is resampled using the so-called Poissondisk pattern. This evenly spaced and randomised pattern is generated with the
darts algorithm (e.g., Krámer et al., 2002). The pattern is laid over the mesh and
each sample is interpolated linearly within the cell. Using the underlying quadtree
structure, it is straightforward to …nd the cell that contains a given sample. Then
the ‡ow state variables are extrapolated from the central node using the limited
gradient in (57). This yields the volume ‡ux vector, and the velocity vector with
(124).

4.8.3

Pro…les

The pro…le of a ‡ow variable along an arbitrary path can be calculated by a generalpurpose meshing software on the triangulated mesh described in §4.8.1. For some
applications, it is preferable to expose cell resolution and the piecewise discontinuous reconstruction of the MUSCL solver by implementing pro…le calculation
directly on the quadtree mesh. For this, path intersections with the cell edges are
calculated and variables are reconstructed independently on the two sides of the
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Figure 28. Poisson-disk distributed resampling pattern for vector plots.

Figure 29. Pro…le interpolation along an arbitrary path through the mesh.

intersection by (57), similarly to the left and right states of the Riemann problem.
Figure 29 illustrates the procedure. A continuous pro…le may be derived from the
discontinuous pro…le by averaging left and right values at each intersection and
connecting these averaged values.

4.8.4

Time history

To record the time history of a ‡ow variable at an arbitrary location, the value is
again linearly interpolated by (57). Two procedures are o¤ered.
1. Values are sampled at predetermined time instants, generally at regular time
intervals. Point sampling is however prone to a stroboscopic e¤ect (temporal
aliasing): false frequencies appear when the observed variable has a cyclic
variation close to the sampling rate.
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2. Time averaging of the variable during the timestep eliminates much of these
false frequencies from the discrete time series.
The method to use depends on the purpose of the recording. For example,
model validation against an analytical unsteady solution is done with point sampling,
whereas comparison of simulation results vs time-averaged measurements obviously favours time-averaged histories of velocity or water level.

Chapter V
TEST CASES
In this chapter, the correctness and the e¢ ciency of the numerical solver is veri…ed
against a series of test cases relevant to lakes by means of grid convergence analysis.
Key features of the shallow lake solver are analysed in circular and square domains,
including steady circulation, seiche and wetting and drying.
In the …rst four benchmark problems, the error of the numerical solution is
analysed using the known analytical solution:
Shear-driven circulation in a square basin,
Shear-driven circulation in a cylindrical basin,
Inviscid seiche in a cylindrical basin,
Planar rotation in a parabolic basin.
Nontrivial analytical solutions of the shallow water equations are available
only for a few problems with simple geometry and auxiliary conditions, that is
why these problems are based on the linearised shallow water equations. The
solution to the …rst test case is derived in this thesis, whereas the other three
are established test cases. Grid convergence rates are investigated on a series
of increasingly …ner uniform grids. In addition, the relative performance with
statically adapted meshes is also compared. The underlying data structure and
the solution algorithms did not bene…t from the uniformity, it is therefore clear
that better results would have been attained by a structured grid solver.
The last two test cases deal with the CPU e¢ ciency of the solution-adaptive
scheme:
Circulation in the presence of a nearshore trench,
Surge and seiche in a basin with submerged peninsula.
In order to represent the typical mathematical and numerical di¢ culties of a
real application, these problems use the nonlinear shallow water equations and
prescribe a more complex, but still idealised bathymetry. However, to facilitate
the reproduction of these tests, turbulence is omitted and the shear stresses are
calculated without accounting for wave-current interaction and IBL-dependent
75
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wind forcing. The exact analytical solution is not known, therefore the order
of convergence is estimated by Richardson extrapolation, and a …ne numerical
solution is used as reference for the nonuniform meshes.
The numerical code was compiled by an optimising 32-bit C++ compiler, using
double-precision ‡oating point variables. All simulations were carried out on a
2.6 GHz Pentium IV computer equipped with 512 MB RAM.
With respect to the surface elevation, the formal second-order convergence of
the MUSCL-Hancock scheme is con…rmed in the case of steady-state simulations
in rectangular geometries, whereas unsteadiness and non-Cartesian boundaries
reduce the order of convergence to 1. . . 1.5. The order of convergence is consistently
lower with respect to the velocity. Water boundaries that are not aligned with
the Cartesian axes of the mesh are found to cause considerable spurious drag;
this e¤ect and its mitigation by extra mesh re…nement is analysed with special
attention.

5.1

Shear-driven circulation in a square basin

The steady-state shear-driven circulation in a square basin is calculated so as
to test the numerical implementation of the surface shear stress, linear bottom
friction and surface slope in the model. The problem parameters are representative
of shallow lakes:
Initial uniform water depth h0 = 2 m,
Side length of the square: L = 5 km,
Linear friction coe¢ cient klin = 2:5
Maximum wind shear stress

sm

10

4

s 1,

= 0:05 Pa.

With these parameters, the depth variation is much smaller than the depth
itself, so the linearisation of the surface slope term and the elimination of the
advective term is justi…ed. The surface shear stress varies along the y-direction as
sx

=

sm

sin

y
;
L

sy

= 0;

(140)

where the origin of the horizontal co-ordinates is the centre of the square (Figure
30).
For this speci…c external forcing, the linearised steady-state shallow water
equations (47)–(49) become
@p @q
+
= 0;
@x @y

(141)
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Figure 30. Circulation in a square basin: problem de…nition.

gh0

@
=
@x

klin p +

sm

sin

y
;
L

(142)

@
= klin q:
(143)
@y
A tangential ‡ow condition is imposed along the upper and right boundaries:
gh0

p = 0 at x = L=2, and q = 0 at y = L=2. Substituting these boundary conditions
into (142) and (143), respectively, we get
@
y
sm
=
sin
@x
gh0
L

at x =

L
;
2

(144)

L
@
=0
at y = :
(145)
@y
2
Instead of the prescribing the corresponding Neumann boundary conditions for
along the lower and left boundaries, we exploit the fact that the velocity must
be an odd function and prescribe a Dirichlet condition along the principal axes:
= 0 at x = 0 m and at y = 0 m:
The governing equations reduce to a Laplace equation in , which is solved by
separating the variables. The steady-state solution reads:
=
p=

sm L

gh0 cosh( =2)

sinh

x
y
sin ;
L
L

x
y
sin ;
klin cosh( =2)
L
L
x
y
sm
sinh
cos :
q=
klin cosh( =2)
L
L
sm

cosh( =2)

cosh

(146)
(147)
(148)

Based on these variables, the analytical solution of the velocity magnitude and
the streamlines are plotted in Figure 31.
Grid convergence is studied next with a sequence of regular grids with increasing resolution. The number of cells along one coordinate direction is 20, 40, 80
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Figure 31. Circulation in a square basin. Exact velocity magnitude and streamlines.

and 160, which corresponds to grid size of 250, 125, 62.5 and 31.25 m, respectively. Besides grids with uniform resolution, two sequences are also created with
nonuniform resolution to see the e¤ect of static adaptivity on convergence and
for comparison with the results presented in §5.2. Both sequences of meshes are
initially re…ned along the boundary while the interior is kept at the coarsest size of
250 m. In the …rst adaptive sequence, boundary cells are re…ned to the same size
as the regular grids. In the second adaptive sequence, the same levels of re…nement
are extended to a width of 5 cells along the boundary (due to the design of the
quadtree, 6 cells were actually re…ned). The adapted meshes are regularised; this
ensures a gradual transition of the cell size towards the interior. All simulations
are stopped at t = 90000 s, when convergence has been achieved. A maximum
CFL number of

CFL;max

= 0:95 is allowed and local time stepping with mmax = 3

levels is used for the nonuniform meshes.
Figure 32 shows the resulting meshes in the left panels, and the corresponding
velocity magnitude …elds to the right. Each …gure is split into four quadrants
to present the four resolutions of each mesh sequence compactly, although each
simulation was run for the whole circle.
Results show satisfactory agreement with the analytical solution. More insight
is gained by quantifying the error and its dependence on the mesh size. For this
purpose, the global error for variable

(representing

or q) is computed as the
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Figure 32. Mesh layout and velocity contour lines obtained for the square basin using
(top to bottom) uniform grid, re…ned boundary and wide re…ned boundary. Quadrants
represent di¤erent cell resolutions as indicated in the label.
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Figure 33. Circulation in a square basin. Error of elevation vs. the cell count (left
panel) and the CPU time (right panel).

surface integral of the normalized deviation from the analytical solution ^ :
v
uR h
i2
u
(r; t) ^ (r) dA
u
uA
EA ( ) = u
:
(149)
R 2
t
^ (r) dA
A

In this expression, surface integrals are approximated by summation over all cells

weighted by the cell area, which is consistent with the cell-average interpretation
of cell values.
The errors on the three mesh sequences are plotted against the cell count and
the CPU time in Figure 33 for the elevation and in Figure 34 for the volume ‡ux
vector. The convergence is uniform on the regular grids for both ‡ow variables.
On the opposite, the normalised error was una¤ected by the local re…nement on
the perimeter, even though it increased cell count and, more strongly, total CPU
time. The results indicate that the improvement of the numerical approximation
is more or less balanced by the inaccuracy due to mesh nonuniformity thanks to
the locally increased resolution.
The rate of convergence between two consecutive grid resolutions is calculated
for variable

as

E2 ( )=E1 ( )
log2 p
;
(150)
ncell;2 =ncell;1
p
in the subscript refers to the cell size, ncell is the number of cells in a
p =

where

coordinate direction. The observed orders of convergence re‡ects the second-order
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Figure 34. Circulation in a square basin. Error of the volume ‡ux vector vs. the cell
count (left panel) and the CPU time (right panel).

accuracy of the MUSCL scheme, and even exceed it slightly:
Node count

pq

20 ! 40

2.06 2.21

80 ! 160

2.38 2.38

40 ! 80

5.2

p

2.27 2.32

Shear-driven circulation in a cylindrical basin

The di¤erence between this and the previous benchmark problem is essentially the
stepped numerical representation of the circular boundary. Steady-state circulation driven by surface shear is calculated for a cylindrical basin with a horizontal
bottom. The same parameter values are used as for the previous, square basin:
Initial uniform water depth h0 = 2 m,
Radius of the circle: R = 2:5 km,
Linear friction coe¢ cient klin = 2:5
Maximum wind shear stress

sm

10

4

s 1,

= 0:05 Pa.

The surface shear stress now varies linearly along the y-direction:
sx

=

sm

y
;
R

sy

= 0;

(151)

where the origin of the x and y co-ordinates is the centre of the circle (Figure 35).
The solution is sought for the linearised equations in cylindrical co-ordinates
(r; ):
@(rqr ) @(q )
+
= 0;
@r
@

(152)
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Figure 35. Circulation in cylindrical basin: problem de…nition.

@
sx
= klin qr +
cos ;
(153)
@r
1
@
sx
gh0
= klin q
sin ;
(154)
r
@
where qr and q = cylindrical components of the volume ‡ux vector q. Expressed
gh0

with these co-ordinates, the surface shear stress is
sx (r;

)=

sm

r
sin :
R

(155)

A wall boundary condition is prescribed at the perimeter, qr = 0 at r = R,
which is equivalent to setting
@
sx
cos
=
@r
gh0

at r = R:

The initial condition of horizontal water surface at
with

ZR Z2

(156)

= 0 m is imposed implicitly

(157)

(r; )d dr = 0:

r=0 =0

Equations (152)–(154) complemented with the auxiliary conditions (156) and
(157) lead to the following solution:
=

sm

4 gh0 R

r2 sin 2 ;

qr = 0;

q =

sm

2 klin R

r;

(158)

x:

(159)

or, in Cartesian coordinates:
=

sm

2 gh0 R

xy;

p=

sm

2 klin R

y;

q=

sm

2 klin R

Dupont also obtained this solution in his thesis (2001), (except he omitted h0 in the
denominator of the velocities). The analytical solution is a concentric distribution
of the velocity (Figure 36).
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Figure 36. Circulation in cylindrical basin. Exact velocity magnitude.

As with the square basin in the previous test, accuracy and convergence rate
is assessed using three sequences of mesh resolution. A sequence of uniform cell
size of 250, 125, 72.5 and 31.25 m is constructed, another sequence where the
interior is kept at 250 m and only the cells along the perimeter are re…ned to
these sizes initially, and a third sequence where the interior is also kept at 250
m but the same re…nement is extended to a 5-cell-wide outer ring. Again, the
resulting meshes conform to the regularisation rules. Simulations are stopped at
t = 90000 s. A maximum CFL number of

CFL;max

= 0:95 is allowed and local

time stepping with mmax = 3 levels is used for the nonuniform meshes.
Figure 37 shows the mesh layout in the left panels and the resulting velocity
magnitudes in the right panels. Results of the di¤erent resolutions are obtained for
the whole domain; they are assembled in the four quadrants of each panel purely
for compactness. The stepped boundary has a detrimental e¤ect on the solution:
the model clearly fails to provide free-slip conditions along the walls. On the
contrary, ‡ow is slowed down along the perimeter and corrupted with oscillations
originating from the steps. The perturbations caused by the singular steps of the
boundary a¤ect the whole domain on the coarsest mesh and a width of about
0:3R on the …nest mesh. The error is axisymmetric and appears to be most severe
where the walls are inclined at 45 degrees with the co-ordinate lines. Increasing
the resolution in fact has two opposite e¤ects: the boundary is represented more
accurately but more steps are created which degrades accuracy. Local re…nement
of the boundary cells improves the solution at a more moderate cost than global
re…nement.
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Figure 37. Circulation in cylindrical basin. Mesh layout and velocity contours. Top to
bottom panels: uniform grid, re…ned boundary and wide re…ned boundary. Quadrants
represent di¤erent cell resolutions as indicated in the label.
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(a) Regular grid

(b) Re…ned boundary
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(c) Wide re…ned bnd.

Figure 38. Vorticity contours obtained for the cylindrical basin using uniform grid, re…ned boundary and wide re…ned boundary. Quadrants represent di¤erent cell resolutions
as indicated in the label. Contour interval = 5 10 5 s 1

More insight into the boundary e¤ect can be gained by analysing the vorticity,
which is uniform for this problem:

and its numerical value is

1
h0

@q
@x

=

4

@p
@y
10

5

=

sm

klin Rh0

;

(160)

s 1 . Figure 38 shows the vorticity …elds

obtained by the numerical approximation of (160) from the velocity …eld solution.
Vorticity is an indicator sensitive to the no-slip e¤ect of the stepped boundary. By
increasing mesh resolution, the ring in which departs strongly from the analytical
solution gets thinner, but this is counterbalanced by higher error values. The net
e¤ect is that the global error EA ( ) increases with decreasing cell size, so the
model cannot be considered convergent with respect to the vorticity.
The global error of the surface elevation, EA ( ) is shown in Figure 39. In terms
of the cell count, the 1-cell-wide boundary re…nement yields an accuracy equivalent
to the regular grid in terms of the cell count, but at a cost of higher CPU times
due to the shift toward small cells. The 5-cell-wide boundary re…nement makes
better use of the cell count than regular grids with the same accuracy, but that
does not translate into shorter CPU times due again to the small timestep used
in the smallest cells.
The global error of the ‡ux vector, EA (q) is a¤ected more strongly by the
boundary than the surface elevation (Figure 40). Therefore boundary re…nement
is more e¢ cient in reducing the error, especially at the highest resolution. In
contrast to EA ( ), this results in not only fewer cells but also in CPU time savings
(up to a factor of 3.5). A wider re…nement means higher accuracy in q that is
more or less balanced by the higher computational cost.
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Figure 39. Circulation in cylindrical basin. Error of elevation vs the cell count (left
panel) and the CPU time (right panel).

Figure 40. Circulation in cylindrical basin. Error of the volume ‡ux vector vs the cell
count (left panel) and the CPU time (right panel).

Overall, the relative errors are higher by several magnitudes than in the case
of co-ordinate-aligned boundaries. Considering the combined results for both variables, I recommend to handle stepped boundaries by imposing a bu¤er of several
re…ned cells along those boundaries.
The order of convergence of the surface elevation is reduced to slightly less
than one, and it is only 0.38 for the volume ‡ux vector:
Node count

p

pq

p

20 ! 40

0:99 0:41

0:40

0:90 0:37

0:37

80 ! 160

1:01 0:38

0:39

40 ! 80

We also see the negative orders of convergence of the vorticity, meaning that
the scheme is numerically inconsistent. This is because vorticity is calculated by
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di¤erentiating the velocity …eld, hence vorticity will converge by one order less
than velocity (Dupont, 2001).
Although the perturbation caused by stepped boundaries can be reduced by
local re…nement, this problem limits the e¢ ciency of the MUSCL-Hancock scheme
to handle boundary-sensitive ‡ow problems in non-Cartesian geometries. This behaviour of Cartesian meshes is well known. Adcroft and Marshall (1998) demonstrate that the stepped coastline exerts a spurious, discretisation-dependent drag
on the tangential ‡ow in staggered …nite di¤erence methods. Dupont (2001) found
that in such schemes the truncation error varies between zeroth and second order.
I have compared the present MUSCL …nite-volume scheme with a second-order
…nite-di¤erence model that represents the depth variable at the cell centre and the
volume ‡ux components on the edge perpendicular to the respective component
(Krámer, 2006). The comparison suggests that the MUSCL scheme is considerably
more sensitive to the stepped representation of the boundary. Be¤a and Connell
(2001) are among the few modellers to report the importance of this problem for a
similar scheme. In response, they reduce frictional losses in boundary cells empirically to compensate partially for the spurious drag in narrow diagonal channels.
Besides this, few researchers expose the poor performance of Cartesian MUSCL
schemes with arbitrarily oriented boundaries.
The problem persists when components of the scheme are substituted with
another choice. The following lists the components of the current scheme and the
alternatives that I have implemented and checked for spurious drag:
Linearised shallow water equations: nonlinear, with and without advective
terms.
Barth-Jespersen limiter: minmod, superbee, van Leer (we published the
details of the adaptation of these limiters to quadtree meshes in another
paper, see Krámer and Józsa 2006a); unlimited gradients.
Gradient calculation with the divergence theorem: non-compact stencil with
the divergence theorem; least-squares method (Barth and Jespersen, 1989);
constant reconstruction.
HLLC Riemann solver: Roe with entropy …x, Lax-Friedrich (Zoppou and
Roberts, 2003).
MUSCL scheme: CLAWPACK’s high-resolution wave-propagation method
(Leveque, 1996).
Hancock time stepping: two- and three-stage explicit Runge-Kutta (Gottlieb
and Shu, 1998).
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Figure 41. Some techniques to represent arbitrary closed boundaries on a Cartesian
mesh.

While little is published on the excessive spurious drag that accompanies
straightforward implementations of the MUSCL scheme, techniques to address
generally oriented free-slip boundaries are aboundant in the literature, ranging
from the simple to the complicated (Figure 41).
(a) Gradient modi…cation The gradient of the ‡ow state variables is explicitly
modi…ed in boundary cells so that the normal ‡uxes become zero at boundary edges. While reducing the spurious drag, this approach ampli…es ripples
away from the boundary.
(b–c) Ghost cells The gradient calculation takes into account the real boundary
curve and includes “ghost” cells in the gradient stencil. The state of the
ghost cells is determined by re‡ecting the inner q vectors about the real
boundary. The di¢ culty with ghost cell methods is that the extrapolation
of the re‡ected states is rather complicated because the inner domain may
be arbitrarily complex on hierarchical meshes. Ghost cells are successfully
applied in heat transfer, potential ‡ow and 3D ocean models (e.g. Tseng
and Ferziger, 2003; Ye et al., 1999), though conservation is not enforced in
some methods (Forrer and Jeltsch, 1998). Matthews et al. (1996) follow
similar lines in their …nite-di¤erence model of lake circulation. My initial
experiments in simple con…gurations did not eliminate the spurious drag, so
I did not pursue this route.
(d) Diagonal cut-cells To facilitate the transfer of momentum along stepped
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boundaries, the right angles can be chopped diagonally without needing to
know the exact boundary geometry. This procedure creates special cells,
diagonal edges and new connections between the quadtree cells. The generalisation of the …nite-volume solver to these is straightforward, however,
it is laborious because the special elements must be handled by branched
execution at many levels in the code. After implementing this method, I
found that spurious friction is hardly diminished by using diagonal cells.
(e) Cut-cells The general implementation of the previous method cuts the background Cartesian cells along the boundary, hence it creates new arbitrarily
oriented edges. Coirier and Powell (1996); De Zeeuw and Powell (1993); Pember et al. (1995) incorporate cut-cells on adaptive meshes to represent curved
aircraft components in their aerodynamic model. Based on these early applications, Causon et al. (2000) implement the method into a MUSCL-Hancock solver of the shallow water equations and also outline its applicability
on quadtree meshes. The necessary modi…cations to the code are similar to
those mentioned for diagonal cut-cells. To avoid numerical instabilities in
smaller cut-cells while using timesteps adapted to whole cells, smaller cells
are merged with large neighbours to form large control volumes for which the
CFL condition is less severe. My …rst results are promising: the circulations
calculated with a coarse cut mesh do not display the severe boundary perturbations of the original scheme (Figure 42). The full implementation of cut
cells (including local time stepping, solution-adaptivity and post-processing)
within the present model is left for future work.
(f) Fully curvilinear quadtree mesh Similarly to structured curvilinear grids,
the Cartesian quadtree mesh is transformed by assigning an algebraic mapping function between the logical and the physical space, or the physical
coordinates of a coarse mesh are given directly (Lamby et al., 2005; Sachdev et al., 2004). Sun and Takayama (1999) presents a quadtree mesh that
is obtained by subdividing an unstructured quadrilateral mesh. Besides
boundary-…tting, an additional advantage of this technique is the possibility for anisotropic elements, but these features come at the cost of complex
mesh generation and reduced applicability to general domains.
(g) Hybrid curvilinear-quadtree mesh Structured curvilinear grids are …tted
around the boundaries, then the remaining domain is covered by a Cartesian
quadtree mesh. At the interface, the two mesh types are overlaid on top of
each other as in Chimera-type grids (Steger et al., 1983), or the curvilinear
grid is cut out of the background mesh producing cut-cells (Wang, 1998).
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Figure 42. Circulation in cylindrical basin. Left panel: Cut mesh with 500 and 250 m
cell size. Right panel: Steady-state velocity magnitudes obtained on the mesh.

The main advantage of hybrid meshes is the excellent resolution of boundary
layers, however the implementation requires a huge programming e¤ort.

5.3

Inviscid seiche in a cylindrical basin

This unsteady problem veri…es the phase and amplitude accuracy of time integration in the presence of curved boundaries. The oscillation of the free surface
is simulated in the same cylindrical basin geometry as in the previous problem
(Figure 35) in the absence of friction. The oscillation of the lowest mode, that is,
with one nodal circle and one diametral node, has a radian frequency
p
! = k gh0 ;
where k =

1;1 =R

is the wave number of the standing wave;

1;1

(161)

= the …rst positive

root of dJ1 (r)=dr = 0; J1 (r) = Bessel function of the …rst kind. The period of
oscillation is then

2
:
(162)
!
The solution to the linearised problem is an unsteady potential ‡ow (Stoker,
T =

1957). The time- and space-dependent velocity potential

is written in polar

coordinates (r; ) centred on the basin as
(r; ; t) =
in which A =

kR
;
J1 (kR) max

Ag
;
J1 (kr) cos ( ) cos !t +
kR!
2

max

(163)

= the amplitude of surface displacement. By

de…nition, the radial and tangential velocity components at point (r; ) and time
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t are obtained from the velocity potential as
@
;
@r
1@
;
v (r; ; t) =
r@

(164)

vr (r; ; t) =

(165)

and the surface displacement about the undisturbed state is
(r; ; t) =

1@
:
g @t

(166)

We obtain the …nal form of the solution by substituting (163) into these, leading
to
A
J1 (kr) cos ( ) sin !t +
;
kR
2
Ag 1
J1 (kr) J2 (kr) cos ( ) cos !t +
;
vr (r; ; t) =
!R kr
2
Ag
v (r; ; t) =
J1 (kr) sin ( ) cos !t +
:
!Rkr
2
(r; ; t) =

Initially the water surface is displaced to the solution

=

(167)
(168)
(169)

(r; ; 0) and the

velocity v = 0 all over the basin (Figure 43). The problem parameters were set
according to the following:
Radius of the basin: R = 2500 m,
Uniform initial depth: h0 = 2 m,
Maximum amplitude of surface displacement: A = 0:012 m.
With (161) and (162), this yields a period of oscillation of T = 1926:08 s.
In an exact numerical model, the instantaneous water surface (Figure 43) and
velocity …eld (Figure 44) at their apex should not su¤er any deformation at this
time interval.
The numerical solution is obtained with the same mesh sequences as in §5.2,
shown in the left panel of Figure 37. I set the nonuniform re…nement manually
when generating the initial mesh, without any solution-adaptivity during the simulation. The maximum CFL number is

CFL;max

= 0:95 and local time stepping

is used for the nonuniform meshes.
The performance of the model is tracked both in time and in space. For instance, Figure 45 plots the exact elevation history at a nearshore point along the
centreline against that obtained numerically with a moderate, 1-cell-wide boundary re…nement to one level …ner cell size. The exact solution is a non-decaying
cosine wave according to (167), whereas the numerical results are laden with phase
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Figure 43. Inviscid seiche in a cylindrical basin. Initial water surface. This is also the
exact solution for time t = nT , where n is any integer.

Figure 44. Inviscid seiche in a cylindrical basin. Exact velocity manitudes and streamlines for t = T =4 + nT , where n is any integer.
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Figure 45. Inviscid seiche in a cylindrical basin. Variation of the surface elevation
at r = 2400 m, = 0. Continuous line: exact solution. Circles: numerical solution
obtained with 125 m uniform resolution.

and amplitude errors that manifest themselves in the dampening and elongation
of the waves, respectively.
To measure these errors and the convergence properties for this unsteady problem, I calculate the global relative error (149) of the surface elevation at t = 72 T ,
when the surface is at its opposite apex compared to the state shown in Figure 43.
Thus, EA ( ) indicates the accumulated phase and amplitude error integrated over
the whole spatial domain. These errors are plotted in Figure 46 for the sequences
of uniform and non-uniform meshes. Targeted re…nement along the boundary
reduces the number of cells and CPU time to about one …fth to those of an equivalent uniform mesh with the same accuracy. The width of the re…ned ring does
not have a notable in‡uence on this relative performance.
However, the error stays high even with boundary re…nement. After three and
a half periods, the relative error of

is 0:37 for the coarsest and 0:034 for the

…nest uniform mesh. In fact, this is largely due to the stepped representation of
the circular boundary, which a¤ects transient solutions as it a¤ected the steadystate circulations in the previous test case. To support this statement, I have also
simulated essentially one-dimensional seiche in the square basin shown in Figure
30 with nearly identical parameters to this problem. Three orders of magnitude
lower errors could be achieved for that case, which con…rms the degrading role of
spurious drag.
The discretisation-dependent spurious drag has an e¤ect on convergence too,
which is approximately …rst order:
Node count

p

20 ! 40

1:22

40 ! 80

80 ! 160

1:28
0:96
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Figure 46. Inviscid seiche in a cylindrical basin. Global error of the surface elevation
at t = 3:5T in function of the cell count (left panel) and CPU time (right panel).

This test case also permits the validation of the LTS scheme. The simulation
is run for 19 complete cycles on the nonuniform mesh with 31.25 m cell size along
the perimeter (gradually increasing to 250 m towards the interior). The wave
period (Tsim ) and amplitude (Asim ) in each cycle is determined using standard
zero-downcrossing analysis (Demirbilek and Vincent, 2002) and the relative error
is calculated as
E(T ) = 1

Tsim
;
Texact

E(T ) = 1

Asim
:
Aexact

(170)

Results of this analysis, plotted in Figure 47, show that the model resolves the
motion with consistently 0.25% shorter wave period. The near constancy of this
error suggests that it is caused by the inexact discrete representation of wavelength.
The mean error is the same with or without LTS, but local time stepping introduces
greater variability to the modelled wave periods. As to the amplitude of the surface
displacement at point (r = 2400 m; = 0), shown in the right panel, it decreases at
a constant rate with each cycle. After the 19th cycle, the amplitude has decreased
to 78% of the exact value. The use of LTS has no apparent e¤ect on the damping.

5.4

Planar rotation in a parabolic basin

With this unsteady test case, the accuracy of wetting and drying and bed slope
term treatment is validated. This is one of the few truly multidimensional solutions
of the nonlinear shallow water equations available for non-constant bathymetry.
The bed surface is a paraboloid de…ned by
zb (x; y) = h0

x2 + y 2
R2

1 ;

(171)
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Figure 47. Inviscid seiche in a cylindrical basin. Relative error of the oscillation period
(left panel) and elevation amplitude (right panel) as a function of the number of cycles.
Results were obtained on the adapted mesh with the smallest, 31.25 m cell size along
the boundary, with and without local time stepping.

where R = radius of the zero contour line; h0 = maximum depth. Inviscid water
is placed into this geometry with a planar surface inclined towards the centre,
which results in an eccentric circular water mass that revolves around the centre
of the basin. The analytical solution to this ‡ow problem is presented by Hubbard
and Dodd (2002) who took it from Thacker (1981). Surface elevation and velocity
components are obtained as
(x; y; t) = max Rc h0
u(t) =
where ! =

p

2x cos(!t) + 2y sin(!t)
R02

Rc ! sin(!t);

Rc

; zb (x; y) ;

v(t) = Rc ! cos(!t);

(172)
(173)

2gh0 =R0 is the radian frequency.

Here, the free parameters are set to the following:
Radius of the zero contour line: R0 = 2500 m,
Distance of the water mass centroid from the origin: Rc = 1250 m,
Maximum water depth: h0 = 1 m.
The initial condition is the analytical solution at t = 0 s (Figure 48). The
period of the revolution is T = 2 =! = 3546:26 s.
The depth thresholds for wetting and drying are set to hdry = 5
hwet = 0:005 m. The time is stepped globally with

CFL;max

10

4

m;

= 0:8 to the end of

four complete revolutions; local time stepping yielded poor results near the moving
boundary. The unsmoothed BJ limiter is used to suppress oscillations. The radius
of the computational domain is Rmax = 5000 m. A sequence of grids with halved
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Figure 48. Planar rotation in parabolic basin. Bed and water surface at t = 0 s.
Axonometric view (left panel). Cross section at y = 0 m (right panel):

cell size (stepped as 500, 250, 125 and 62.5 m) is laid over this domain to study
convergence properties and the dependence of error indicators on mesh resolution.
In addition to the uniform grids, two solution-adaptive simulations are also
performed, starting form a 250 m base cell size and limiting re…nement to 125 m
in the …rst and to 62.5 m in the second adaptive simulation. The objective is
to resolve the moving boundary with an economic and local re…nement that follows the boundary dynamically and reverts to the base resolution away from the
boundary. To resolve the motion of the water boundary accurately, dry cells are
re…ned before being ‡ooded. Velocity-based error indicators are not adequate in
this case, because they are only interpreted in wet cells and would require too
frequent adaptation to re…ne dry cells through mesh regularisation. Instead, the
approach adopted speci…cally in this test problem is to re…ne only cells within a
distance of 250 m from the wet-dry boundary. Previously re…ned cells that are
passed beyond that distance by the moving boundary are coarsened back to the
base cell size. The resulting ring of local re…nement is adapted every 100 s. The
resulting meshes at the …nal time are shown in Figure 49.
The depth contours are plotted in Figure 50 for the …nest regular mesh and
the …nest adapted mesh. For comparison, the analytical boundary (i.e., the h = 0
contour line) is also indicated with a dashed circle. The circular symmetry is
well preserved in both solutions. The adapted solution lags behind slightly and
gives rise to a few dissociated wet cells on the left side which cause the extra
mesh re…nement observed in Figure 49. These results compare favourably with
the results of Hubbard and Dodd, whose model uses the Roe Riemann solver, an
adaptive mesh re…nement based on nested uniform grids and the same wetting
and drying scheme as this model.
The error of the velocity …eld is a more sensitive indicator of the accuracy.
Figure 51 compares the distribution of the vertical velocity component along the
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(a):

= 125

250 m:

(b):

= 62:5
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250 m:

Figure 49. Planar rotation in parabolic basin. Adapted meshes at t = 4T .

(a):

= 62:5 m:

(b):

= 62:5

250 m:

Figure 50. Planar rotation in parabolic basin. Depth solution on the regular (a) and
adapted (b) mesh at t = 4T , with a 0.1 m contour interval. The exact boundary is
shown by the dashed line
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Figure 51. Planar rotation in parabolic basin. Pro…le of the vertical velocity component
along y = 0 m for the regular grids.

horizontal axis, as calculated on the regular grids after 4 revolutions. The exact,
piecewise constant solution is well reproduced even near the boundary where the
depth vanishes. A comparison of the velocity pro…le after one revolution with Hubbard and Dodd’s results indicates that the present model yields a smoother solution, but the mean velocity decreases considerably, by up to 40% on the coarsest
grid. This deceleration cannot be attributed entirely to the phase lag and to the
shift of the centroid towards to centre of the basin. It is probable that the stepped
representation of the circular boundary induces spurious drag, but it is hard to
discriminate that e¤ect from the whole.
After the previous, mostly qualitative analysis, I present four relevant indicators of the accuracy in Figure 52 computed for all simulations at the …nal time.
The relative global error of the depth, EA (h) is determined using (149); it will
serve to study the rate of convergence. The phase error E( ) is measured by the
angle di¤erence about the origin between the exact and the numerical centroid
of the water mass. The numerical solution lags behind in all considered cases,
but the lag is decreased e¢ ciently by …ner discretisation, to an angle of just 0:26
degrees on the …nest grid. The relative distance of the centroid from the basin
centre, EA (rc )

1

rc =Rc also decreases during the simulations.

The rightmost panel in Figure 52 displays the smallest depth, hmin , at the
…nal time. The wetting and drying algorithm does not prevent negative depths
from occurring on the area swept by water, but the solver remains stable in all
cases. The observed negative depths of

3 cm on the coarsest and

0:5 cm on the

…nest grid are not only a nuisance but represent an arti…cial source in the volume
balance because cells with a negative depth are e¤ectively interpreted as dry cells
with zero depth; though the proper volume balance is recovered when they are
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Figure 52. Planar rotation in parabolic basin. Various error measures for all meshes at
t = 4T : global relative error in velocity EA (h); phase error E( ); radial distance error
EA (rc ); minimum depth hmin .

rewetted. I found that changing hdry , hwet ,

CFL;max

and the limiter has little e¤ect

on negative depths.
When negative depths are included in the summation, the total water volume is
preserved exactly on regular grids, whereas the adapted meshes accumulate +0:5%
and

1:8% error relative to the exact volume with coarser and …ner re…nement,

respectively. Volume conservation is violated during mesh adaptation, in spite
of the corrective measures in Step 10 of §4.6. In fact, mass conservation can be
enforced this way only if h is nonnegative everywhere before adaptation. If this is
not the case, the negative volume of a cell being re…ned will not be transferred to
its four new children; their depth will be set to zero instead.
The calculation of the rate of convergence is based on the global relative error
of the depth, EA (h). The one-dimensional node count in (150) is approximated
using the dimension of the whole discretised ‡ow domain as n1D

2Rmax = . The

following table summarises the observed convergence rates:
Node count

ph

20 ! 40

1:05

40 ! 80

80 ! 160

1:29
1:60

Hence the numerical scheme is between …rst- and second-order accurate for this
problem. The coarser grids are probably too coarse for grid convergence analysis;
this may be the reason for the variability of ph . The adaptive schemes deliver
higher accuracy for the same cell count but perform similarly to the regular grids
when accuracy attainable in a given CPU time is considered (Figure 53). This
conclusion can be drawn from the other error indicators already summarised in
Figure 52.
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Figure 53. Planar rotation in parabolic basin. Global error of elevation vs the cell
count (left) and the CPU time (right).

5.5

Circulation in the presence of a nearshore
trench

Here I test the performance of the proposed solution-adaptivity scheme in a more
realistic setting. The steady-state shear-driven ‡ow …eld is simulated for a theoretical lake. Bottom elevation is de…ned analytically as a piecewise function:
8
<z
if x 2 [0; 232:174]; y 2 [0; 1500];
b;tr
(174)
zb =
:z
if x 2 [232:174; 1000]; y 2 [0; 1500];
b;lake
where the bottom surface in the lake and in the trench is given by
zb;lake =

0:5

0:5 cos

(x 500)
(y 750)
cos
;
1000
1500

(175)

125)
(y 750)
cos
:
(176)
250
1500
All lengths in (174)–(176) are in metres. Figure 54 displays the resulting bathyzb;tr =

0:5

1:5 cos

(x

metry, which is composed of a rectangular basin with smooth depth variations
between 0:5

1 m, and a deeper trench along the western shore. According to the

0:1 m-spaced contours and the illuminated shading, the bed slope changes abruptly
at the vertical interface between the two zones, i.e., along x = 232:174 m.
All simulations were started with the lake at rest ( = 0, v = 0) then a
sustained, uniform surface shear stress of

sx

= 0:2 Pa,

sy

=

0:2 Pa was pre-

scribed over the whole lake. The approximate steady-state solution was obtained
by time marching to the end time tend = 20; 000 s with a maximum CFL number
CFL;max

= 0:85. For simplicity and easy reproducibility of the results, no wave-

current interaction was computed, instead a uniform Manning bed roughness n
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Figure 54. Steady-state circulation with nearshore trench. Bathymetry.

= 0:025 s m

1=3

was prescribed. Di¤usion and the e¤ects of the Earth’s rotation

were not considered either.
In the absence of an analytic solution to this problem, the reference solution was
taken as the numerical result on a …ne uniform grid with 6.25 m cell size (Figure
55). It is seen from the velocity vector …eld that the trench e¤ectively carries all
‡ow in the upwind direction, and in doing so, it facilitates the development of
a large, asymmetric topographic gyre. The varied bathymetry also gives rise to
intense velocity shear and vorticity along the steep bed slopes of the trench. This
benchmark problem contains the topographic ‡ow features relevant to shallow
lakes and is therefore su¢ ciently complex for evaluating the behaviour of the
various re…nement procedures.
Simulations are run for a sequence of uniform mesh resolution decreasing by
a factor of 1/2, that is, with 12.5, 25 and 50 m cell size. In addition to these,
solution-adapted simulations are also performed. Starting with a uniform mesh of
50 m resolution, the mesh is adapted using four di¤erent schemes, as summarized
in the following table:
Name

sdiv

srot

svrec

ad, div

0.2

0

0

ad, rot

0

0.2

0

ad, v-rec

0

0

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

ad, all

Coarsening is initiated according to acoa = 0:15. Re…nement is limited to
12.5 m cell size and the total cell count is not allowed to increase beyond 3 times the
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Figure 55. Steady-state circulation with nearshore trench. Reference results on the
…nest mesh, with uniform 6.25 m cell size. Left panel: velocity magnitude with 0.02
m/s contour interval. Middle panel: evenly resampled vector …eld. Right panel: Surface
elevation with 0.005 m contour interval.

initial cell count, which is achieved by setting nmax = 1800. As to the scheduling
of the adaptation, I let the model approach convergence on the initial 50 m mesh,
then the mesh is adapted in three successive steps at t = 10,000, 14,000 and
18,000 s. The left panel in Figure 56 shows the evolution of the solution due to
mesh re…nement for a typical simulation on an adaptive mesh.
The global error is computed by (149) with the di¤erence that ^ denotes the
converged reference solution instead of the analytical solution. The error is integrated numerically, based on and ^ …rst resampled with linear interpolation to a
uniform, 6.25 m grid. It can be seen from Figure 56 that the …rst adaptation step
at t = 10; 000 s greatly reduces the global error on the coarse initial grid, whereas
later re…nements are less e¤ective.
The right panel in Figure 56 shows the relative residual of u versus the number
of iterations and the variation of cell count with each adaptation. The relative
residual of the ‡ow state vector,

2 u,

is computed using the L2 -norm of the the

relative change in u between subsequent time steps tn and tn+1 . Exceptionally, the
simulation for the right panel is continued to 25; 000 s in order to con…rm that the
adaptive scheme does converge at 20,000 s. Each adaptation step induces a sudden
jump in the residual which proves that the piecewise linear interpolation of the
coarse solution does not satisfy the governing equations. The convergence stalls
after 20; 000 s when the residual reaches a magnitude of 10

5

whereas the reference

solution on the …nest uniform grid stalls with a residual of magnitude 10

7

(not

plotted here). Introducing further adaptation steps is not justi…ed for this steadystate simulation because the overhead would add to the computation time without
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Figure 56. Steady-state circulation with nearshore trench. Convergence history of the
“ad, all”scheme. Left panel: History of the global error in water elevation and velocity
vs model time. Right panel: cell count and relative residual vs iterations. The vertical
dashed lines indicate when the mesh was adapted.

notably improving the accuracy. Also, a premature adaptation would increase the
cell count too early, slowing down the simulation unnecessarily. The deviation
from the exact solution is generally not available to control the scheduling of the
adaptation, however it would be promising to extend the adaptation algorithm so
that adaptation is automatically triggered based on the residuals. The adaptation
strategy outlined here in fact realises one prolongation step of a full multigrid
scheme (Mavriplis, 1995), whereby the transfer of the coarse solution towards the
…ner meshes is achieved in an adaptive way, re…ning only where the expected
accuracy improvement justi…es it. A full adoption of the multigrid framework on
quadtree meshes is shown by Józsa and Gáspár (1992) and Gáspár et al. (1995)
in their …nite di¤erence solver of the shallow water equations, applied to natural
lake geometries.
The …nal meshes are presented in Figure 57. There is a clear relationship
between the adapted mesh density and the velocity …eld, as expected. Visibly,
local re…nement is concentrated to the trench and to the closed boundary with
all adaptation schemes. The error estimator based on the divergence (“ad, div”)
emphasises the allocation of new cells along the interface between the two basins,
where strong ‡ows meet high depth gradients and therefore yield signi…cant divergence. Circulation-based adaptation (“ad, rot”) targets re…nement to the western
boundary, where the velocity shear is highest and a …ner resolution is expected to
represent vorticity more accurately. Adaptation based on velocity reconstruction
(“ad, v-rec”) re…nes the whole trench and some of the southern eddy by one level
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Figure 57. Steady-state circulation with nearshore trench. Converged meshes at t =
20; 000 s obtained using the four adaptive schemes.

(to 25 m), while it re…nes fewer cells to the …nest level (12.5 m) than the two
previous error estimators. In combination (“ad, all”), the three error estimators act with a mixture of their individual e¤ect. Because re…nement indicators
are normalised, in general it is the relative combined importance which counts,
and the total cell count does not always increase when the estimators with equal
sensitivity are combined.
The global, normalised error of the computed water elevation and velocity
magnitude versus the …nal cell count and the CPU time is presented in Figure 58
and 59. The dashed lines connect the results obtained with successively re…ned
uniform grids. The formal second-order accuracy is con…rmed by EA ( ). On
the other hand, the order of convergence (de…ned with the unsteady benchmark
problem) turns out to be only 1.47 when judged by the global error in the velocity,
EA (v), and the value of the error itself is one magnitude higher than for EA ( ).
One reason for the slower convergence of the velocity is that the velocity …eld is
directly in‡uenced by the discontinuous variation of the bathymetry. Furthermore,
the numerical balancing of the bed slope and the linear interpolation of the coarse
solution may also reduce the order of convergence.
The desirable attributes of a numerical model, that is, low error paired with
few cells and short simulation time, are in the lower left corner. It is apparent
from the …gures that the performance of adaptive schemes is better than that of
uniform grids. The cell counts are close to each other for the four adaptation
schemes, that is why the simulation times barely di¤er. The least accurate water
surface was obtained by the “ad, rot” scheme, whereas the three other schemes
gave a comparable error EA ( ). The di¤erence between the adaptation schemes
is greater according to EA (v). It is not surprising that the “ad, v-rec” scheme is
the most accurate error estimator in this case: it is directly measuring the error
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Figure 58. Steady-state circulation with nearshore trench. Global error in water
elevation (EA ( ), left panel) and velocity (EA (v), right panel) plotted against the …nal
cell count.

Figure 59. Steady-state circulation with nearshore trench. Global error in water
elevation (EA ( ), left panel) and velocity (EA (v), right panel) plotted against the …nal
CPU time.
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Figure 60. De…nition of the wind surge problem in a rectangular lake with submerged
peninsula.

in the discretisation of velocity. Overall, the “ad, v-rec”and the “ad, all”schemes
perform better than the two other.
CPU time bears at least as much importance for the modeller as cell count,
because it also re‡ects the increased cost of time integration in the re…ned cells.
In fact, after a local re…nement, the time step is approximately reduced to half in
the four new child cells, which means that the computational work increases to
about eightfold (actually somewhat less, thanks to the adaptive time stepping).
It follows that time integration is slower on an adaptive mesh than on a uniform
grid with exactly the same cell count. Encouragingly, a comparison of Figure 58
and 59 shows that adaptive time stepping along with multigrid-type prolongation
also retains the advantage of adaptive meshes when measured in terms of CPU
time. The instantaneous simulation speed (i.e., advance in model time per spent
CPU time) is governed approximately by the 1.5th power of the number of cells.

5.6

Surge in a basin with submerged peninsula

Finally, the adaptation scheme is put to an unsteady test. Wind surge is simulated
in a rectangular basin with two deeper pools separated by a submerged peninsula.
Figure 60 depicts the plan view and two orthogonal cross sections of the lake. A
steady and uniform westerly surface shear stress

sx

= 0:2 Pa is applied suddenly

at t = 0 on the initially motionless and horizontal lake surface ( = 0, v = 0) and
the …rst T = 4000 s of the event is simulated, which includes three complete seiche
periods.
A uniform Manning bed roughness of n = 0:025 s m

1=3

was prescribed. Dif-

fusion, the e¤ects of the Earth’s rotation and wave-current interaction were not
considered. The CFL number was kept below

CFL;max

= 0:9. The reference
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Figure 61. Surge and seiche with submerged peninsula. Resampled velocity …eld at
the strait at t = 4000 s. The continuous lines are bathymetry contours.

solution is obtained on a uniform grid with 3.125 m resolution.
The surface shear gives rise to a surge which oscillates with di¤erent wavelengths
in the pools and the whole lake. At the end of the three simulated seiche periods,
bottom friction attenuates the amplitude of the oscillation to about one third,
while a setup and a distinct topographic gyre centered on the peninsula develops.
Detail of the velocity …eld is presented for t = 4000 s (Figure 61), resampled to a
lower density for clarity.
To test grid convergence, the problem was run on successively coarsened uniform grids, with a resolution of 6.25, 12.5, 25 and 50 m. For each grid, bed
elevations were obtained by area-weighted averaging of the …nest grid in order to
conserve storage volume. The global error of the instantaneous water surface and
velocity …eld were determined by (149) as for the previous problems, each at its
respective apex: EA ( ) at t = 4000 s and EA (v) at t = 3000 s. In the absence of
an exact solution, the rate of convergence is estimated a posteriori by Richardson
extrapolation on the three …nest re…nement levels (
p = log2
where E4
sizes 4

E4
E2

2

= 3:125 m):

;

(177)

1

( ), the area-integrated deviation of a …eld variable

between grid

and 2 , is calculated by the numerical approximation of
Z h
i2
^
E4 2 =
dA;
4 (r; t)
2 (r; t)

(178)

2

A

and E2

1

is expressed likewise. The following convergence rates are observed:
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Figure 62. Surge and seiche with submerged peninsula. Solution-adapted meshes
around the peninsula at t = 4000 s.

p [EA ( )] = 1:44, p [EA (v)] = 1:59, i.e., the formal second-order accuracy of the
MUSCL-Hancock scheme is not reached. In view of the more favourable results
for the previous test, this may be attributed to the discontinuity of the bed slope
in this benchmark problem. At lower resolution, the edges of the peninsula are
smeared and the local ‡ow resistance is estimated incorrectly by the model, which
a¤ects the phase and the amplitude of the oscillation globally. In fact, the order of
convergence of the discrete bathymetry is found to be p [EA (zb )] = 1:51 by means
of (177).
The same adaptation schemes are evaluated as in the previous, steady-state
problem. The common parameter values of these four schemes are set to the
following: cell size on the initial grid
min

max

= 50 m; lower limit to re…nement

= 12:5 m, i.e., two …ner levels are permitted; coarsening parameter acoa = 0:2;

maximum cell count nmax = 3 times the initial cell count; adaptation interval =
100 s. The mesh is modi…ed by at most one level during an adaptation, and it takes
about 500 s for the cell count to approach its …nal value. The solution-adapted
meshes along the peninsula at t = 4000 s are shown for each scheme in Figure 62.
The scheme “ad, rot” concentrates re…nement to the gyre, where the highest
velocity shear is produced. Because the ‡ow is in general not perpendicular to the
peninsula, circulation is also signi…cant on the longer side. The scheme “ad, div”
re…nes the slopes of the peninsula where the ‡ow hits the slope frontally and
produces divergence. The indicator

div

is signi…cantly higher along the slopes

than elsewhere and this scheme would cause more re…nement along the slopes
if there was no lower limit to the cell size. The indicator based on the velocity
reconstruction error apparently has a more uniform distribution, therefore the
scheme “ad, v-rec” adapts the resolution with smoother variation than the two
previous schemes. The scheme “ad, all”re‡ects the construction of the adaptation
criterion with (125), whereby the combined adaptation indicator is the maximum
of the three basic error indicators. Little mesh coarsening and rearrangement is
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Figure 63. Surge and seiche with submerged peninsula. Error in the surface elevation
and velocity integrated over the whole basin at t = 4000 s and 3000 s, respectively.

observed during the simulation. Except for the “ad, div”scheme, the cell count is
capped by the allowed upper limit, nmax .
The global errors against the CPU time are plotted in Figure 63. The rate of
convergence for the interval

2 [12:5 m; 25 m] is indicated on the …gures, however,

these values are obtained separately from the error vs the cell count (plots of EA

vs ncell show essentially the same relationship as Figure 63, they are therefore not
included in the thesis).
All four adaptive schemes are characterised by a CPU time approximately
equivalent to that of a regular grid with 22 m cell size. The “ad, rot”, “ad, v-rec”
and “ad, all” schemes provide essentially the same accuracy both in terms of
and v. The “ad, div” scheme yields 34% higher error in velocity than the three
other schemes, though it is still more accurate than the regular grid with the same
CPU time. The reason for a smaller gain in EA ( ) than in EA (v) is probably
that the concentrated re…nement of the slopes improves the accuracy of the basinwide oscillation as much as with the other schemes, while the discretisation of the
circulation (to which EA (v) is most sensitive) bene…ts less from it. Using solutionadaptivity, the CPU time is reduced to about one …fth of that with a regular grid
while o¤ering the same accuracy, or in the other sense, the error is reduced to 55%
compared to an equivalent regular grid with the same expendable CPU time. Due
to the large proportion of the smallest cells, local time stepping permits only a
moderate speedup factor of 1.13.
The main free parameters of solution-adaptivity are s and acoa . To close the
test cases, I optimise these parameters by diagnosing their e¤ect on a relative error
EA;rel which represents the relative accuracy gain achieved with solution-adaptivity
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Figure 64. Dependence of the relative error EA;rel on parameters svrec and acoa .

over uniform grids with the same CPU time. This error is de…ned by
EA;rel =

EA jadaptive
;
EA juniform

(179)

where the errors on the right hand side combine the global, normalised errors of
the surface elevation and the velocity vector for adaptive and uniform meshes:
EA =

2
X

[EA ( )]2ti + [EA (v)]2ti ;

(180)

i=1

with t1 = 3000 s and t2 = 4000 s. The current test problem is solved repeatedly on
solution-adapted meshes governed by the velocity reconstruction error with more
than 30 combinations of svrec and acoa ; this yields EA jadaptive . Based on the CPU
time required by each adaptive simulation, the corresponding error EA juniform is

interpolated by …tting a power law on the relationship EA $ tCPU of uniform

grids. The dependence is presented in Figure 64. Thus, in this problem, the

highest accuracy gain of solution-adaptivity is 35% compared to uniform grids with
the same CPU time. The optimum is obtained with svrec = 0:15 : : : 0:2, whereas
the other parameter, acoa may be chosen from a wide range without noticeably
a¤ecting the error. A higher limit to the number of cells combined with a higher
adaptation sensitivity tends to re…ne the mesh more uniformly, which brings the
performance close to that obtained with regular grids. By allowing deeper levels of
adaptation, the resulting timestep penalty increases the total number of iterations.

5.7

Concluding remarks

In this chapter, I have validated and analysed the numerical e¢ ciency of the model
for shear-driven currents in simple con…gurations, which nevertheless contain important elements of natural lake conditions. The analysis of the error con…rmed
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quantitatively the better performance of adaptive schemes in comparison with
uniform grids in terms of cell count. The CFL penalty in small cells is somewhat
relieved by local time stepping, which helps to keep the performance gain also
in terms of the CPU time. The re…nement procedure is remarkably robust and
general, as only minimal and predictable …ne-tuning of the adaptation parameters
was necessary to accommodate a steady-state as well as an unsteady benchmark
problem.
Solution-adaptation alleviates the need for manual, a priori de…nition of the
initial mesh. For example, ‡ow in the direction of high depth gradient is monitored by the error indicator based on divergence, whereas the perpendicular ‡ow
is tracked based on circulation. Consequently, a re…nement criterion linked to the
topography can be reformulated by using an error indicator linked to the ‡ow solution. The same applies to boundary re…nement, as wall shear produces vorticity
hence activates the circulation-based error indicator. In spite of the automatism
o¤ered by solution-adaptation, care must be taken when setting up the initial
mesh. A minimal resolution is in fact necessary for small-scale bed features and
thin vegetation patches to come within the scope of the ‡ow solver. The error
estimator will then re…ne it further if deemed necessary from the point of view of
solution accuracy.
Even with linearly varying conserved variables, re…nement improves the accuracy of those terms in the governing equations which are a nonlinear function of u.
Hence the bene…t of re…nement is not only a better approximation of the sub-cell
distribution but also the introduction of additional Gauss quadrature points to
evaluate path and surface integrals of the nonlinear momentum equation.
The selection of the adaptation indicator depends on how we de…ne the accuracy of the solution. For the two solution-adaptive wind-driven ‡ow problems,
the indicator based on the velocity reconstruction error (“ad, v-rec”) performed
reliably in all tests. The other indicator that proved equally robust overall was
“ad, v-rec”that is based on the combination of circulation, divergence and velocity
reconstruction error.
The formal second-order accuracy is con…rmed only for the surface elevation
and in the simulation of ‡ow in rectangular basins, whereas the order of accuracy
is reduced to between 1 and 1.5 in problems with circular boundaries. The test
cases involving circular boundaries revealed that the Cartesian MUSCL scheme
does not handle arbitrarily oriented boundaries well because excessive spurious
drag is produced by the stepped representation of such boundaries. This leads to
an order of accuracy with respect to the velocity lower by about 0.5 than with
respect to the elevation. This damaging e¤ect is mitigated by extra re…nement,
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though at a higher total computational cost. Nevertheless, if the target of the
modelling is a lake with a shallow, perhaps vegetated coastal littoral zone with
slow currents, the spurious drag is expected to manifest itself less severely than in
this analytical benchmark problem.

Chapter VI
APPLICATION TO LAKE NEUSIEDL
In this chapter, the physical validity of the model and its applicability to real conditions is demonstrated with case studies of Lake Neusiedl. Its patchy reed cover
permits the veri…cation of a nested internal boundary layer model; the single- and
multiple-IBL model are studied for parameter sensitivity, then calibrated against
simultaneous wind measurements. Parameter sensitivity is also analysed for the
Grant-Madsen wave-current interaction model. The wave formulae are veri…ed
with wave data collected in the bay of Fert½orákos, whereas the e¤ect of the wave
enhancement of bottom shear stress on the circulation is studied numerically in a
simpli…ed representation of the bay. To close the chapter, the adaptive ‡ow model
is applied to the lake to determine circulations due to the prevailing storms in the
whole lake and in two bays surrounded by reed. Static and solution-driven mesh
adaptivity is used to accelerate convergence to steady state, localise mesh resolution to the area of interest and to reallocate cells during unsteady simulations.

6.1

Description of the lake

Lake Neusiedl – Lake Fert½o in Hungarian – is a shallow, saline lake situated on
the border of Hungary and Austria, with a surface area of 310 km2 , half of which
is covered by reed (Figure 65). Due to the mild slope of the lakebed, water
level variations occasionally move the shoreline hundreds of metres during a single
meteorological event. With the mean water surface elevation of 115.47 m of the
period 1965 through 2006, the depth statistics for the pelagic zones, reed-covered
zones and the whole lake are the following:
Depth, [m] Pelagic Reed Overall
99%-ile

1.53

0.76

1.52

Average

1.15

0.19

0.83

1%-ile

0.50

0.00

0.01

Elevations in this chapter are measured relative to the Adriatic mean sea level.
Rainfall and evaporation have a great share in the water budget because the lake
has no important in‡ow. The targeted minimum winter and summer water levels
of 115.60 and 115.70 m, respectively, can be enforced using the sluice gates at
the arti…cial Hanság canal outlet with a capacity of 15 m3 . Local currents can be
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Figure 65. Bathymetry and coverage map of Lake Neusiedl.

generated here with high discharge, but elsewhere the magnitude of through‡ow
is far smaller than that of the wind-induced motion.
The area of Lake Neusiedl is known for high wind potential, which is harvested
by a 240 MW wind farm on the northern side of the lake. The prevailing wind
direction is NW-NNW, which is also the direction of the highest average wind
energy input. This is shown in Figure 68 by the directional distribution of the
wind speeds observed during a 40-day campaign. The results happen to coincide
with long-term statistics. Prevailing winds are perturbed by the Leitha mountain
range which is located immediately upstream of the lake and extends to around
350 m above the lake.
The research group at the Department of Hydraulic and Water Resources Engineering has been collecting …eld measurements of ‡ow circulation and sediments
in an Austrian-Finnish-Hungarian cooperation since 1990 (Józsa et al., 1998, 1999;
Krámer and Józsa, 1998). The windy periods are most relevant to the dynamics
and transport in the lake, therefore the measurement techniques must accommodate the occasionally stormy weather and wavy water surface. For this reason,
a person-assisted scanning of wind-induced currents can hardly be undertaken
with a current meter attached to a moving vessel, instead, winds and currents
are sampled at discrete points simultaneously over a longer time, using …xed,
autonomous instruments.
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According to these measurements, the shallowness of Lake Neusiedl hinders
the development of near-bottom counter-currents facing the wind and facilitates
the occurrence of slowly moving large horizontal gyres. Another …nding re‡ected
in the measurements is that currents associated with the seiche motion distort the
pure steady circulation in both the setup and ceasing phase of storms. A special
feature of this lake is the intricate reed cover which in‡uences the characteristics
of wind forcing, lake currents and sedimentation processes. At places, the muddy
lakebed exhibits a strong tendency to siltation, which must occasionally be dredged
near harbours to ensure enough water depth for navigation (Józsa et al., 1999).
The collected wind, wave and current measurements permit the calibration
and veri…cation of various components of the present ‡ow model. Namely, a wind
stress model assuming embedded internal boundary layers is tested with multiple
pointwise wind measurements. Besides wind shear stress, the bed shear stress
model accounting for wave-current interaction in the bottom boundary layer is
investigated. In three studies, the model is applied to reproduce wind-induced
circulation in the whole lake and in two of its enclosed bays during observed
storms. This test the applicability of the model to reproduce steady-state and
unsteady ‡ow features in natural conditions.

6.2

Analysis and calibration of the IBL model

The semi-empirical approximation of the external forcing …eld using the IBL model
presented in §2.2 allows the identi…cation of the aerodynamic features and hydrodynamic e¤ects of an internal boundary layer growing within the bottom of the
atmospheric boundary layer. The consequent fetch-dependence of the wind speed
and corresponding wind shear stresses on the lake surface causes the appearance
of a wind stress curl, which is responsible, together with changes in bathymetry,
for causing strong horizontal circulations.
We analyse the e¤ects of wind speed changes on the wind-driven ‡ow patterns
both analytically and numerically in the paper by (Curto et al., 2006). Numerical
experiments on a fetch-limited parabolic lake (Figure 84) have shown that introducing the IBL-based distribution of the wind shear stress changes a two-gyre
system obtained with uniform wind forcing to a single, clockwise gyre for both NW
and SE winds. This striking in‡uence is attributed to the wind stress curl being
comparable in magnitude to the topographic moment, which often occurs in small
lakes with nearly uniform depth. The theory is con…rmed experimentally by the
consistent explanation of wind speed di¤erences measured simultaneously at two
di¤erent fetch distances over Lake Neusiedl. As a further, indirect evidence to the
validity of the IBL model, the agreement of modelled lake currents with pointwise
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Figure 66. Embedding of multiple IBLs.

measurements is greatly improved, showing the need to take these changes into
account in order to correctly predict wind-induced circulation in shallow basins
(Józsa, 2001, 2004).
In this section, I revisit the IBL model in order to account for the overlapping
of multiple IBLs that develop over alternating lake and reed surfaces. Parameter
sensitivity studies and calibration with wind data sets reveal in essence that the
multiple IBL model does not improve the estimation of the overlake wind speed
compared to a single IBL model. Veri…cation of the calibrated roughness lengths
of the surrounding land and reed indicate a signi…cant scatter about the optimal
parameter values.

6.2.1

Multiple-IBL model

The calculation of the wind shear stress distribution using the IBL theory presented in §2.2 assumes that only the last roughness discontinuity creates an IBL and
the wind pro…le upstream of that discontinuity is fully developed. The theory
can be logically extended to multiple embedded IBLs by considering all roughness
discontinuities along the fetch. Figure 66 explains the procedure.
In the case of lakes with patchy vegetation, wind transits through consecutive
zones of land, reed and open water. I denote by Fk the upwind distance of the
kth roughness discontinuity between z0;k

1

to z0;k . The wind is assumed to have a

constant direction so that these distances can be calculated from the intersection
of a straight, upwind-directed line with the roughness boundaries. A further assumption is that the onshore wind speed has a fully developed logarithmic vertical
pro…le:
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Wz =
where W

;0

W

;0

ln

z
;
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(181)

= is the constant onshore shear velocity. This expression di¤ers from

(3) by the inclusion of the zero subscript indexes that refer to k = 0, i.e., to the
state upstream of the …rst discontinuity.
The roughness changes …rst at the shoreline, which gives rise to an internal
boundary layer. Downstream of this discontinuity, the vertical pro…le of wind
speed is piecewise logarithmic:

Wz (F ) =

8
W
>
>
<
W
>
>
:

;1 (F )

;0

z
ln z0;1

if z

1 (F );

if z >

1 (F ):

(182)

z
ln z0;0

From the C0 continuity of the pro…le at height z =
W ;1 (F ) = W

and W

;0

1
ln z0;0

;0

1
ln z0;1

1,

it follows that
(183)

;

is expressed from the onshore Wz using Eq. (181).

This procedure can be continued recursively for any downwind z0 discontinuity
along the fetch. Discontinuities are processed successively in the downwind direction and W

;k+1

is determined from W ;k . If a rough surface follows a smoother

surface (e.g., reed follows open water), it is possible that the inner IBL grows
faster than the IBL in which it is embedded, i.e.,
k:

k+1

In this case, we consider the kth IBL to have been consumed. In general, while
processing the kth IBL, we look for the closest upwind discontinuity with index
m

k for which
k+1

<

m;

then the new shear velocity is obtained as
ln
W

;k+1 (F )

=W

;m (F )

k+1

z0;m

k+1
ln z0;k+1

:

(184)

The procedure is straightforward for IBL growing over land and reed because
their z0 is given explicitly. However, similarly to the single-IBL model in §2.2, z0 of
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Figure 67. Location of the recording wind stations in the Fert½orákos Bay in 2001 and
2002, indicated by W1, W2 and W3.

the open lake interacts with the IBL and this requires an embedded iteration. For
the sake of algorithmic simplicity, the coupling between z0;k (F ) and

k (F )

through

(8) and (9) is assumed also when further IBLs have formed within the IBL of a
reed/land ! water transition. The procedure could be re…ned for example by

calculating

based on a spatially averaged z0 over the fetch where the IBL was

actually in direct contact with the water surface.
Once the shear velocity of the lowest (say Kth) IBL has been determined at
the end of the algorithm, we can …nally compute the wind stress at the water
surface as

s (F )

=

2
a W ;K (FK ).

The applicability of the IBL model is veri…ed using wind measurements collected simultaneously at multiple locations in Fert½orákos Bay, during two campaigns
in 2001 and 2002 (Figure 67).

6.2.2

Sensitivity analysis

Fitting and parameter sensitivity is analysed using measurements from 2002.
Three wind stations were deployed in the bay, aligned to the NNW direction
in order to capture the lengthwise development of the prevailing winds by excluding the e¤ects of potential crosswise variability. During these prevailing storms,
the near-surface wind transiting through successive fetches of reed and open lake
was sampled at three locations, so this campaign provides a relevant dataset to
test the IBL model. The sensors made by Aanderaa, Norway were mounted on
aluminium sta¤s at approximately 3.3 m height above the water surface. They
recorded onboard the 10-min average wind speed and direction during their deployment from May 10 through June 19, 2002. Wind roses (Figure 68) re‡ect that
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Figure 68. Wind roses of the wind measured at Station 1 for the whole period 5/10–
6/19/2002. Roses from left to right represent wind occurrences weighted by 1, W and
W 2 , respectively. The inner and outer circles denote the 25% and 50% frequencies of
occurrence.

the directional distribution followed the general wind climate of the lake during
the measurement campaign. The energy rose, which is weighted by the square of
the speed, emphasises the importance of the NNW winds from the point of view
of momentum transfer to the lake.
The average direction spread is about 10 degrees; the spread is higher in the
SW–NE axis which corresponds to the direction of less frequent and weaker winds.
Consequently, the directional distribution was reasonably similar across the three
measurement sites to support the assumption of a uniform far upstream wind
distribution. The 5th percentile, the average and the 95th percentile of the wind
speed during that time are Wp=0:05 = 2:3, Waverage = 5:2 and Wp=0:95 = 10:7 m/s,
respectively.
To assess the accuracy of the model, all three wind speeds are transformed
back to the farthest upwind land boundary to 10 m height using the IBL theory.
If the assumption of neutral, homogeneous and near-steady conditions is valid,
then the transformation should yield the same onshore wind speed for all three
stations. For this reason, the goodness of …t is measured with the relative and
absolute deviation of the transformed wind speeds. More speci…cally, I compute
the squared variation coe¢ cient and the squared standard deviation averaged over
the selected measurements:

2
Erel

2
Eabs

where

nj
1 X s2j
;
=
nj j=1 m2j

nj
1 X 2
=
s;
nj j=1 j

(185)

(186)
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mj
s2j

nw
1 X
=
W10 (0)jj;i ;
nw i=1
nw h
1 X
W10 (0)jj;i
=
nw 1 i=1

(187)
mj

i2

(188)

;

are the mean and squared standard deviation for the jth record, respectively, and
nj = the number of 10-min average wind records included in the error calculation;
nw = number of simultaneous measurements (i.e., three in 2002); W10 (0)jj;i = the
wind speed transformed from station i to 10 m height at the upwind shore for the
jth record.
The wind is transformed to the upwind shore iteratively using the secant
method. At the start, we assume that the onshore wind W10 (0) is equal to the
speed Wza (F ) measured over the lake at za = 3:3 m height. Then we determine
the shear velocities W ;k (F ) from top to bottom as was detailed previously. The
IBL is processed in reverse order (with decreasing k) until an IBL is found for
which

k

> za . Then the wind speed at fetch F is obtained as
Wza (F ) =

W ;k (F )

ln

za
:
z0;k

(189)

Now using the secant method (Ho¤man, 1992), W10 (0) is adjusted iteratively so
as to make Wza (F ) converge to the measured value.
The transformation is also expected to explain di¤erences in the measured
speeds for the other directions even though the three stations are placed along the
NNW direction. However, in order to ensure that the assumption of homogeneous
onshore wind holds, simultaneous wind records whose direction deviates more than
30 degrees or which are below 2 m/s are excluded from the analysis. As a result
of this …ltering, 3892 records are kept, which is 68% of the total 5467.
Parameter sensitivity analysis and calibration are presented based on three
plots. The roughness lengths of land and reed, z0;land and z0;reed are individually
2
2
varied in the range 0.02. . . 0.64 m and both average errors, Erel
and Eabs
(shown

in the left and middle panel of the …gures), are computed with the multiple-IBL
model for wind records that satisfy

j

30 and Wza (F )jj;i

2 m/s for all

i. Results with the single-IBL model are obtained by …xing z0;land = z0;reed and
presented in the right panel.
Roughness lengths
First, the roughness length of land and reed were optimised for the whole measurement period (Figure 69).
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Figure 69. Total error as a function of the roughness length of land and reed computed
2 and E 2 with the multiple-IBL model. Right
for all winds. Left and middle panel : Erel
abs
panel : errors with the single-IBL model.

2
The relative error Erel
, that compares the deviation of the transformed wind

speed to the average wind speed, is sensitive to z0;reed but not to z0;land . The best
2
agreement is obtained with z0;reed = 0:07 m, yielding Erel;min
= 0:0077.

On the other hand, the absolute error re‡ects the average, unnormalised deviation of the transformed wind speed, i.e., relative errors are emphasised for larger
2
speeds. The best agreement is obtained with z0;reed = 0:10 m. Eabs
shows some

sensitivity to z0;land : it decreases with increasing z0;land even beyond unrealistically high values of that parameter. In fact if the land is made rougher, air ‡ow
experiences greater acceleration over the relatively smoother lake, hence the reconstructed overland wind speed must be decreased to yield the given over-water
speed. Therefore the observed decrease of the absolute error is due to the smaller base value of the three W10 (0). Indeed in the extreme case of z0 ! 1, all

transformed overland wind speeds are identically zero, that is, a trivial optimum
is reached.
The single-IBL model gives results similar to those obtained with the multipleIBL model.
The dependence of the model on the wind direction is demonstrated with a
subset of the time series. The errors are computed exclusively for winds blowing
from the direction

2 300 : : : 350 , which corresponds approximately to NW

(Figure 70). The overall dependence of the error on z0 is the same for NW winds
as for all winds but the optimal z0;reed = 0:05 : : : 0:07 m is lower.
Multiple-IBL vs single-IBL model

The 2002 wind measurements provide a good dataset to test the multiple-IBL
model because the southern part of the lake has a complex, jagged reed cover
which gives rise to an equally complex IBL structure. It is especially true for winds
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Figure 70. Average relative and absolute error as a function of the roughness length
2 and E 2 with
of land and reed, computed for NW winds. Left and middle panel : Erel
abs
the multiple-IBL model. Right panel : errors with the single-IBL model.

with an easterly component that transit through many interrupted water surfaces
before reaching Fert½orákos Bay. I demonstrate how the multiple-IBL model works
by computing wind speed pro…les along the fetch for an east-southeasterly wind
(Figure 71).
The upstream overland wind speed at 10 m height is set to W10 (0) = 10 m/s,
the direction is 124 and the roughness length of land and reed is z0;land = z0;land =
0:08 m. Figure 72 shows the IBL boundaries along the fetch pointing to the three
measurement points and underneath, the respective longitudinal velocity pro…les
at 10 m height. The …rst IBL forms at the lakeshore and above the reed, but
because the roughness of reed and land are set to identical in the model, this
transition actually does not cause the restructuring of the wind speed.
On the other hand, the roughness height of the water surface is around 5
10

4

m for these conditions, hence air ‡ow experiences an extreme change from

rough to smooth at the reed!water boundary. According to (??), d =dF is
proportional to z00:2 , hence the IBL is approximately 3 times steeper above reed
than above water, which is also seen in Figure 72. This implies that the IBL formed
at water!reed boundary will reach the IBL formed at the upwind reed!water
boundary at a downwind distance of 1/3 over-water fetch, e¤ectively negating the
acceleration of the wind over the open lake downstream of the intersection.
The single-IBL model takes only the lowest IBL formed over the water surface
into account. In the case of Lake Neusiedl, the only free parameter of the singleIBL model is z0;reed because Fert½orákos Bay – and the whole lake – is enclosed
by reed on all sides, hence the lowest over-water IBL will be determined by the
sudden roughness change from reed to water. A comparison of the optimal z0
values and associated E 2 errors in Figures 69, 70 and ?? reveals that the singleIBL is capable to explain the di¤erences between the three wind measurements as
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Figure 71. Fetch to the three wind stations in Fert½orákos Bay, 2002 corresponding to
winds blowing from 124 (ESE).

well as the algorithmically more complicated multiple-IBL model. This should also
apply to the northern part of the lake since the reed cover and the expected IBL
structure is simpler there than in Fert½orákos Bay. On the other hand, a multipleIBL model could be an appropriate one to estimate the e¤ect of the surrounding
land use and orography on the mesoscale wind …eld (Józsa et al., 2006; Verkaik
and Smits, 2001).
Implementation in the ‡ow solver
Since there is no indication from the reconstructed onshore wind speeds that the
algorithmically more complex multiple-IBL model works better, the single-IBL
model is adopted in the ‡ow solver, as described in §2.2.

6.2.3

Veri…cation

An earlier dataset collected in Fert½orákos Bay was used to verify the robustness of
the IBL model. Two wind stations were deployed between May 15–June 13, 2001
across the bay, as shown in the left panel of Figure 67. The instruments were also
aligned to the axis of the prevailing winds. The directional distribution of winds
during that period displays almost the same picture as in Figure 68. Wind pairs
with a speed lower than 2 m/s or di¤ering by more than 30 degrees are, as before,
excluded from the analysis.
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Figure 72. Pro…les of (F ) and W10 (F ) from the three wind stations in Fert½orákos
Bay, 2002, obtained with the multiple-IBL model for W10 (0) = 10 m/s, wind direction
of 124 and z0;land = z0;land = 0:08 m.
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Figure 73. Average relative and absolute error as a function of the roughness length
of reed and land, for all winds of May 16–June 13, 2001.

Whole 1-month period
Roughness heights are …rst optimised for the whole measurement period (Figure
2
73). z0;reed = 0:12 m yields the best agreement according to Erel
, but a wider
2
range, z0;reed 2 0:08 : : : 0:20 m stays within 105% of the minimum Erel
. These z0

values are almost twice as high as those obtained from the triple measurements of
2002, even though the reed was in the same stage of growth.
1-day NW storm
Next, the optimisation is restricted to a single, 20-hour NW storm that was recorded during May 18, 14:00 –May 19, 10:00 GMT. The 5th percentile, the average
and the 95th percentile of the wind speed during that time are Wp=0:05 = 4:0,
Waverage = 7:6 and Wp=0:95 = 12:5 m/s, respectively. For this dataset con…ned to
121 records, the relative and the absolute errors give the same optimal roughness
length of z0;reed = 0:21 m (Figure 74). The average relative error is 80% smaller than in the previous, heterogeneous case. Actually, for NW winds the IBL
structure is much simpler as there are typically just two roughness discontinuities
along the fetch (Figure 67, left panel). Nevertheless, the error is found to be more
sensitive to z0;reed near the optimum: z0;reed 2 0:19 : : : 0:24 m stays within 105%

of the minimum E 2 .
All NW winds

In the following case, only winds from the prevailing direction, i.e., in the range
2 300 : : : 350 are considered. The distribution of the 1233 winds speed records

satisfying this condition is characterised by the following values: Wp=0:05 = 2:0,

Waverage = 6:1 and Wp=0:95 = 11:3 m/s. The best agreement between the two
upwind transformed wind speeds is found with z0;reed = 0:18 : : : 0:21 m, and
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Figure 74. Average relative and absolute error as a function of the roughness length
of reed and land, for the 20-hour NW storm on May 18–19, 2001.

Figure 75. Average relative and absolute error as a function of the roughness length
of reed and land, for all NW winds of May 16 through June 13, 2001.

z0;reed 2 0:15 : : : 0:26 m stays within 105% of the minimum E 2 .
All SSW winds
Finally, the model is veri…ed for SSW winds. This is the second most frequent
wind direction, though it is much less frequent than NW (Figure 68). The captured
SSW winds were considerably weaker during the period than the NW ones, as the
distribution of the 162 records gives Wp=0:05 = 2:2, Waverage = 3:6 and Wp=0:95 =
5:7 m/s. For these winds, the IBL model did not lead to optimal, but at the same
time physically realistic reed and land roughness lengths because the minimum
2
Erel
was achieved with a very low z0;reed = 0:02 m.

6.3

Analysis of the bed shear stress model

In this section, I analyse the characteristics of the Grant-Madsen model adopted
for the bed shear stresses (described in §2.3) in typical shallow lake conditions.
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Figure 76. Average relative and absolute error in function of the roughness lengths,
for all SSW winds of May 16 through June 13, 2001.

6.3.1

Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity to three parameters –the fetch, the wind speed and the ‡ow depth
– is examined. The distribution of relevant variables along a 10 km fetch will
be presented in a series of plots. For each variable, the water depth is varied in
three steps within a row of panels as h = 1, 2 and 3 m. The three curves in each
panel correspond to winds with an overland speed of W10 (0) = 5, 10 and 15 m/s,
indicated with the following line styles:

The same legend applies to Figures 77 to 79. Throughout the analysis, the mean
current is …xed at u = 0:1 m/s and is aligned with the waves:

wc

= 0.

The estimated wave parameters are plotted in Figure 77. The wave height and
the wave period are fetch-limited in the chosen range of lake conditions, except
for Hrms that becomes ‡at past the 5 km fetch distance for the strongest wind.
On the other hand, the depth becomes a limiting factor in wave growth only for
stronger winds coupled with larger fetches.
The maximum orbital velocity at the bed level, ubm , is a good indicator of
the shallowness in the hydraulic sense. In shallower waters, the maximum orbital
velocity exceeds the given 0.1 m/s mean current on the farther end of the 10 km
fetch when W10 (0)

10 m/s. However, with 3 m water depth and a moderate

wind speed of 5 m/s, the orbital motion due to the higher, but also relatively
longer waves decays along the vertical and generates hardly any oscillatory ‡ow
at the bed.
The wave Reynolds number, which governs the onset of turbulence in the WBL,
follows the same tendencies as ubm . For rough bottom conditions, the transition
from laminar regime to turbulent starts at Rew
relative roughness of the bed, Abm =kn .

103 : : : 105 depending on the
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Figure 77. From top to bottom: Modelled distribution of the root-mean-square wave
height Hrms , average wave period Ta , maximum bottom orbital velocity ubm and wave
Reynolds number Rew along the fetch. The water depth is 1 m, 2 m and 3 m (from left
to right).
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The Grant-Madsen algorithm provides the wave- and current-induced share in
the total bottom shear stress (Figure 78).
The variable C expresses the ratio

m = wm

and also serves as a convergence

criterion. The algorithm becomes ill-posed if C is large, hence the iteration is
stopped when C > 10 and

wm

is taken to be zero in that case. Due to the

discrete fetch interval at which the curves are calculated, they do not start exactly
at a C = 10.
The maximum values of the wave-induced and total bottom shear stress during
a wave period are plotted in the second and third rows. The maximum shear
stress

m

governs the vertical sediment ‡ux at the bed, whereas the mean ‡ow is

a¤ected by the bed shear stress associated with the current, i.e.,

c.

b

Since

the ‡ow is aligned with the waves, the summation in (13) reduces in this case
to

m

=

c

+

wm .

The current-induced shear stress is far smaller in typical

shallow lake conditions than the wave-induced part, but the latter is initiated
only when the wave orbital motion reaches the bed. Nevertheless,

c

shows a

signi…cant increase with the fetch (it grows by more than 100% for h = 1 m and
W10 (0) = 15 m/s ); this can have lakewide implications on the depth-integrated
‡ow …eld.
The distribution of some intermediate variables of the algorithm are presented
in Figure 79. The boundary Reynolds number, Rer is clearly greater than the
threshold value of 10/3 which separates fully rough from smooth turbulent conditions, hence a bed characterised by a Manning’s n = 0:025 s m

1=3

is fully rough

in the relevant wind-forced periods.
By virtue of (19), the bed roughness length is zb0 = kn =30 in fully rough
conditions. Since the Nikuradze sand-grain roughness is speci…ed indirectly in
terms of Manning’s n with (43), kn shows a weak dependence on the water depth,
but it is insensitive to the near-bed shear stress.
The condition C < 10 is used to ensure that the Grant-Madsen algorithm
does not lead to a divergent iteration. Besides this, the algorithm builds on the
assumption that the WBL extends well above the roughness length, i.e., z0b

cw .

This physical validity limit happens to be stricter than the convergence criterion
C < 10: with 5 m/s wind speed, 0.1 m/s current velocity and >2 m depth, the
algorithm must revert to the pure current-induced shear stress on the whole 10 km
fetch because z0b >

cw .

Accepting the outcome of the Grant-Madsen algorithm

without such a correction would result in the contradiction that the wave action
actually reduces the current-induced bottom shear stress instead of increasing it
through the intensi…ed near-bed turbulence. Note that the development of the
WBL may decrease the apparent roughness in certain cases, namely if it changes
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Figure 78. From top to bottom: Modelled along-fetch distribution of the ratio C =
m = wm , maximum wave shear stress wm , maximum total shear stress m and current
shear stress c , respectively. The water depth is 1 m, 2 m and 3 m (from left to right),
the current is aligned with the waves and has a velocity of u = 0:1 m/s.
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the character of the bed surface from smooth to rough, as Cavallaro et al. (2004)
found in their laboratory experiments.
The apparent increase of the bed roughness can be expressed by inferring
Manning’s n from

c

using (42) and (43). It can be seen from the pro…les that n

increases from 0.025 m1/3 /s to about 0.03. . . 0.035 m1/3 /s in the given conditions.

6.3.2

Veri…cation of wave estimation

The accuracy of the Shore Protection Manual formulae to estimate the wave height
and the wave period is veri…ed with wind and wave data collected at Lake Neusiedl.
Figure 80 shows the location of the wave gauge near the bay of Illmitz. The
pressure-based wave gauge (model WTS-T1 by W.S. Ocean Systems) was mounted
to a rack and placed directly on the lake bottom. The local water depth was
approximately h = 1:2 m during the measurement period and the pressure sensor
was at 0.7 m below the water surface. Considering the limit of the onboard
memory, the wave data was collected using 5-minute bursts triggered every 30
minutes and 8 Hz sampling rate. The wind was measured simultaneously at a
2-minute averaging interval by Aanderaa sensors placed at 3.3 m height above
the water surface, immediately next to the wave gauge. I will use the data sets
collected between July 6–14 and October 13–21.
Figures 81 and 82 show the history of wind and wave conditions for these two
periods. The wind speeds are transformed from the lake to 10 m height on the
upwind shoreline using the IBL model. Since the wave statistics are calculated
for complete bursts, the wind speeds are also averaged to these bursts. Besides
the prevailing NW-NNW direction, the SE direction also occurred on October
19–21, and the fetch also varied considerably during the period. Due to the 20
transversal averaging, the calculated fetches shown in Figure 80 are smoother than
the boundary of the open water.
The pressure ‡uctuations recorded by the gauges are converted to water surface
displacements by compensating for pressure attenuation. Then, with the usual assumption of Rayleigh-distributed wave heights, the root-mean-square wave heights
and the average wave periods are calculated from the wave energy spectrum as
p
Hrms = 4 m0 =2 and Ta = m0 =m1 , where m0 and m1 are the zeroth and …rst

moments of the spectrum. We describe the details of the wave data processing in
a research report (Krámer and Peltoniemi, 2000). The predictions by the SPM
formulae (20) and (21), displayed with a continuous line in the bottom two panels, are in good agreement with the superimposed measurements; the prediction
is remarkably good for the wave period. The prediction is more variable than the
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Figure 79. From top to bottom: Modelled along-fetch distribution of the boundary
Reynolds number Rer kn u m = , bed roughness length z0b , wave boundary layer height
cw and apparent Manning roughness coe¢ cient na , respectively. The water depth is
1 m, 2 m and 3 m (from left to right), the current is aligned with the waves and has a
velocity of u = 0:1 m/s.
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Figure 80. Fetches calculated at the wave gauge deployed near Illmitz.

measurement, partly because we assumed that the wave …eld adjusts itself immediately to a changing atmospheric forcing. The e¤ect of wind duration limitation
on wave development is addressed in the SPM (CERC, 1984), however, it focuses
on o¤shore winds. The duration of continuously changing wind speed and direction is not de…ned there, and I could not …nd a suitable de…nition of duration in
the literature either. Because waves are locally generated in shallow water, wind
duration plays a minor role in Lake Neusiedl.
Finally, a comparison of the measured and estimated (predicted) Hrms and Ta is
presented in Figure 83, using the combined dataset of the July and October measurements. Again, the good agreement is clear from the plots. The goodness of …t
characterised by the square of the Pearson product moment correlation coe¢ cient
through the data points is found to be R2 = 0:78 for Hrms and R2 = 0:73 for Ta . It
is also visible that the wave heights are consistently underpredicted by the SPM
for waves higher than 0:2 m. According to the commonly used breaking criteria
(Smith, 2002), it is unlikely that this bias is due to waves approaching breaking. The agreement of Hrms is comparable to the results of Luettich et al. (1990)
obtained for Lake Balaton using the SPM formulae with partly non-standard coef…cients. Their estimates for Ta agrees less well with the measurements, which can
be attributed to loss of accuracy of the method in such fetch-limited conditions.

6.3.3

Numerical experiment in an elliptical model lake

To close this section, I investigate the e¤ect of including wave-induced bed shear
stresses on the steady-state circulation of an elliptical model lake with dimensions
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Figure 81. Wind and wave conditions at Illmitz in the period July 6 through 14, 2005.
From top to bottom: wind vectors and wind speed W10 (0) at the upwind shoreline; fetch
F ; measured and predicted root-mean-square wave height Hrms ; measured and predicted
average wave period Ta .
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Figure 82. Wind and wave conditions at Illmitz in the period Oct 13 through 21, 2005.
From top to bottom: wind vectors and wind speed W10 (0) at the upwind shoreline; fetch
F ; measured and predicted root-mean-square wave height Hrms ; measured and predicted
average wave period Ta .
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Figure 83. Measured vs predicted wave parameters for the combined data set. Left
panel: Root-mean square wave height Hrms . Right panel: Average wave period Ta .
Perfect agreement is shown by the diagonal line.

similar to the Fert½orákos Bay. The bed elevation in metres is de…ned by
zb =

1:25 +

x
700

and the mean water surface elevation is

2

y
+
1200

2 2

(190)

;

= 0 m (Figure 84). The lake is forced by

a NW wind with an upwind speed of W10 (0) = 10 m/s, and the fetch-dependent
overlake variation of the surface shear stress is determined by the IBL model,
assuming an overland roughness length of z0;land = 0:15 m. All terms of the momentum ‡uxes in (2) are considered, with a Manning coe¢ cient n = 0:025 s m
Coriolis parameter f = 10

4

s

1

1=3

,

and a Smagorinsky coe¢ cient cs = 0:15. A coarse

numerical solution is …rst obtained with a uniform grid density of 40 m in t1 = 105 s.
Then the mesh boundary and the interior are re…ned to 10 m and 20 m, respectively, and the …nal, converged solution is obtained at tmax = 1:3
CFL number is

CFL;max

105 s. The

= 0:95 with global time stepping. It is not necessary

to limit the reconstruction. We used the same problem setup to investigate the
radical modi…cation of the ‡ow pattern due to the application of the IBL-based
wind shear stress distribution (Curto et al., 2006), and combined with changes in
lakeshore roughness properties (Józsa et al., 2006).
The simulation performed with purely current-induced bed shear stresses is
compared to one that does consider wave-current interaction in

b.

The streamtraces

in Figure 85 reveal that two opposing gyres develop due to the combination of topographic and wind curl. The upper gyre is displaced to the NNW by about
150 m when wave-induced shear stresses are included. The e¤ect on the velocity
magnitudes is more noticeable (Figure 86), because the wind-exposed nearshore
areas experience an increased bottom drag with wave-current interaction and the
currents are therefore slowed down by about 0:025 m/s along the eastern boundary.
In fact, the increased drag can be quanti…ed as an apparent, fetch-dependent
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Figure 84. Circulation in an elliptical lake: problem de…nition. The shaded surface
and the contours with 0.1 m interval illustrate the bathymetry.

Figure 85. Circulation in an elliptical lake. Left panel: Streamtraces computed without
wave-current interaction. Right panel: Same with wave-current interaction.
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Figure 86. Circulation in an elliptical lake. Left panel: Velocity magnitude computed
without wave-current interaction. Right panel: Same with wave-current interaction.

increase of the Manning roughness coe¢ cient from 0.025 to 0:033 s m

1=3

(Figure

87). However, Figure 88 shows that an increased n yields practically the same bed
shear stress distribution as with no wave-current interaction, which is explained
by an increase of fcw that is more or less balanced by the decrease of v2 in (42).
The spatially varying angle between current and waves also matters. A simple
calculation shows that the enhancement of the bed shear stress by perpendicular
waves (

wc

= 90 ) is about 75% of the enhancement by ‡ow-aligned waves.

Wave-current interaction is no doubt one of the major factors in sediment transport and it is being modelled in most coastal and lake morphology studies (e.g.,
Luettich et al., 1990). In spite of the establishment of various wave-current interaction models for this purpose, the e¤ect of waves on large-scale ‡ow dynamics is
seldom computed in lakes where waves are mostly generated locally. We can conclude that accounting for the enhancement of bed shear stress by waves modi…es
the horizontal circulation pattern only slightly in this synthetic, but representative sensitivity study. On the other hand, the magnitudes of the depth-averaged
velocity are decreased by up to 20% in shallow areas exposed to waves. Of course,
the e¤ect of waves is more pronounced if the initially imposed water surface is
lowered.
A local algebraic model, such as the Grant-Madsen model coupled with empirical wave estimation, captures the main processes of wave-current interaction at a
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Figure 87. Circulation in an elliptical lake. Apparent roughness coe¢ cient na computed with wave-current interaction.

Figure 88. Circulation in an elliptical lake. Left panel: Bottom shear stress computed
without wave-current interaction. Right panel: Same with wave-current interaction.
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moderate cost thanks to the deferred updating of the slow variables. If sensitivity
studies made by this model reveal a high importance of wave-related e¤ects on
the ‡ow in a particular model investigation, then implementing a distributed numerical wave model driving a more sophisticated wave-current interaction model
should be considered, along with high-resolution …eld observations to support calibration and veri…cation.

6.4

Steady-state circulation in the lake

The lakewide circulation patterns of Lake Neusiedl generated by a steady wind
forcing are simulated. Wind shear stress is computed according to the following parameters: wind speed at 10 m height over upwind terrain jw10 j = 10 m/s;

wind direction ' = 300 (NNW, i.e., the direction of the prevailing winds); density of air

= 1:225 kg/m3 ; roughness height of reed above the water surface

air

z0;reed = 0:15 m; initial water surface elevation
ber

CFL;max

= 0:8; Coriolis coe¢ cient f = 10

= 115:65 m; maximum CFL num4

s 1 . I calibrated the Manning

coe¢ cients to a six-day storm (April 26 through May 2, 1992) when ten simultaneous measurements covering the whole lake were available. More speci…cally, I
minimised the time-integrated root-mean-square error of the di¤erences between
simulated velocity vectors and those recorded by the ten current meters. Minimisation was driven by the inverse modelling tool UCODE (Poeter and Hill, 1998),
resulting in a Manning coe¢ cient of nlake = 0:028 s/m1=3 in the open lake and
nreed = 0:20 s/m1=3 in reed covered areas. The roughness height of the reed used
in the IBL model is z0;reed = 0:15 m, based on the results in §6.2. Wind shear
is assumed to be zero within reed covered zones. The value of the Smagorinsky
coe¢ cient was set to CS = 0:05, which is close to the value of 0.04 suggested by
Wang (2003). The numerical ‡ow solution is insensitive to Cs ; ignoring viscous
‡uxes altogether produced an average deviation of the velocity in the orders of
10

4

m/s. The simulation starts with the lake at rest and ends at tstop = 72 h.

Since a lakewide picture of the circulation is sought, the initial mesh is generated by specifying at least 800 m cell size over the lake, 400 m on the reed
boundary and 100 m near impervious embankments and narrow straits. The initial mesh is shown in the leftmost panel of Figure 89. Solution-adaptation starts
at t = 37 h and is repeated every 6 h, based on velocity reconstruction with a
sensitivity svrec = 0:2 and coarsening parameter acoa = 0:15. The total cell count
is limited to 3

the initial count (= 9120 cells), and the minimum cell size was

set to 100 m in the open lake and 200 m in reed covered areas.
Mesh generation is controlled by rendering 400 polygons that consist of more
than 16 000 line segments in total. The ragged reed boundary, digitized from
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Figure 89. Initial, intermediate and …nal stage of mesh adaptation.

a large scale map, was very detailed and accounted for the complexity of the
polygons. It is clear that an e¢ cient solution-adaptive model requires that the
elementary operations of mesh modi…cation be done quickly, especially that the
coverage and bathymetry is re-rendered after every adaptation step. With our
mesh generator, the initial mesh was created and …lled with elevation and coverage
information in less than 1 second. The speed of the mesh generation algorithm
appears to depend linearly on cell count; a denser variant of the mesh with 1
million cells was generated in 20 seconds.
It can be seen from Figure 89 that solution-adaptation increases the mesh density more or less uniformly over the open lake during the simulation. Additional
re…nement occurs primarily on the reed-water boundary, as the error estimator
recognises the sudden change in medium properties and depth through their e¤ect
on the velocity …eld. Hence, re…nement automatically results in a better approximation of the bathymetry and vegetation coverage. After three adaptation steps
(see the middle panel in Figure 89), re…nement already reaches its maximum level
in the strait near Fert½orákos that carries the bulk of the discharge between the
southern and northern basins. The accurate estimation of the conveyance in that
zone is crucial for the modelling of not only the local, but also lake-wide seiche and
transport processes. Indeed, the mesh must be su¢ ciently re…ned to approximate
the cross section of the strait faithfully with an integer number of cells.
Bed elevation was determined at the cell centroids using a digital elevation
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model given on a regular grid with 200 m spacing, taking into account the resolution di¤erence between the mesh and the DEM. The value of zb was interpolated
linearly in cells smaller than the DEM resolution, whereas in larger cells, it was
obtained by area weighted averaging of the underlying DEM nodes. In reality,
the transition of depth is sharp at the reed-water interface. To respect this in
the model, the elevation of reed-covered cells is calculated by interpolating (or
averaging) only the DEM nodes which are covered by reed. The procedure is
equivalent for open water cells.
Local time stepping with mmax = 4 accelerated the solution by a factor of 1.4
at the beginning. The acceleration dropped to about 1.2 as the proportion of the
smallest cells increased with the adaptations.
The convergence history of the solution recorded at di¤erent points in the open
lake (Figure 90) con…rms that the steady state has been approached on the coarse
initial mesh before the …rst adaptation step (at t = 37 h) is requested. A premature adaptation would have increased the cell count too early, unnecessarily
slowing down the simulation. It can also be seen from the plots that the …rst
few adaptation steps cause appreciable changes in the velocity, whereas later re…nements are less e¤ective. Introducing further adaptation steps is therefore not
justi…ed for this steady-state simulation, as the overhead would add to the computation time without notably improving the accuracy. This adaptation strategy
in fact realises one prolongation step of a multigrid scheme. The transfer of the
coarse solution towards the …ner meshes is achieved in an adaptive way, re…ning
only where the expected accuracy improvement justi…es it. The adaptations disturb the solution not only because the water surface has to be readjusted to the
re…ned or coarsened bathymetry in order to conserve volume locally, but also due
to the nonlinearity of the momentum equations. The disturbance is more pronounced for the velocity than for the surface elevation because the water surface
varies more smoothly over the lake than the velocity …eld.
To see how re…nement a¤ects the numerical solution, the converged velocity
…eld is shown in Figure 91 for three di¤erent adaptation step counts. The same
square area with dimensions 4:5

4:5 km, situated in the NW part of the lake

is displayed in all panels. The top row shows the velocity vectors plotted in cell
centres, the bottom row shows a linearly resampled …eld. The columns, from
left to right, stand for the converged solution on the initial mesh (“0 ad.”), on
a mesh adapted in two steps (at t = 37 and 43 h, displayed as “2 ad.”), and on
the mesh in Figure 89 which was adapted at 6-hour intervals till the end of the
simulation (“6 ad.”). It is apparent from a comparison of the uniformly resampled
velocity …elds in Figure 91 that the overall ‡ow pattern obtained on the coarse
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Figure 90. Convergence history of water elevation (left panel) and velocity magnitude
(right panel) at di¤erent points in the lake, in response to NNW wind.

Figure 91. E¤ect of mesh resolution on the modelling of the gyres. Top row: Velocity
vectors resolved by the mesh. Bottom row: Resampled vectors.
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mesh is not signi…cantly modi…ed by solution-adaptation. However, the model is
unable to resolve gyres smaller than the mesh size, such as the lower gyre near
the reed boundary that develops fully only after the mesh has reached su¢ cient
density there. This implies that the local accuracy of the modelled currents is
sensitive to the mesh resolution in zones with a highly convolute velocity …eld.
The degree of convolutedness of the velocity …eld would then be quanti…ed by
the error estimator. Similar conclusions were drawn by Davies et al. (2000), who
found that a nested …ne-resolution local circulation model driven by a coarser shelf
model gave di¤erent estimates of the motion of an oil plume than the coarse model
alone, due to the better resolution of local gyres and wind forcing irregularities.
Figure 92 depicts the modelled circulations in the larger part of the lake. The
left panel shows the velocity vectors resolved by the …nal mesh. In the right panel,
the linearly resampled vector …eld and the currents measured at …ve stations during a persistent NNW storm on May 3, 1992 are displayed. These measurements
were collected using Aanderaa RCM-4S and RCM-7 current meters, which recorded the local horizontal currents at about mid-depth, as described in detail by
Józsa et al. (1999). The measurements are smoothed with a 6-hour low-pass …lter
in order to separate the steady circulations from the seiche components, and magni…ed to …ve times the scale of the underlying simulated ‡ow pattern for emphasis.
The agreement of the numerical solution is reasonably good where the ‡ow …eld is
distinct, but signi…cant deviation is found at the two uppermost stations. These
stations happen to be near a saddle point, which is di¢ cult to reproduce accurately because its location is sensible to the prescribed wind shear distribution and
bathymetry. Besides errors due to the physical description, the level of detail on
the initial mesh shown in Fig. 91 may also be insu¢ cient for assessing model
accuracy with pointwise …eld measurements even if the numerical solution on the
coarse mesh accurately represents the exact cell-averaged solution. To assess this
numerical e¤ect, the error indicators evaluated on the …nal mesh can be used to
estimate by how much the accuracy would be improved with further mesh re…nement. This a posteriori error assessment is also meaningful to solutions based on
…xed, regular grids.

6.5

Steady-state circulation in the bay of Rust

The bay of Rust, located on the western shore of Lake Neusiedl shelters a harbour
which is the centre of watersport activities such as boating and bathing. Local
wind-induced currents greatly in‡uence the hydraulic conditions and morphological tendencies, hence also the operation and maintenance of the harbour and the
entrance channel.
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Figure 92. Modelled steady state velocity …eld driven by NNW wind. Left: Vectors
in the resolution of the model. Right: Vectors resampled linearly with Poisson disk
distribution at 200 m spacing. The large dark arrows show the 5 magni…ed, timeaveraged local velocities observed during a sustained two-day NNW storm.
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The circulation pattern of the bay and the surrounding area due to the prevailing NNW wind is simulated. The static adaptive capability of the model is put
to use in order to describe simultaneously the studied area with high detail and
the far-…eld with lower detail. The physical model parameters are the same as in
the previous section. In contrast to the solution-adaptive convergence acceleration
used for the whole lake in the previous section, here I pursue a di¤erent method
to drive the model to the steady-state solution. Near-convergence is …rst obtained
on a relatively coarse mesh; then this solution is transferred to a …nal, static mesh
that resolves the bay with high detail and this simulation is run till satisfactory
convergence is obtained.
The coarse simulation is stopped at tstop = 37 h model time and run an additional 4 h on the re…ned mesh. That extra time is enough to obtain a well
converged solution in open areas, however the drainage of very shallow reed areas
(h < 0:2 m) is not completed fully due to the high hydraulic resistance, though
this has little importance for the circulation in the bay.
The top-left panel in Figure 93 shows the resulting cell levels in the quadtree,
where k = 7 corresponds to 800 m cell size and k = 14 corresponds to 6.25 m.
The mesh layout can be seen in the other three panels, with a scope increasing
from the bay to the whole lake.
To capture near-…eld currents with su¢ cient resolution, the highest re…nement is prescribed within a 2 km radius around the bay: the mesh size is
set to 25 m in the open areas, 50 m in the reed, 12.5 m on the reed-water
boundary and 6.25 m in the reed canals.
Since currents in front of the bay are driven by larger-scale gyres of the
open lake, the circulation over the whole width of the lake is resolved at an
intermediate level of 200 m in the interior and 100 m on the boundary.
The most remote parts of the lake are discretised with 800 m cells in the
interior, 400 m on the reed-water boundary and 200 m in the straits. This
allows the model to represent the e¤ect of lakewide wind setup on the water
level in the bay.
The simulated ‡ow …eld is shown for the bay in Figure 94. The results agree
well with measurements in three points outside the bay shown with magni…ed black
arrows. These velocities were collected with RCM-9 current meters on November
15, 2004 at 23:00, where the lake was approximately adjusted to a persistent
NNW wind that has been blowing steadily for 30 hours. To separate the steady
component of the currents, the measured velocities were smoothed with a 6-hour
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Figure 93. Top left panel: Quadtree level distribution. Other panels: Static mesh
layout in the immediate vicinity of the bay of Rust, in the far-…eld and over the whole
lake.
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low-pass …lter. The locally well-known northward currents due to the sheltering
of nearshore areas is clearly con…rmed by the measurements and well reproduced
by the fetch-dependent surface shear stress model. There is little through‡ow in
the shallow, vegetated parts: the characteristic velocity is 5 cm/s outside the bay
and just 0.5 cm/s in the reed. According to the simulation, the 20 m wide cuto¤
canal connecting the harbour to the lake on the southeastern side carries little
discharge in the steady state.
This simulation allows us to investigate the e¢ ciency of local time stepping.
With respect to the CFL stability condition in (93), the limiting timestep is
strongly linked to the cell size and, to a less extent, to the depth and the velocity. The disparity of cell sizes translates into a wide distribution of LTS levels,
as shown in the left panel of Figure 97. Cells that are advanced with the smallest
timestep (m = 0) are primarily the smallest cells in the reed canals, whereas cells
with m = 1 along the reed-water boundary and in front of the bay contribute most
to the CPU e¤ort in a timestep.
The maximum CPU speed o¤ered by local time stepping relative to global time
stepping can be estimated as
TGTS
TLTS

mmax
1 X
2
ncell m=0

m

ncell;m ;

(191)

where TGTS and TLTS = CPU time with global and local time stepping, respectively; ncell;m = number of cells with an LTS level m. This is an upper estimate
because cells that are not advanced in an LTS stage are also processed (interpolated, ‡agged for wet/dry status, corrected for conservation, etc.) and the
computation of regularised LTS levels itself relies on a recursive, CPU-intensive
algorithm. In contrast, the observed relative CPU speed is obtained by actually
clocking a simulation once with LTS and once without it.
The variation of the theoretical and observed relative CPU speeds are plotted
as a function of the maximum LTS level in Figure 95. The relationships are rather
contrary to expectations. While LTS runs theoretically up to 2.7 times faster
than GTS with the largest mmax , the observed acceleration was just 1.5. With
this particular distribution of cell CFL numbers, there is practically no advantage
over GTS if less than 3 LTS levels are allowed. One would be tempted to use
the highest possible mmax , but a compromise between robustness and acceleration
must generally be taken. In fact, since the minimum timestep is evaluated only
at the beginning of an LTS sequence of 2mmax stages, rapidly varying ‡ows may
violate the CFL stability condition in an intermediate stage even if a moderate
CFL;max

is prescribed. It would be possible to extend the LTS scheme with an

intermediate restart option if the violation of the CFL condition is detected, but
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Figure 94. Current velocity …eld near the bay of Rust generated by 10 m/s NNW wind.
Gray arrows = uniformly resampled simulated results; three black arrows = averaged
pointwise measurements with 5 magni…cation.
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Figure 95. Circulation near the bay of Rust. Left panel: cell count distribution as a
function of the LTS level m. Right panel: Theoretical and observed CPU time relative
to the GTS scheme as a function of the maximum allowed LTS level mmax .

the gain is expected to be minimal for the targeted applications of the current
model. Instead, I choose mmax ( 3 which is the lowest value that already a¤ords

a signi…cant CPU acceleration. The e¤ect of CPU architecture, on-chip cache
size, program coding and compiler on the previous …gures should be investigated
in more detail. Nevertheless, my experience with other ‡ow problems and cell size
distributions suggest that mmax = 3 is a generally good value.
Another way to express the e¢ ciency of LTS is by the distribution of the
e¤ective CFL number calculated in cell i using
CFL;i

where

ti;max and

=

CFL;max

2mi tmin
;
ti;max

(192)

tmin are de…ned by (93) and (104). In this simulation, the

targeted maximum CFL number is

CFL;max

= 0:8 and mmax = 3. With global

time stepping, the e¤ective CFL number is lower than 0.2 for the bulk of the
mesh (Figure 96). On the other hand, local time stepping successfully raises the
e¤ective CFL number to more than 0.4 in a large portion of the mesh (Figure 97).
The cell counts categorised according to the wet/dry status demonstrate that
the memory overhead necessary to hold inactive cells in the quadtree is small: of
all the 24571 cells in the quadtree, 22889 are wettable, 21557 are partly wet and
19829 are fully wet. Nearly 7% of all cells are therefore either extremely shallow
or partly dry in the …nal solution, which shows the importance of the wetting and
drying algorithm in the case of Lake Neusiedl.

6.6

Unsteady ‡ow in the bay of Fert½orákos

As the last application, the unsteady response of Lake Neusiedl to a typical, measured storm is simulated in the bay of Fert½orákos. The bay is located on the
Hungarian side of the lake and is by far the most important spot for all kinds
of leisure activities. The upsilting is intensive there, as sediment-laden waters
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Figure 96. Circulation near the bay of Rust: distribution of the CFL number with
global time stepping.

Figure 97. Circulation near the bay of Rust: distribution of the CFL number with
local time stepping, mmax = 4.
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pushed by the prevailing NNW winds penetrate the southern part of the lake and
drop much of their suspended load due to the sheltering by reed. On the long
term, interacting sediment accumulation and reed proliferation have created unfavourable conditions for boat tra¢ c, recreation and aquatic fauna. The restoration
measures which are being undertaken in the bay are supported by a detailed …eld
investigation of the exchange mechanisms.
In this study, I attempt to reproduce currents measured in the bay of Fert½orákos
during a representative two-day period of a measurement campaign in 1995. Six
Aanderaa RCM-7 type current meters were deployed in the bay and recorded
local horizontal currents at about mid-depth with 10-minute averaging (Figure
100). Concurrently, a standard Aanderaa wind station was placed next to the
current meter at Station 2 in the eastern part of the bay, at 3.3 m height above
water.
Except for the wind forcing, the physical model parameters of the steady-state
simulation were set to the same values as in the previous two cases (see page 140).
The surface shear stress was computed based on the recorded wind time series, by
…rst transforming the wind to the upwind shore. The period Nov 17, 6:00 through
Nov 19, 6:00 is simulated, during a southerly wind strengthened from calm to
7 m/s then turned persistently to the NNW direction and a more or less steady
speed of 10 m/s (see the top row in Figure 101). I start the simulation with the
lake at rest.
In order to increase the level of detail in the bay of Fert½orákos, the initial cell
size is set to 100–200 m there and to 400–800 m elsewhere in the lake, as shown
in Figure 98.
The mesh is adapted to the solution hourly, with an adaptation sensitivity
svrec = 0:2 and coarsening parameter acoa = 0:1. Adaptation is con…ned to the
bay area, with a cell size limited to

50 m and a cell count limited to 3

the

initial count. No signi…cant cell redistribution is observed after the initial few
adaptation steps, so the mesh shown in the right panel of Figure 99 is actually
characteristic to the whole simulation. The re…nement indicator is seen to be
sensitive in the straits and interfacial regions. In fact, a bene…t of adaptive mesh
re…nement is an improved representation of the bathymetry which is necessary for
an accurate estimation of wave propagation and ‡ow conveyance of the straits.
The instantaneous velocity vector …eld resampled to a uniform pattern is shown
in Figure 100. It is again seen that the reed patches impose a high hydraulic
resistance to the ‡ow, they are therefore a barrier to the water exchange. The
currents measured at the six stations are laid over the simulated velocity …eld
with 6

magni…cation. Both the simulation and the pointwise measurements
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Figure 98. Initial mesh generated for the lake, with re…nement manually increased in
the bay of Fert½orákos

Figure 99. Magni…ed view of the solution-adapted computational mesh in the bay of
Fert½orákos. Left panel: At the beginning of the simulation. Right panel: At the end of
the simulation.
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Figure 100. Computed instantaneous velocity …eld in the bay and six local velocities
observed using current meters (shown with magni…ed black arrows). The simultaneous
wind is also shown. Shading is according to depth.

con…rm that the uneven distribution of water depth and surface shear stress gives
rise to a clockwise gyre in the bay of Fert½orákos.
Comparing measured and simulated velocities is a challenging test for any
lake model. The amplitude and phase response of the lake to wind forcing can be
judged from the vector plot of the currents at six measurement points (Figure 101).
To facilitate the comparison of observed and simulated time series, the fastest
harmonic components are removed using a 2-hour low-pass …lter. The validity
of employing a relaxed initial condition for the lake is supported by the very
slow observed currents at the beginning of the period. The agreement is good
at Station 1 but less satisfactory at the other stations. Seemingly, the model
resolves the oscillatory components due to the seiche at Stations 2, 4 and 7, but
the amplitude is weaker and the overall …t is disturbed by a constant deviation.
The simulated current has an erroneous northward component at Station 4 and an
erroneous southward component at Station 2, which suggests that the predicted
circulation in the bay is too strong.
The power spectral density (PSD) function of the velocity gives an insight into
the frequency response of the lake (Figure 102). The PSD of the observed and
simulated N-S velocity component is smoothed with a Hamming window of width
5 and presented for frequencies slower than 1 cycle per hour. Note that the wave
period corresponding to a frequency is the inverse of that frequency, T = f

1

.

The peaks at the slower seiche modes in the range 0.2 through 0.35 cycle/h are
reproduced reasonably well, except at Station 3. A false peak at 0.7 cycle/h
is present in the model, which corresponds to a period of 1.4 h and a seiche
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Figure 101. Vector plot of observed wind (top row), observed and simulated currents (rows below) for all stations (see Figure 100 for reference). The time series were
smoothed by a 2-hour low-pass …lter. By convention, the vectors show the direction the
wind is blowing from and the direction the current is ‡owing to.
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wavelength of approximately 16 km, i.e., a basin length of 8 km. The di¤erence
observed in the vector plots appears to be caused primarily by poor modelling of
the frequencies slower than 0.1 cycle/h.
One must consider however that these measurements correspond to horizontal
velocities observed at 0.5 m above the lakebed, whereas the 2D model yields depthand cell-averaged velocities, which generally di¤er in both amplitude and direction. Pro…ling current meters would allow a better insight into the actual vertical
structure of the ‡ow and a more direct comparison with the simulation results.
Moreover, local mesh re…nement around points of comparison can be imposed to
decrease the horizontal averaging e¤ect of the …nite mesh resolution. Another
source of error is the imposed wind shear stress …eld. A uniformly distributed
wind is assumed at the upwind land boundary and any change at the measurement point is applied instantly over the lake. The accuracy of the simulated
currents are expected to improve with a more elaborate wind stress model, as
suggested for example by the results of Laval et al. (2003).
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Figure 102. Power spectral density functions of the observed and simulated N-S velocity component, calculated after detrending and averaging to uniform 10 minute intervals. The spectrum is smoothed with a Hamming window of width 5.

Chapter VII
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the main contributions and the proposed theses of this work are
summarised in the next section, then the publications related to this dissertation
are listed and …nally the possible directions of further research are given.

7.1
7.1.1

Theses
New results related to the numerical solver

I have elaborated and validated a second-order accurate MUSCL-Hancock solver of
the shallow water equations on an adaptive Cartesian quadtree mesh to manage the
typically complex morphology of shallow lakes and local model studies e¢ ciently
using variable mesh resolution (see Chapter 4).
Static mesh adaptivity with a quadtree-based …nite-volume model (Thesis 1)
I have con…rmed the formal second-order accuracy of the solver in terms
of the surface elevation in test problems of shear-driven ‡ow in rectangular basins (§5.1; §5.5; §5.6), whereas the order of convergence is
about 1.5 in terms of the velocity. With the method, the order of convergence is reduced to between 1 and 1.5 in shear-driven test problems
with circular boundaries (§5.2 to §5.4), which is primarily caused by
the spurious drag produced along the stepped oblique boundaries. I
showed that this numerical artifact is moderated by a wide extra re…nement around the boundaries, as a consequence of which the velocity
solution is improved by up to a factor of …ve compared to uniform grids
with the same cell count or processor time (§5.2).
Furtermore, the locally re…nable quadtree mesh allows the simultaneous modelling of (1) the near-…eld currents in embayments and harbours; (2) the gravitational, advective and shear forcing by the far-…eld conditions, and; (3) the lakewide
seiche and surface setup; using a cell size appropriate to the required level of detail and accuracy. I demonstrated the advantage of using static adaptivity by
simulating the steady-state circulation in an lake embayment (§6.5).
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Solution-adaptivity (Thesis 2)
I have developed a solution-adaptivity scheme that readjusts the quadtree mesh dynamically in order to capture ‡ow features with locally
high resolution while keeping uniform areas economically coarse. The
adaptation is guided by a combination of heuristic, tunable error estimators that are based on the statistical distribution of the local (1)
velocity divergence; (2) circulation, and; (3) error of the linear velocity
reconstruction (§4.6).
The e¢ ciency of the solution-adaptive model is proven through steady-state
and transient test problems. It was possible to reduce the necessary processor
(CPU) time to less than a third to achieve a given global error compared to
uniform grids, disregarding the computational overhead caused by the quadtree
structure. Adaptation based on the velocity reconstruction error and the one
combining the three estimators with equal sensitivities was found to yield the
highest CPU acceleration overall (§5.5; §5.6).
Local time stepping (Thesis 3)
I implemented a time-accurate local time stepping scheme within the
two-stage explicit, hence conditionally stable Hancock scheme in order
to relieve the severe limitation of the small global timestep. The principle of the scheme is to advance each cell by the largest power-of-two
multiple of the minimum timestep that is still stable. However, interpolating the solution on the boundary of cells advanced with di¤erent
timesteps takes away the conservative character of the original Hancock
scheme. I proposed a correction to cells not updated at an intermediate stage of the local time stepping scheme to restore conservativity
(§4.4.3).
The acceleration depends on the distribution of the stability-limited timestep,
nevertheless, in practical cases the achievable acceleration is limited to approximately 50% over global time stepping. For this reason, to reach steady-state
e¢ ciently one should …rst obtain a crude estimate of the solution on the coarse
mesh, then re…ne the mesh adaptively in successive steps by approaching convergence before each adaptation. I presented two techniques to simulate steady-state
lake circulation in real conditions: using static, prede…ned re…nement focusing on
a bay (§6.5); and by adapting the mesh lakewide in successive steps, driven by the
estimated error (§6.4).
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New results related to the physical model

In vegetated lakes, the bottom of the atmospheric boundary layer is restructured
at each roughness change that air ‡ow encounters while traversing land, vegetated
and open water zones. This results in nonuniform wind shear stress distribution,
which is a strong source of curl that governs the circulation of fetch-limited parts
of the lake. Moreover, in depth-limited conditions the wave boundary layer interacts with the current boundary layer at bed level and enhances bottom shear
stress, a¤ecting the velocity distribution along the whole water column. The representation of these physical processes is shown to have a notable impact on the
simulation of depth-integrated wind-driven circulation in shallow lakes.
Multiple IBL-based wind shear stress (Thesis 4)
I introduced a multiple internal boundary layer (IBL) model to account
for the development of nested layers at subsequent boundaries of terrain, reed and open water along the fetch. The resulting vertical pro…le
of the horizontal wind speed is a continuous and piecewise logarithmic
function of the height. The IBL model can be used to (1) provide the
wind speed distribution over the lake for estimating the momentum
exchange, and; (2) translate overlake or onshore wind data in the horizontal or vertical direction (§2.2; §6.2).
By calibrating with wind measurements taken simultaneously at two or three
locations (fetch < 3 km) and with the theoretical reconstruction of the wind …eld in
the vertical plane using the multiple IBL model, I proved that the IBL developed
at an upwind open water fetch can be quickly absorbed due to even relatively
narrow reed strips. In conclusion, it is usually justi…ed to model wind-driven lake
circulation using a simpler, single IBL model that accounts for the development
of the respective lowest IBL formed above the open water (§6.2).
Wave-enhanced bottom friction (Thesis 5)
I studied numerically the e¤ect of waves on the depth-integrated lake
circulation in an idealised test basin that was parameterised to re‡ect
realistic conditions, and the interaction of wave-induced and main current at the bed was described by the Grant-Madsen model. I showed
that the enhancement of the bottom shear stress due to waves causes
(1) an e¤ective roughening of the bed from 0:025 to 0:033 s m

1=3

, and;

(2) an approximately 20% decrease of the depth-averaged current velocity in wave-exposed shallow zones. In contrast, the structure of the
horizontal circulation is not signi…cantly a¤ected (§6.3.3).
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The Grant-Madsen model characterises the wave boundary layer as a function
of the wave height and period. I con…rmed the applicability of the empirical fetchand depth-limited wave formulae of the Shore Protection Manual to estimate these
parameters in a shallow lake through a comparison with …eld data (mean water
depth = 1.2 m; fetch < 15 km). The agreement was satisfactory and unbiased
for both wave height and wave period, characterised by R2 = 0:78 and 0:73,
respectively, as calculated with a representative data set (§6.3.2).

7.2
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7.3

Directions for future research

7.3.1

Improvements to the physical model

Wind shear stress model The present model assumes that the overland wind
speed is uniformly distributed and the overlake distribution is calculated
with the fetch-dependent IBL model. In consequence, the temporal variations of the wind are applied instantly over the lake, disregarding the …nite
propagation speed of atmospheric waves. Variability of synoptic scale is not
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likely to play a role in medium-sized lakes, but the superposition of a mesoscale lake breeze onto synoptic winds is evident at Lake Neusiedl during hot
days and this superimposed component may contribute noticeably to the
uneven wind speed distribution above the lake surface (Laval et al., 2003).
The surrounding land topography is also a potential source of wind …eld
modi…cation (Inoue et al., 2000; Lemmin and D’Adamo, 1996; Pan et al.,
2002). The e¤ect of any orographic modi…cation, caused, for example, by the
mountains upstream in the prevailing wind direction at Lake Neusiedl and
Lake Balaton, and its relative importance compared to the IBL-based modi…cation should be explored using …eld measurements and three-dimensional
aerodynamic modelling. Also to be investigated are thermal e¤ects on the
turbulence near the water surface, which are known to enhance or dampen
the momentum transfer to the lake depending on the sign of the temperature gradient of the air near the water surface (Beletsky and Schwab, 2001).
Since shallow lakes have relatively small inertia and their circulation adapts
faster to variability of the wind forcing than in deeper lakes, it is expected
that a better description of the wind shear stress …eld will enable a better
agreement of the numerically calculated currents with …eld data.

Resistance due to vegetation Resistance due to the vegetation was modelled
by augmenting the Manning roughness to account not only for bed friction
but also for the drag on plant canopies. With …eld measurements targeted
to the reed zone, it should be possible to validate and calibrate a more
sophisticated model of resistance due to submerged or emergent vegetation
such as those outlined in §2.4. Measurements for this purpose should cover
not only water currents and surface elevation, but also include a survey of
vegetation characteristics. The seasonal variability of these characteristics
and their hydraulic impact is also to be clari…ed.

7.3.2

Improvements to the numerical solver

Oblique boundaries Oblique boundaries were found to impact solution accuracy negatively. To avoid excessive re…nement of arti…cially stepped boundaries, the adoption of cut-cells or the immersed boundary technique (outlined
at the end of §5.2) seems a logical extension of the present model, which
would preserve the automatism of mesh generation and the applicability of
the model to complicated geometries.
Accelerated time integration Local time stepping could successfully increase
the average local CFL numbers over 0.4. Nevertheless, typical speedup over
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global time stepping was moderate in smooth ‡ow problems, typically below
1.5. Hence the smallest cells still impose a severe constraint on the total
simulation times, especially in the case of steady-state simulations. It is recommended to explore the advantages of using an implicit MUSCL solver,
which permits CFL numbers higher than 1 in the smallest cells. For example,
Anastasiou and Chan (1997) solve the viscous shallow water equations with
a Newton–Raphson or modi…ed Newton iteration after linearisation, whereas
Sleigh et al. (1998) recommend fractional iteration for the implicit solution.
Another technique worth examining is the multigrid acceleration of convergence, which …ts naturally into the context of hierarchical meshes (Józsa
and Gáspár, 1992); here the principal challenge is to minimise perturbations caused by the possibly highly variable bathymetry, vegetation cover
and boundaries when transferring solutions between multigrid levels.
Sub-cell resolution Along zone boundaries (e.g., reed edges), one bene…t of perimeter re…nement is the better approximation of the source term. This gives
rise to many small cells, in contrast to general unstructured meshes that resolve internal boundaries more economically, i.e., with element edges …tted
to those boundaries. The Cartesian quadtree mesh can be kept coarse if the
source term is approximated with sub-cell resolution. For that, the share in
the cell area of di¤erent zones is precalculated in each cell using the zone
polygons, and the cell-averaged bed shear stress and surface shear stress is
approximated as an average value weighted by the partial area of the zones
composing the cell. As a further improvement, the cut-cell technique may
be extended to treat not only cells along the closed boundary but also inner
cells a¤ected by zone boundaries. Parts of a cell cut by the zone boundary
are treated as separate mesh elements, and the ‡ux on their interface is also
calculated explicitly.
Automatic adaptation trigger The initial solution is usually far from the converged solution (water at rest is often prescribed). In the steady-state simulations in §5.5 and §6.4, it made sense to solve the equation …rst on a very
coarse inital mesh (which is computationally cheap) and use that solution
to provide a better guess for the initial …eld on the next re…ned mesh. By
the time we reached the …nal mesh, we had already had a fairly well converged solution. The instants of the adaptation were scheduled explicitly
in the present model, which required an a priori estimation of the convergence speed. It is recommended that a fully automatic solution-adaptation
scheme be implemented. Techniques used in multigrid methods provide hints
for this: for example, the model can monitor the ‡ow state residuals to judge
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the level of convergence at an intermediate re…nement level (Mavriplis, 1995).
E¤ort is probably needed to devise a robust scheme that is adaptable to a
wide range of con…gurations and is insensistive to numerical ‡uctuations
such as caused by limiter chatter (Krámer and Józsa, 2006a).

Appendix A
QUADTREE MESH ALGORITHMS
The pseudo-code of the algorithms referenced in Chapter 3 are listed in this section.
Algorithm 1 Find the west neighbours of a quadtree cell
signal = false
while node is valid and (stored west neighbour of node) is invalid do
node ( parent of node
signal = false
end while
if node is invalid then {There are no west neighbours}
return invalid
else
nbr ( (stored west neighbour of node)
if signal = true or nbr is a leaf then {Found neighbour on the same level or
above}
return nbr
else {Enumerate all smaller neighbours}
push SE child of nbr to stack
push NE child of nbr to stack
while stack not empty do
pop nbr from stack
if nbr is a leaf then
add nbr to result
else
push SE child of nbr to stack
push NE child of nbr to stack
end if
end while
end if
end if
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Algorithm 2 Find the next node in a depth-…rst traversal
if node is invalid then {Already at the end of the tree}
return invalid
else if parent of node is invalid then {Just reached the end of the tree}
return invalid
else if child-index of node < 4 then {Look for deepest …rst child of the next
sibling}
node
node + 1
while node has children do
node
(…rst child of node)
end while
return node
else {child-index of node = 4}
return parent of node
end if

Algorithm 3 Regularise the quadtree mesh
stack ( node
while stack not empty do
pop node from stack
levelmax ( (highest level among neighbours)
if level(node) > levelmax then
re…ne node
push all children of node to stack
else
for all nbr neighbour of node do
if level(nbr) + 1 < level(node) then
push nbr to stack
end if
end for
end if
end while

Appendix B
OPEN BOUNDARY PROCEDURES
The discharge, velocity or water level are imposed using characteristics-based
boundary conditions along open boundaries. Here, the treatment of boundaries is described assuming that the interior of the domain is located on the right
side of the boundary (Figure 103). If the interior is on the left side, then the inward perpendicular velocity component is mirrored u? )

u? and the procedure

is analogous. Let the subscripts B and I denote the outer and inner state of the
boundary. The ‡ow state on the inner side, uin is reconstructed from the interior
using (57), with the gradient ru determined from a closed path that connects

only wetted neighbours (as in the rightmost example in Figure 15). The objective
is to …nd the ‡ow state uB on the outer side of the edge that yields the correct
‡ux ^
f1 (uB ; uI ) through the boundary.
The boundary procedure is based on the theory of characteristics (Stoker, 1957,
p. 390). Restricting the analysis to the hyperbolic part of the ‡at-bed shallow
water equations (@u=@t + @f1 =@x + @g1 =@y = 0), the left-going, right-going and
middle Riemann invariants RL , RR and R at a cell edge,
RL = u?

2c;

RR = u? + 2c;

R = uk ;

(193)

are stationary along the respective wave with speed SL , SR and S
SL = u ?

c;

SR = u? + c;

S = uk ;

(194)

where u and c are given by (73); u? , uk = velocity component perpendicular and
parallel to the edge. Incidentally, these wavespeeds (194) are equivalent to the
HLLC wavespeeds (76) corresponding to the case of uL = uR .
We connect the inner state uI to the unknown outer state uB across the left
wave by traversing it with a right-going wave along which RR is stationary, i.e.,

Figure 103. Flow variables at the boundary.
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RR;B = RR;I which expands to
(195)

u?;B + 2cB = u?;I + 2cI :

Boundary variables are imposed by enforcing (195). The set of imposed variables
is chosen according to the Froude number of the inner state to ensure that the
mathematical problem is well posed. The procedure is described separately for
subcritical (uI < cI ) and supercritical (uI > cI ) ‡ow regimes.

B.1

Subcritical, head-type boundary

The surface elevation

and optionally the transverse volume ‡ux qk; is speci…ed

at subcritical out‡ow boundaries. With hB =

zb;B , where zb;B is the bed

elevation at the boundary, the ‡ow state vector is computed as
3
2
3 2
B

uB

6
7 6
4q?;B 5 = 4hB u?;I
qk;B

B.2

2 cI

qk; or qk;I

p

7
ghB 5 :

(196)

Subcritical, ‡ow-type boundary

The normal and optionally also the transverse volume ‡ux, q?; and qk; are speci…ed at subcritical in‡ow boundaries. The normal ‡ux component relates the
depth to the volume ‡ux as
cB =

p

ghB =

r

g

q?;B
:
u?;B

(197)

We substitute this expression into (195) and express the normal velocity:
r
q?;
u?;B = u?;I + 2cI 2 g
:
u?;B

(198)

This implicit equation is solved for u?;B using Newton’s method. Starting with
(0)

u?;B = u?;I , the iteration formula is
(k)

(k+1)
u?;B

=2

u?;B
(k)

u?;B

2

(k)

u?;B

RR;I + 2gq?;

RR;I

3u?;B

(k)

;

(199)

RR;I

where RR;I = u?;I + 2cI and the upper index (k) refers to the value in the kth
iteration step. The ‡ow state vector is then computed as
3
2
q?; =u?;B + zb;B
6
7
uB 4
q?;
5:
qk; or qk;I

(200)

B.3. RATING CURVE
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If the total discharge Q is speci…ed along a boundary that spans several cells,
q? is distributed laterally by weighting it by w.
^ At the jth boundary segment,
q?;

;j

= Q w^j is imposed, where the normalised weights are
wj
w^j = X
:
Sk wk

(201)

k=1

In the order of increasing power of the depth, the following weighting schemes
may be used:
Scheme

wj

Uniform q

1

Uniform v

hj

Uniform F r

hj

Uniform S

nj 1 hj

Uniform v=h

h2j

3=2
5=3

The weighting “Uniform S” takes into account the lateral distribution of Manning’s n and ensures that the local energy slope is nearly uniform along the boundary.

B.3

Rating curve

A stage-discharge rating curve may also be used at a boundary to link

B

to QB .

The procedure is identical to ‡ow-type boundaries except that the relationship
(k)

(k)

hB = q?;B =u?;B is replaced in (197) by the rating curve h(QB ) and the discharge
(k)

QB is updated along the whole boundary at each iteration step by (199).

B.4

Supercritical boundary

All state variables must be speci…ed for supercritical in‡ows:
2
3
uB

6
7
4q?; 5 ;
qk;

whereas no variable is speci…ed at supercritical out‡ows.

(202)
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